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Abstract 

Prior to their retrieval from low Earth orbit (LEO), the individual solar cells that make up 

the ‘-V2’ solar array panel from the Huhble Space Telescope (HST) were prone to 

hypervelocity (>5 k d s )  impact damage from micrometeoroids and space debris. The 

analysis of such passive collector surfaces allows sampling of micrometeoroids that have 

not undergone any terrestrial atmospheric alteration and better defines the population of 

space debris particles below the lmm size range. 

Herein a new approach has been taken to try and identify the nature atid origin of impact 

derived residues generated in the individual solar cells from the HST. A total of 25 solar 

cells were selected on the basis that they contained impact craters (100-1000pin diameter) 

rather than larger impact holes ( 1  -3mm diameter), as preliminary studies indicated that 

they were more likely io retain impact residues. These were suhsequently analysed using 

digitised hack-scattered electron imaging, coupled with digitised x-ray elemental mapping 

and micro-spot analysis to locate, identify and classify the residues. 

29 impact craters were located on solar cells. In the analysis of the residues; 3 were 

identified residues as space debris in origin, 6 unclassified and 20 as micrometeoroid. The 

space dehris derived residues wcre identified as  remnants of a point fragment, a stainless 

steel particle and a fragment of a printed circuit board. The micrometenroid derived 

residues were sub-classified in terms of mineral chemistry, with apparent inafic- and 

phyllo- silicates being the dominant components, with minor iron-nickel metal and iron 

sulfides, suggesting a broadly chondritic origin. Fe-Ni rich residue was also identified that 

would appear to belong to a group of non-chondritic particles previously unrecognised. 

Possible refractory or CdAI rich inclusions from a primitive micrometeoroid were also 
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observed as near intact Ca-rich fragmenis, the textures of the individual grains suggested 

that they were not merely terrestrial contamination. 

Laboratory impact studies, using a light-gas-gun to accelerate small fragments (125- 

250yn1) of known meteorite mineralogies up to Skrn/s, and then impact them into solar 

cells have generated a suite of residues that are analogues of those observed from LEO 

studies. The silicate minerals generated residues that were intimately associated with the 

host melt glass. Metallic sulfides and metals generated surface and sub-surface immiscible 

droplets. Several craters also contained near-intact fragments of mirerals. 

Overall. despite the small sample set examined. the observed dominance of 

niicrwncteoroid to space debris residue chemistry (correlating to particle size range of 8-80 

pm) corresponds well to the accepted flux models. 
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“The world is full of wonders in earth and air and sea, 
A man may study all his life and not much wiser be...” 

Extracted from the poem “A Wondcr” attributed to James Sowerby (undated) 

... 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.0 Impacts In Space: Extraterrestrial Or Simply Space Junk? 

“It might have been a disused furing, a frugnient from ari e.xploded upper stage rocket. It 

didn’t mutter. The fragment slarnrned into the sutellire with the force of u large l o r y  doing 

100 miles an hour, destroying the satellite.” Astronomy Now, (1996). 

The popular press (e.g. Astronomy Now, December 1996 and New Scientist, ilth May 

1996) frequently writes about catastrophic collisions in low Earth orbit (LEO)’ that 

destroy satellites and predictions of the hunian race imprisoned on Earth by a deadly 

permanent cloud of debris, a cloud of  SPACE DEBRIS. This cloud of debris has been 

generated since 19.57 when humans first started the exploration of space (the launch of 

Sputnik) and will continue to increase as planetary exploration increases and greater 

numbers of communications satellites orbit the Earth (e.g. the Iridium communication 

satellite network. (Scientific American, 1999)). The size of material which makes up space 

debris is extremely diverse, it can include large metre-sized spent rocket bodies and 

satellites to millinietrc-sized and micron-sized fragments of paints, ablation products from 

rocket fuels and hiniim waste íNational Research Council, 1995). It is debris from the 

smallesi size-range that is of importance to the work presented in this thesis. 

However, Earth’s orbits have never been void of material, as there has always been 

constant passage of extra-terrestrial material in various size ranges. In fact over 40,000 

tonnes of extraterrestrial material bombards the Earth each year, of which 9S% is as 

LEO i\ a orbit with il niean altitude of less than 20Oílkm I 
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“cosmic dust” or micrometeoroids of less than Imm in size (e.g. Love and Brownlee, 

1993). So the question must be raised to whether micrometeoroids pose a threat to space 

hardware. Beech and Brown, (1993) identified the probability of micrometeoroids 

impacting satellites during the 1993 Perseid meteoroid as small but non-negligible. A 

particle impacting onto a satellite can generate a plasma-burst that may be sufficient to 

disable the electronics. The small but non-negligible probability seemed to become reality 

when the Olympus communications satellite failed at the height of the Perseid meteor 

shower in August 1993 (Caswell et al., 1995). As the satellite was never returned to Earth 

for a detailed post-flight investigation, it is impossible to state unambiguously whether the 

failure was or was not due to a collision with micrometeoroids. McBride and Taylor 

(1996) calculated the risk to satellite tethers from micrometeoroids and debris as 

significant. The investigation of micrometeoroid daniagc to space hardware surfaces can 

only be carried out when the surfaces are returned to Earth (e.g. Warren et al., 1989 and 

Wright et al.; 1995a & b). 

The timing of this project coincided with the unique opportunity to investigate materials 

retui-iied from exposure to LEO. The materials inade available were individual solar cells 

from the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) and muli¡-layered insulation blankets from the 

European Retrievable Carrier; both these materials contained inipact damage ranging from 

microns to millimetres in diameter. There was therefore the possibility to search for the 

remnants of micrometeoroids and space debris impactors within hypervelocity impact 

features preserved on the samples. Such investigations have in the past been problematic 

(e.g. Carey, 1998), due to limitations in the analytical techniques used to search for 

impactor remnants. With respect to these problems, scanning electron microscopy has 

been employed using back-scattered electron imaging and X-ray elemental mapping 

(Chapter 2) to develop a highly successful protocol for the rapid location and identification 

of residue material (Chapter 3 )  in HST solar cells. The generation of laboratory simulated 



hypervelocity residues of known niineral projectiles using u light-gas-gun facility (Chapter 

4) has assisted in the interpretation of micrometeoroid derived residues. Within Chapter 5 

the results of the survey of the HST solar cells are presented and discussed with a view to 

classification in terms of space debris and micrometeoroid origin. It was hoped that the 

natural impactors might be sub-classified in terms directly comparable to the many 

samples obtained from terrestrial collections of cosmic dust (discussed in Chapter i). 

Within Chapter 6, the result of the analyses of one particular residue are presented, with 

the possible consideration that it may represent a class of micrometeoroid which has only 

been subjected to limited laboratory investigations in the past. 

If all the previous objectives can he carried out, then i t  was postulated that the results 

would enable the relative assessment of thc significance of micrometeoroids and space 

debris particles (in the 10-100pn diameter size range) within LEO. It will hopefully prove 

that such investigations can provide substantial information and are a worthy addition to 

the terrestrial collection of material. 

1.1 Origins Of Particles Collected In Space And On Earth 

1.1.1 Microiiieteoroids 

The first identification of dust in the interplanetary medium of the Solar System was by 

Cassini in the century, with the observation of “zodiacal light” or gengenschein 

(Sandford, 1987) (the illumination by the sun of dust orbits between it and the Earth). The 

investigations of microcraters produced in mineral grains in lunar rocks (e.g. Morrison and 

Zinner, 1976) proved that this was not a passing feature, but has been stable for a 

considerable period. Particle lifetime in the solar system is essentially short, e.g. I O  to 10 

years (Dohnanyi, 1978; McDonnell, 1988) before effects such as Poynting-Robertson drag, 
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sublimation, sputtering, collisions and radiation remove particles from the Solar System 

and they are recycled into the interstellar medium (Dohnanyi, 1978; Brownlee, 1994). 

Therefore, Solar System sources of this dust material must be froin recent past activity and 

not as long-lived particles dating from the formation of the Solar System. The two widely 

accepted sources of origin for micrometeoroids are either cometary or asteroidal (e.g 

Brownlee, 1994). The analysis of the zodiacal cloud by the Infrared Astronomical satellite 

(IRAS) have identified that cloud is a mixture of cometary (e.g. Liou et al., 1995) and 

asteroidal (Levasseur-Regourd et al., 1991) dust. Liou et al. (1995), postulated that the 

contribution of the two was as follows asteroidal dust contributed approximately 1/4 to 1/3 

of the total and cometary dust contributed 3/4 to 213 to the total composition. However. 

the relative proportion of cometary and asteroidal dust accreted by the Earth is a matter of 

great debate. 

Flynn (1990) proposed that the Earth’s gravitational focusing favours the collection of 

particles with low geocentric velocities, therefore as asteroidal particles have lower 

geocentric velocities than cometary particles they should dominated the collections 

(section 1.3) of terresmial dust. Yet. i t  has been proved that if cometary panicles are 

trapped in  a mean-motion resonaiice with planets. e.g. Jupiter. their eccentricity and 

inclination can be reduced resulting in encounters with Earth at near asteroidal velocities 

(Liou and Zook, 1996. 1997). It is also suggested that atmospheric eiitry (section 1.4.1) 

can affect the survivability of particles aiid therefore affect the contribution of material 

observed in the terrestrial collections of material. It  has therefore been postulated that 

cometary particles are contributing a major element to the dust sample in terrestrial 

collection (Liou et al., J996). 

It is also possible that minor contributions to the source of material may come from an, as 

yet, unquantified component from the interstellar medium. Interstellar grains have been 
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identified entering the Earth’s atmosphere by using radar remote sensing techniques 

(Taylor et al.. 1996). Impacts due to interstellar dust were identified by the plasma 

detectors from the Galileo and Ulysses spacecraft (Gtijn et al., 1993). As yet the 

identification of dust particles as interstellar material from the various collections of 

extraterrestrial material (see section 1.3 for a discussion on the collection techniques) has 

proved extremely complex. This has been due to several factors, firstly the identification 

of interstellar material can not simply be based on the physical or chemical properties of 

suspect particles, but instead must depend upon isotopic investigations (Walker, 1994). As 

the analysis has to be in-situ, they are normally carried out using an ion-probe (see 

McKeegan et al., 1985 for a discussion on the technique). 

The current limitations in ion-probe techniques requires particle sires of at least lpni 

(Walker 1993). Here-in lies the problem: locating such material in particles where the 

maxiniuin size of the whole particle maybe only I-lOpn and an interstellar component 

present on a nanometer scale presents an extremely difficult task. Bradley and Brownlee 

(1983) located nanometer-sized S i c  in dust particles. but concluded that these could have 

been contaminants and isotopic measurements by ion-probe were not possible. Walker 

( 1  995) calculated if 10’ micromeíeorites were analysed using X-ray elemental mapping, 

the investiption might possibly yield one or two particles suitable for analysis with the 

ion-probe. Gvaham et al. (1996a & b) carried out static-line carbon stable isotopic 

measurements on five specially selected particles. the carbon isotopic measurements of one 

particle indicated the possible presence of Sic .  Detailed electron microscopy and ion-probe 

measurements of fragments of the same particles did not identify any S i c  (Engrand and 

Maurette, 1997). 

Recent attempts at searching for interstellar phases in IDPs have used Fourier Transform 

Infrared (FTIR) spectrophotometry in laboratory measurements (Bradley et al., 1998) and 
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infrared spectroscopy from ESA'S Infrared Space Observatory (ISO) for space 

measurements (Bradley et al., 1998), this research is continuing but at present has not 

identified any Sic.  The search for interstellar phases in cosmic dust particles will 

hopefully be resolved by the development of better analytical instruments such as the 

Nano-SIMS (Messenger, 1998) that will enable the in-situ mapping for material at a 

suitable scale within terrestrial collections of IDPs and micrometeorites. 

1.1.2 Flux Models: Micrometeoroids 

The Earth is constantly being bombard with extra-terrestrial material within the mass range 

of IO-''g to over 10'Og (Yates, 1992). It is possible to calculate the annual amount of 

material that is accreted by the Earth each year using a number of different methods. 

Hughes (1978) used radar, visual and satellite techniques to monitor the frequency of 

meteors. Hörz et al. (1975), determined flux estimates from lunar microcrater counts. In 

1985, Grün et al. derived the Grün flux model based on meteoroid flux versus meteoroid 

mass. The model used data from lunar flux measurements, space craft measurements and 

radar measurements to calculate the flux and produced an estimate of 30-40x106kg per 

year (Grün et al., 1985). Love and Brownlee (1993) used data obtained from the Long 

Duration Exposure Facility satellite to obtain a flux estimate of 40120xIO~kg per year. It 

is interesting to note that the estimated yield of micrometeoroids is consistent using the 

different methods (Bland et al., 1996). Olsson-Steele (1988) calculated that 85% of the 

material accreted annually by Earth is within the size range of micrometeoroids. 

1.1.3 Space Debris 

The origins of space debris are directly linked to human utilisation of space, as space 

debris is essentially the pollution of our space endeavour (figure 1.1). Since 1957 when 

Sputnik was launched, over 4,500 other spacecraft have been launched, of which over 
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2,200 remain in orbit (National Research Council, 1995). The amount of debris that these 

launches have put in LEO is significant: for large debris (over IOcm in diameter) it is 

calculated there are over 10,000 objects in orbit, lor medium debris (Imm to IOcm in 

diameter) possibly over 1 0 million objects and for small debris (less than Imm in diameter) 

the number is predicted to be in the trillons (National Research Council, 1995). For this 

thesis the size range of debris that is of interest is the small diameter. 

This type of debris can be defined as mission-related debris, as they are the result of the 

deployment, activation and use of space hardware. The more significant mission-related 

debris is aluminium oxide particles that are formed and released during the burning of 

rocket fuels during launch and subsequent flight of a rocket. Aluminiuni oxide particles 

have been identified in the stratospheric collections of cosmic dust particles (Zolensky and 

Mackinnon, 1984) (section 1.2.4 and section 1.3.4). Mission-related debris also includes 

human waste. e.g. a fragment of crystalline urine was collected near-intact by iising an 

aerogel collector fitted to the Mir spacc station (Hörz et al., 1998). The other source of 

small-sized debris is defined as fragmentation debris, which is the largest contributor to the 

total population of catalnyed space debris. It is typically inade up of fragments and 

particles generated by the break-up or deterioratinn of space hardware, e.g. solar cell debris 

released during an impact event, paint fragments, and thermal blanket debris (National 

Research Council, 1995). ï h e  classification schemes used to identify impact-derived 

residues have been developed by NASA (Zolensky et al., 1993) and are based on simple 

elemental signatures which are discussed in-depth in Chapter 3 .  
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Figure 1.1 shows the increase in catalogued orbital debris from 1960 ~ 1999. The increase in debris Can he 

compared to the increase in the utilisation of LEO (image courtesy of NASA). 

1.1.4 Flux Models: Space Debris 

Flux models are required for space debris because they can be used to predict the number 

of particles that may impact onto a piece of space hardware during its life-time in orbit. 

The models define the impact flux as a function of particle/debris size and velocity for 

various space hardware orbilai altitudes and inclinations. An example of this is NASA's 

Engineering Orbital Debris Model (EODM) (Kessler et al., 1991). The model has been 

updated using data from the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) (see section 1.3.5 

for a description of I.DEF) and other sources (Kessler et al., 1996). An in-depth discussion 

of space debris modelling is given in Orbital Debris - A technical assessment (National 

Research Council, 1995). 

1.2 Compositions Of Cosmic Dust And Space Debris 

cosmic dust material has been extensively investigated (e.g Brownlee et al., 1979; 

Bradley, 1988 and Maurette et al., 1993), therefore a vast amount of data has been obtained 
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on its composition in terms of chemistry and mineralogy. Only a general overview of the 

different types of cosmic dust material are given here, since the work presented in this 

thesis focuses on identification of micrometeoroid remnants in hypervelocity impact- 

damaged solar cells that have been highly altered by the impact process (section 1.4.1). 

Therefore comparisons between the intact chemistries and mineralogies of 

micrometeorites, interplanetary dust particles and deep sea spherules can only be made at 

the most simplistic level. The amount of data obtained on space debris within the size of 

less than lmm diameter is in complete contrast to that for cosmic dust. 

1.2.1 Deep Sea Spherules 

The composition of deep-sea sphemles can be broadly separated into two groups; i) iron 

spherules and i¡) stony spherules. The iron spherules are composed of either small iron- 

nickel rich or smaller platinum group element nuggets cores surrounded by iron-oxides 

(magnetite) (e.g. Brownlee et al., 1984). Unfortunately in most of the iron spherules, the 

nickel rich core is often weathered away or nxidised therefore leaving particles that are 

entirely composed of magnetite (e.g. Parkin et al., 1977). The stony spherules are again 

compnsed n t  magnetite but there is an additional olivine component within the spherules 

and again if nnt weathered or altered, trace phase of metallic nickel-iron (Heide and 

Wlotzka 1995). Karc spheniles can he composed of the metallic material again 

surrounded by the magnetite rims, but they can also include small quantities of glass. 

Unlike the stony sphemles, they do not contain crystalline silicate material (e.g. 

Finkleman, 1972). 
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1.2.2. Micromctcorites 

The size of micrometeorites (MMs) recovered from the Polar Ice Sheets can be from Ipm 

- 10ûûym in diameter. There have been numerous classification schemes (e.g. Taylor and 

Brownlee, 1991; Kurat et al.. 1993; 1994) but this study will adopt that developed by 

Genge (1996) based on the previous systems. MMs can be broadly separated into two 

groups; i)  coarse grained and ¡i) fine-grained. The fine-grained material can be sub- 

classified into; i) melted cosmic spherules and scoriaceous micrometeorites (Kurat et al., 

1993); ¡i) unmelted core niicrometeorites, vesicular unmelted micrometeorites and 

unmelted micrometeorites (Genge, 1996). The cosmic spherules show evidence that they 

have undergone extreme melting during atmospheric entry, thcrefore often only rclatively 

refractory relict mineral phases reniain e.g. forsteritic (olivine) and or enstatitic (pyroxene) 

(Klöck and Staderinann, 1994). The scoriaceous MMs differ from cosniic splicrules in 

terms of shape hut again the main mineral coniposition is olivine and pyroxene (Michel- 

Levy and Bourot-Denise. 1992). Although unmelted niicrometeorite particles do show 

some evidence of melting during atmospheric entry i.e. magnetite rim formation, this rim 

tends to be discontinuous and the bulk chemistry of the particle would appear to be 

relatively unaltered. 

The mineralogy of thcse puticIc\ consists mainly of hydrous phyllosilicate minerals. These 

phyllosilicates have normally been thermally nietamorphosed and are highly altered during 

atmospheric encounters. The original chemistry is sometimes preserved and it is therefore 

possible to identify the pre-entry mineralogy of the particle that is similar to serpentine or 

smectite in composition (Kurat et al., 1994). The composition of these unmelted MMs can 

also consist of anhydrous coarse-grained mafic silicates (olivineípyroxene) (Kurat et al., 

1994). The particles may also be a mixture of the two types where the particles consist of 



coarse-grained mafic silicates with fine-grained phyllosilicate matrix materials (Klöck and 

Stadermann, 1994). The unmelted micrometeorites are similar in composition to that of 

larger carbonaceous chondrite meteorites (Kurat et al., 1994). 

So the question must be raised whether these unmelted MMs might contain interstellar 

material, such as S ic ,  graphite and diamonds which have been identified in carbonaceous 

chondrite meteorites (e.g. Murchison) (e.g. Zinner et al., 1989; 1990; Amari et al., 1990 

and Russell, 1993). No interstellar material has been identified, although this is partly 

because the size of such grains would be extremely small (less than Ipm) and the 

concentration expected to be present within the particles would be very low (Walker, 

1994). Therefore they would be difficult to locate in-situ using current iron-probe and 

SEM X-ray microanalysis te,chniques (Walker, 1994). The development of new nano- 

secondary ion mass spectrometry (Stadermann et al., 1999) may resolve this problem if 

favourable MMs are identified (Messenger. 1998). 

1.2.3 Interplanetary Dust Particles (IDPs) 

KIPS have been investigated extensively since NASA started collecting them from the 

stratosphere ísee section 1.3.4) in 1981 (e.g. Mackinnon et al.. 1983. Bradley, 1988; 

Schramni et al., 1989). The IDPs can be broadly classified into two groups based on the 

major mineral componcnts: i )  anhydrous mafic silicates and i¡) hydrous phyliosiiicates 

(Klöck and Stadermann, 1994). The anhydrous mafic silicates are dominated by either 

olivines or pyroxenes (Thomas et al., 1993). There is a sub-division of anhydrous IDPs 

where the particles are dominated by fine-grained microcrystalline aggregates (Klöck and 

Stadermann. 1994). The aggregates are composed of 5-50nm grains of Mg-Fe silicates, 

Fe-Ni sulfides and Fe-Ni metal embedded in a fine-grained carbonaceous matrix (Klöck 

and Stadermann, 1994). The hydrous IDPs are dominated by phyllosilicate mineralogies 



(smectites such as saponite and serpentine) although minor anhydrous mineral phases. e.g. 

Fe-Ni sulfides, Mg-Fe silicates, Mg-Fe carbonates and magnetite may also be identified 

particularly in smectite TDPs (Klöck and Stadermann, 1994). 

Refractory mineral phases, e.g. hibonite, perovskite, spinel and melitite have been 

identified within matrix material of IDPs (Zolensky. 1987 and McKeegan, 1987). The 

significance of identifying these refractory phases, it indicates that IDPs may be directly 

linked to primitive carbonaceous chondrites and their asteroidal origin (Klöck and 

Stadermann, 1994). Ultra-fine gruined chondritic IDPs have been found to consist of 

smaller suh-grain aggregates (0.05pm-0.5pm) of "glassy" silicate material with embedded 

Fe-Ni metal and Fe-Ni sulfides (termed as GEMS) (e.g. Bradley, 1988; Bradley, 1994 and 

Martin, 1995). The implications are that these GEMS particles are relatively unaltered 

interstellar material, although much further work is required to substantiate such a theory 

(Martin, 1995). 

1.2.4 Space Debris 

l h e  composition oí' space debris particles is directly related to the material that has been 

placed in space. for example steel alloys. aluminium alloys. solid rocket motor fuel debris 

and Icakcd coolant (liquid Na and K) froin nuclear reactors powering satellites (e.g. 

Zolensky ei al.. 1993). The chemistry of space debris-derived residues as a result of 

hypervelocity collisions is discussed in-depth in Chapter 5.  Apart from LEO collections of 

material (1.3.5), particles identified as space debris have been identified in the 

stratospheric collections of IDPs. 

The particles are not terrestrial contaminants such as volcanic ash particles which have also 

been identified in the cosmic dust catalogue (CDC) as they have a distinct elemental 
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composition of A1201 - aluminiuni oxide (temied AO in the CDC). These AO particles 

have a distinctive sphemle shape morphology (therefnre termed AOS) and analysis by 

Zolensky and Mackinnon (1984) revealed that these particles are in fact fragments of 

orbital or space debris. Significant quantities o f  aluminium and propellant used in solid 

rocket motor (SRM) fuel and during the burning of the fuel, ablation products including 

Alzo1, i.e. AOS (Zolensky et al., 1989) are released. The study by Zolensky et al (1989) 

noted that there was a tenfold increase in the number of AOS identified in the stratospheric 

collection from 1976-1984 which would indicate the increased problem of space debris. 

1.3 Sampling Of Cosmic Dust & Space Debris 

1.3.1 Atmospheric Collection 

Due to the residence time in the atmosphere of cmsmic dust particles (1 to 60 days at 

altitudes above 20kni) (,Kasten, 1968), it  would seem to provide an excellent environment 

in which to sample particles. The first attempts at sampling in the atmosphere involved the 

use oí ball««nï which were firted with capture cells (Fireman and Kismet. 1961). As the 

balloons were only ahle to sample at limited altitudes (up to 37km although usually only 

few kni) the sampling yielded far more terrestrial than extra-terrestrial dust particles. 

Futher attempts at sampling (ca. 10-20km altitudes) used recoverable sounding rockets 

(e.g. Heiiicriway and Soberinan, 1962 and Farlow et al., 1970). They were fitted with 

relatively small collection surfaces and were only sampling at these altitudes for 

approximately 1 minute. As a result of the small sampling time the yield of extra 

terrestrial particles was again extremely low. Apart from low collection yields these 

particles were contaminated by sulfate aerosols (Bigg et al., 1970) The sampling of 

particles at high altitudes has improved somewhat «ver the years and present day methods 

are discussed in section 1.3.4. 
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1.3.2 Ocean Floors 

The first recorded success at the collection of extraterrestrial material from the ocean can 

be dated back to the voyages of HMS Challenger in the late 1880s. Black magnetic 

spherules separated from deep ocean sediments during the expeditions were subsequently 

identified as cosmic dust particles (Murray and Renard, 1884, 1891). Deep-sea spherules 

were collected in the 1950s by raking the sea-floor (Bmnn et al., 1955) and the 

improvements to analytical technologies (e.g. electron probes) allowed more detailed 

investigations of individual spherules (e.g. Castaing and Fredriksson, 1958). The studies 

of the spherules continued in the 1970s (e.g. Finkelman, 1970; 1972) where magnetic 

raking of the ocean floor was again the method of collection (e..g Brownlee et al., 1979 

and Brownlee, 1985). 

The origin of these cosmic spheiules was subject to much debate, although it was 

generally assumed that they were simply ablation droplets from meteorites (e.g. Öpik, 

1956). extensive work by Parkin et al. (e.g. 1977, 1980 and 1983) postulated a different 

origin for the particles. They suggested that the particles were debris formed by collisions 

in the asteroid belt and subhequently spiralled to Earth under Poynting-Robertson drag 

(Parkin et al.. 1980). Blancliard and Davis (1978). to allow a better understanding on the 

possible alteration effects that occur during the atmospheric transit of extra terrestrial 

material carried out artificial ablation studies on iron and iron-nickel samples. The studies 

produced morphological features that were similar to iron meteorite fusion crusts and 

cosmic spherules extracted from deep-sea sediments. Also Blanchard et al. (1  980) analysed 

spherules which had not been extensively weathered aiid found that the mineral chemistry 

was similar to CI chondrites. 

Further comparisons between the spherules’ mineral chemistry (Mg-rich olivines) and 

meteorites found a link to C2 chondrites (Steele et al., 1985). The identification of extra 
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terrestrial platinum-group metals in the spherules by Brownlee et al. (1984) essentially 

resolved the debate, as these are metallic remnants of the oxidation of the spherules which 

are ablation products of meteoritic material (McDonnell, 1988). It is widely now accepted 

that the majority of these spherules are the end result of atmospheric heating processes 

acting on what were originally small fragments of meteoritic material (Heide and Wlotzka, 

1995). Although deep-sea spherules have been well studied, the interpretation of the 

findings have often been limited by the rather extensive melting the spherules have 

undergone (e.g. Brownlee, 1985) and terrestial weathering (e.g. Wright et al., 1988). The 

terrestrial weathering is from the sea-water which etches the spherules, which causes the 

dissolution of olivine crystals and effects of bulk element chemistry content of the 

spherules (Brownlee, 198 i). Therefore a better collection environment was sought. 

1.3.3 Polar Locations 

The search for the ideal environment for sampling micrometeorites (MMs) switched from 

the oceans to Greenland and Antartic Ice Sheets (Maurette et al., 1986). The Ice Sheets are 

convenient repositories of micrometeorites (MMs) as the ice is clear and clean, and 

particles can be extracted from it. The ice also preserves the particles us it limits the 

degree of chemical alteration the MMs suffer from weathering (Maurette et al., 1994). 

However, the actual concentrarion of extra terrestrial material located in the ice is often 

low, 2-5 micrometeorites in the 100-250ym size range per ton of ice assuming the 

micrometeorite flux measured at ca. 1 AU in the interplanetary medium (Grün et al., 1985) 

is the same as that on the Earth’s surface and with an accumulation rate approximately 

5Ocdy. As a result, large quantities of ice/lake basement sediment have to be 

meltedextracted to recover a sufficient number of MMs. 



One of the first ice field locations to be used to recover MMs was lake deposits in the melt 

zone of Sondre Stronifjord on the Greenland ice sheet (Maurette et al., 1986). The 

seasonal lakes form during the Artic summers and are fed by the melting ice and it was 

observed that the basement of these lakes a contained sediment (termed as cryoconite). I t  

was suggested that the cryoconite which is derived from filamentary siderobacteria and 

mineral sand would also contain a yield of MMs that have accumulated over time 

(Maurette et al., 1994). The extraction techniques used to remove MMs from cryoconite 

will not be discussed herein but can be found in Maurette et al., (1994). 

The problem of MM recovery from was highlighted during one expedition - only 

approximately 1000 MMs were found per kg of wet cryoconite (200kg of cryoconite were 

collected) (Maurette et al., 1994). The MMs recovered were both melted (800 in  total) and 

unmelted (200 in  total) in nature and generally greater than 100pin i n  diameter, although 

some smaller MMs (50-100pm) were also collected (Maurette et al., 1994). The MMs 

collected from the cryoconite deposits are generally not used by researchers because they 

are subjected to chemical attack or alteration from the siderobacteria that effect the origin 

chemistry íMauretie et al., 1994). However several studies have compared their 

mineralogy and chemistry with MMs collected from other locations (e.g. Robin et al.. 1990 

and Beckerliiig and Bischoff. 1995). Furthermore the chemical techniques, e.g acid 

dissolution, used for the reiiioval of  the cryoconite from the particles may destroy mineral 

components within the MMs (Yates, 1992). 

As well as the particles collected from Greenland, MMs have also been successfully 

recovered from Antarctic Blue Ice Sheets (e.g. Maurette et al., 1993; 1994). In the 1991 

EUROMET expedition, 100 tonnes of ice was melted to recover approximately 20,000 

MMs in the 50-400pm size range (e.g. Maurette et al., 1991). Antarctic Micrometeorites 

have a distinct advantage over the Greenland Ice Sheets, as they are eryoconite-free 
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(Maurette et al., 1994) which means that the problem of weathering and chemical 

alteration is reduced (Maurette et al., 1994), but MMs are still affected by atmospheric 

entry effects (e.g. Flynn, 1989a & b and see section 1.4). 

MMs from polar ices have been extensively studied terms of mineral, chemical and 

isotopic compositions in the 1990s (e.g. Michel-Levy and Bourot-Denise, 1992; Kurat et 

ai., 1993; Wright et al., 1997; Genge et al., 1997 and Engrand and Maurette, 1998). 

Recently (Taylor et al., 1996) located a new source of MMs from the bottom of the water 

well at the U.S. South Pole Station. 

1.3.4 The Stratosphere 

When dust particles enter the Earth's atmosphere they initially encounter at velocities 

greater than l l k d s .  At 80-lOOkm altitude they decelerate slowly and may only be 

exposed io a maximum temperature of 800°C for a few seconds (Yario et al., 1994). This 

slow-down in velocity results in a lO'-fold increase in particles in the stratosphere 

conipured to the tlux i n  near-Earth space (e.g. Riet.jnieijer, 1999). The early attempts to 

collect cosmic dust paiticlcs frwri the stratosphere have already beeii discussed in section 

1.3.1. The first real success at collecting particles in the stratosphere was in  1973 at 35km 

altitude (Browiilee et al., 1973). where particles of chondritic composition were identified 

anioiigct the majority of aluminium oxide particles collected (Brownlee and Hodge, 1973). 

It is interesting to note that aluminium oxide particles were originally unclassified in terms 

of origin, as they appeared not extra terrestrial yet they were not of a composition that 

would have indicated a terrestrial origin. The most probable source of origin was later 

identified as aerospace materials, i.e. they are space debris particles (Brownlee et al., 1976; 

Zolensky and Mackinnon, 1984 and Zolensky et al., 1989). 
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The sampling of cosmic dust particles in the stratosphere in 1970s developed due to better 

collector cells, the availability of high altitude aircraft and improvements in analytical 

instrumentation allowing more detailed analysis of the sampled particles (e.g. Brownlee et 

al., 1977). However researchers who have investigated cosmic dust particles collected 

from the stratosphere would suggest that much of the development was due to the 

pioneering research of D.E. Brownlee, to the extent that the particles are often referred to 

as “Brownlee particles”. 

Since 1981 NASA has used U-2, ER-2 and WB-57 aircraft to collect interplanetary dust 

particles (IDPs) (Mackinnou et al., 1982). There are two of sizes of collectors that can be 

fitted to the aircraft: I )  30cm’ surface area (figure 1.2) aiid 2) 300cm’ surface area. The 

collectors (composed of  “Lexan” a polycarbonate plastic) are coated with silicone oil 

(dimethyl siloxane) and sealed within airtight containers which are only open to expose the 

collector surface to the stratosphere or for the collector plate to be removed in the clean-lab 

at the Johnson Space Centre (NASA). 

Stratospheric sampling occurs when the aircraft is at a high altitude (ca. 20km). Alter the 

sampling hai been carried out thc collectors are sealed until the Cosmic Dust Preliminary 

Examination Team (CDPET) can investigate thein at the Johnson Space Centre (NASA) 

(Zolensky et al.. 1994). The information obtained by CDPET is then presented in the 

Cosmic Dusi Catalogues (e.g. CDPET, 1997). IDPs have been subject of numerous studies 

that have detailed the mineral and chemical composition (e.g. Bradley, 1988 and Schramm 

et al., 1989), the isotopic composition (e.g. McKeegan, 1986; Carr et al., 1986 and Nier 

and Schlutter, 1990), the effects of atmospheric entry (e.g. Flynn, 1989a&b; Love and 

Brownlee, 1991 and Nier and Schlutter, 1993) and the potential origins of the particles 

(e.g. Bradley and Brownlee, 1991) 





returned to Earth, the collected samples will be analysed. Although “Stardust” is part of 

NASA’s discovery class of mission (i.e. “better, cheaper, faster”), it is still costing $200 

million and is a one-flight mission. 

The capture of material in low Earth Orbit (LEO) enables particles to be investigated 

before they encounter terrestrial atmospheric entry effects, such as heating (see section 

1.4.1). One of the first attempts to capture particles intact in LEO was carried out using a 

microabrasion foil experiment (MFE) which was flown on the space shuttle (McDonnell et 

al., 1984). The MFE was composed of a double layer foil structure; i) a top layer of 

aluminium foil and ii) a kapton sheet (McDonnell et al., 1984). The MFE was exposed to 

the LEO environment for eight days. The foil contained several impact features that had 

been generated by hypervelocity collision with particles in LEO (McDonnell et ai., 1984). 

The experiment was important as it identified that capture cell technologies worked and 

were a possible low cost method of particle collection in LEO (McDonnell et al., 1984). 

Apart from dedicated experiments such as the MFE, it is also possible to sample the LEO 

environment using non-dedicated surfaces, e.g. micrometeoroid impact investigation were 

conducted on Apollo spacecraft surfaces (Cour-Palais, 1974) and surfaces from the Skylab 

IV mission (Brownlee et al., 1974). Any pieces of space hardware in LEO are prone to 

hypervelocity collisions with particles present in that environment. These particles can 

impact at speeds up to 68 km/s (Hörz, 1986), and as a consequence intact fragments of the 

original impactor are rarely observed on the hard surfaces. Instead, complex and mixed 

residues of the original impactor and the host substrate (e.g. solar cells) are the common 

products of the impact, with deformation to the host substrate (e.g. impact craters or holes). 

Whilst the analysis of such material might seem impossible in terms of yielding any 

relevant information with regards to the chemistry of the origin impactor, examples where 
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spacecraft surfaces have been returned to Earth and subjected io post-flight investigations 

has proved that information about the impactor can be retrieved. 

The Solar Maximum satellite was launched in 1980 and after 4.15 years in space was 

captured by the space shuttle in 1984 so that repair work could be carried out. As apart of 

the repair mission the thermal blankets and the aluminiuni thermal control covers were 

replaced after a total of 1517 days of space-exposure, and returned to Earth (Warren et al., 

1989). These two surfaces were investigated in  detail as apart of a post-flight investigation 

which included space debris and micrometeoroid impact studies. Both surfaces contained 

a number of impact-derived craters and holes with extraneous debris associated with them 

(Warren et al., 1989). 

This debris has been identified as derived froin both micrometeoroid and space debris. In 

terms of inicroineteoroid-derived niaterial. iron-nickel sulphides (Schramm et al., 1 986), a 

near intact olivine grain (Rietmeijer and Blandford. 1988) and a hydrate silicate grain 

(Bradley et al., 1986) were identified. i n  terms of space debris-derived material, paint 

fragmenis were identified on a number of iinpacis (Bernhard and McKay, 1988). The post- 

flight analysis of the Solar Max surfaces showed that non-dedicated collectors could yield 

information on the chemistry of particle populations in LEO. It also indicated that certain 

spacecraft surfaces can act as very good particle collectors as intact material was retrieved 

that had not been destroyed by the hypervelocity impact process (Warren et al., 1989). 

The Earth often has encounters with meteor streams, e.g. the Perseid Storm (Caswell et al., 

1995). Such storms offer the potential to collect cometary material, as the streams are 

related to comets. In 1985 during Earth’s encounter with the Draconid meteor stream 

(related to comet Giacobini-Zinner), a dedicated collector was placed in LEO (Borg et al.. 

1993). The experiment was called COMET-I and comprised high purity metallic 
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collectors (gold and nickel). The collectors retained not only debris from the stream but 

also cosmic dust particles from other origins (most likely asteroidal) and space debris. The 

impactor remnants were identified as residue grains that showed evidence of hypervelocity 

collision yet it was still possible to carry out detailed elemental analysis of these grains 

(Borg et al., 1993). 

The residue grains which were suspected to be derived from particles in the stream were 

enriched in carbon and oxygen when compared to other meteoroid derived material and 

known chemistries from IDPs (Borg et al., 1993). The COMET-I experiment identified 

the possibility that impact residues that are micrometeoroid-derived could be classified in 

terms of origin, i.e. cometary versus asteroidal, from residue chemistry (Borg et al., 1993). 

It also showed that particles involved in hypervelocity collision can retain volatile 

elemental chemistries, i.e. carbon and oxygen (see section 1.4.2). 

Figure 1.3 NASA’s Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) which was exposed to Iiiw-Earth orbit for 5.7 

years unt i l  it  was recovered by the space shuttle Colunibia i n  1990 (NASA p h o t o p p h  S32-8539). 

Whilst Solar Max and the COMET-I experiments provided evidence that extra terrestrial 

material and space debris could be collected in LEO, perhaps the best known example of 

LEO collection was NASA’s Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) (figure 1.3) 
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(Zolensky et al., 1994). The MFE. COMET-] experiments and the surfaces from Solar 

Max had provided the information to produce collector surfaces that would be able to 

retain the most information about the original impactor (Zolensky et al.. 1994). All of 

LDEF surfaces were fitted with experiments designed to investigate LEO, including 

collectors to sample and capture both cosmic dust and space debris (O’Neal and Lighiner, 

1991). 

LDEF was launched in 1984 and was an I 1  ton satellite containing 57 experiments to 

assess the effects of the LEO space environment in  terms of ionizing radiation, exposure to 

atomic oxygen effects on material (those which were and those which might be used on 

spacecraftj and micrometeoroids and space dehris. LDEF and its experiments were 

exposed to LEO at an average altitude of 458km (Zolensky et al., 1994). LDEF, unlike 

Solar Max, was gravity gradient stabilised thus its orientation with respect to Earth was 

fixed (Taylor, 1997). The faces of the LDEF were in the following directions: the east face 

was the ram direction (leading edge) and therefore a good meteoroid and debris collector 

(Taylor, 1997). The west face (trailing edge) was in the wake of the rani (Taylor, 1997). 

The space-facing end W ~ S  obviously the hest nalural meteoroid collector surface as there 

would have heen a degree of shielding from space debris, in that i t  would not be exposed to 

space debris in circular orbits (Taylor. 1997). It was important to he able to assign likely 

origins of impactors on the space-facing, leading and trailing edges as it would assist in the 

identificaiion of residues in terms of micrometeoroid versus space debris. 

LDEF was exposed to the LEO environment for 69 months (57 months longer than 

expected; as retrieval was delayed due to the Challenger shuttle disaster). This gave an 

opportunity to study the LEO environment for the longest period ever recorded. After the 

retrieval from LEO. LDEF was party to a very detailed post-flight investigation (e.g. 

Zolensky et al., 1993; McDonnell et al., 1992 and Yano et al., 1993). The detailed results 
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The second opportunity was from the Hubble Space Telescope (HST). The HST (figure 

1.6) is a co-operative program between NASA and ESA and is a 2.4m reflecting telescope 

that acts as a space-based observatory. It was deployed into LEO (614km altitude) on 25th 

April 1990 by the space shuttle Discovery. The nature of the HST means that it receives 

routine maintenance in space; as part of the first service mission in December 1993 (Eaton, 

1993 and Ham, 1993), the two large arrays of the solar cells that power the telescope were 

replaced and one was successfully returned to Earth. 

Prior to its retrieval the HST array was in a similar sun-pointing orientation and 

experienced similar time-varying space debris flux and time-varying Earth shielding as 

LDEF (Taylor, 1997). Exposure to space debris and micrometeoroids was complicated by 

the fact that the array was shielded from the telescope, but may also have a number of 

impacts that were generated from secondaries from the main body of the HST (Taylor, 

1997). Under the HST post-flight investigation program to study the effects of space 

exposure, the array was dismantled at ESTEC into individual Solar Cell Samples. In a co- 

ordinated survey, these were then sent to several European laboratories for characterisation 

of the impact features and analysis of the micrometeoroid and debris residues (Drolshagen, 

1995 and Carey 1998). 
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Figure 1.6Thc Huhhle Space Telescope during the first service mission, the -V2 wing (the array on the right 

of the image) was returned to Earth after i t  had been replaced. The -V? wing has u total area of 28.92m’ ( i f  

which ?0.73ni2 is c(iverrd by S O I ~ J  cells (image courtesy of NASA). 

The Open University (U.K.) and the Natural History Museum (U.K.) were part of this 

survey prograni and received 26 samples (20 were solar cells and 6 were outer buffer 

assemblies). The analysis conducted by the Open University and the Natural History 

Museum were based on optical and scanning electron microscopy. The general findings of 

this specific study (Wright et al., 1995b) were that 35% of the solar cells (7 out of 20) had 

been completely penetrated (i.e. a hole had been generated) by the hypervelocity 

encounter. The study also identified that the HST solar cells were not ideal substrates to 

search for mierometcoroid rrsidues as they were composed of an extremely complicated 

multi-element chemistry (the specific composition of solar cells is discussed in  depth in 

Chapter 3). 

In contrast the recognition of material that was artificial in origin (i.e. space debris) such as 

rocket propellant (Al-rich), paint fragments (Ti, C, N, O, AI) etc. was somewhat easier. 

65% of the solar cells contained impact features that showed evidence of material 
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extraneous to the host composition of the solar cells and were deemed to be associated 

with a space debris origin. Only one impact event was thought to have been created by a 

natural micrometeoroid, but the findings were not conclusive. 

1.4 Atmospheric Entry Versus Hypervelocity Collisions 

1.4.1 Atmospheric Entry 

All extra terrestrial material, be i t  meteorites, IDPs or MMs, collected on Earth are subject 

to mineralogy and chemical alteration during atmospheric transit. In essence particles 

encounter the Earth at velocities of 1 l k d s  (e.g. Rietineijer, 1999) and are therefore subject 

to alteration effects because of the encounter. Essentially when a particle encounters the 

atmosphere, i t  undergoes deceleration due to collisions with air molecules (Whipple, 19.50, 

19.51). As a result of these collisions the particles radiate away the energy gained, thus the 

particle has undergone atmospheric heating (Flynn. 1989a&b). Extensive modelling work 

has been carried out on both IDPs and MMs to investigate the effect of atmospheric entry, 

(e.g. Flyiin, 198%; 1989b; Love arid Brownlee, 1991 and Geiige et al., 1996). I t  has been 

suggestcd that the degrcc o t  heating which a given particle undergoes is dependent on its 

size, density, entry velocity and angle of entry (Flynn, 1989b). 

3 Love and Brownlee (1993) devised a model for IDPs / MMs with a density of 2g/cni-. 

diameters of between 2 ~ SOpm, entry velocity of 10 - 2 S k d s  and an angle of entry of 45" 

that would predict the peak entry temperature experienced. For example, a SOpni diameter 

particle with the specified density and angle of entry and an entry velocity of 12 km/s 

would have a peak temperature of 1375°C. It was hoped that the modelling would help to 

distinguish between IDPs of asteroidal or cometary origin. Flynn, (1989b) suggested that 

20pm diameter pariicles with a density of lg/cin' which were of asteroidal origin would 
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not be heated above 700°C during entry, whereas particles of cometary origin (perihelia 

<1.2 AU) would be heated above 800°C during entry. 

Nier and Schlutter, 1993, carried out stepped-heating experiments to extract He and Ne on 

IDPs to attempt a better understanding of thermal history of particles. Unfortunately, the 

experiments did not unambiguously answer the question. It is an area of IDP research that 

more work needs to be carried out. The effects of atmospheric heating on both IDPs and 

MMs apart from obviously melting the particle, may also alter the mineralogical 

composition of the particle (Flynn, 1989b). A clear example of this process is the 

production of a magnetite rim around the particle (figure 1.7). The formation of a 

magnetite rim on IDPs will be discussed further in Chapter 6. 

It is also possible that atmospheric heating may result in loss of volatile elements such as 

He and Ne (e.g. Nier and Schlutter. 1993); S (e.g. Fraundorf et al., 1982). Zn (e.g. Klöck et 

al., 1992). Coniplex carbon chemistries within the pailicles might also be lost. Yet stable 

carbon isotopic measurements on MMs (e.g. Graham et al 1996a & b), and Wright et al.. 

1997) have ideritified carbon-rich phases including arnphorous carbon, possible 

nanodiamonds and silicon carhide which wsould suggest limited loss. Wright et al. (1997) 

indiraied that the removal of organic C could be due to partial oxidation due to the 

presence of O in the atmosphere. Electron energy loss (EELS) analysis by Engrand and 

Maurette (1997) have shown yield carbon contents of MMs up to 7 wt%. Complex 

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) have also been identified in IDPs (e.g. Clemett 

et al., 1997). 
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identified a MM particle which showed evidence (multiple silicate glass rims coating a 

glassy core) of at least two grazing encounters with the atmosphere. Such an observation 

would suggest that IDPs and MMs could experience multiple melting, evidence that could 

strongly alter the chemical and mineralogical composition of a particle. This therefore 

raises the question whether there is a better environment to capture cosmic dust particles 

for laboratory investigations other than from terrestrial locations, i.e. space. 

1.4.2 Hypervelocity Collisions 

The impact damage sustained by returned surfaces from space hardware in LEO would, 

without question, suggest that the original impactor would have experienced intensive 

energy transfer when impacting at speeds of ca. 2 S k d s  (e.g. Bernhard et al.. 1993b). It is 

highly likely that such an event would alter the appearance and composition of the 

remnants retained in the feature. The obvious alteration of the impactor as a result of the 

impact event is the morphology: rarely in passive collectors surfaces (e.g. HST solar cells 

and thermal blankets from Solar Max) are intact particles identified (Reitineijer and 

Blandford, 1988). Instead, complex residues are observed (e.g. Bernhard et al., 1993a and 

Brownlee et al., 1993). these are often composed of remnants of the impactor (either 

micrometeoroid or space debris) and the host substrate. 

Numerous attempts have been made to simulating the effect of hypervelocity impact, on 

the impactor (e.g. Hörz et al., 1983) and on the impacted substrate (e.g. Mandeville, 1972) 

in terms of morphology (these are discussed in-depth in Chapters 4 and 5) .  The chemistry 

of the impactor will also be highly altered; Amari et al. (1991) identified enrichments in 

refractory elements in Al, Ca and Ti, compared to IDPs collected in the stratosphere, it was 

suggested that this was as a result of evaporation. Yano et al. (1993) observed that 

remnants of micrometeoroid impactors identified in LDEF Al-clamps, whilst similar in 
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composition to chondritic iDPs with regards to Mg, Si, Fe and S elemental signatures, 

were depleted in Ni and Ca. 

Zolensky et al. (1993) observed that individual remnant mineral components identified in 

impact features from LDEF material showed evidence of iiitense shock nietamorphisni, 

planar deformation to crystal structure and recrystallisation ( I  20' grain intersections on 

remnant orthopyroxene material). In extreme cases the impactor can be completely 

vaporised (e.g. Bernhard et al., 1993b). Further discussions on chemical and 

morphological observations are given in Chapters 4-6j. Whilst it is clearly evident that 

both micrometeoroids and space debris particles are highly altered by hypervelocity impact 

events, characteristic remnants do remain, for example the chondritic residues identified in  

an Al-clamp from LDEF (Brownlee et al.. 1993). Although the capture of particles in  

passive collector surfaces in LEO may not preserve material that is better than that sampled 

from terrestrial collections. i t  may however sample different material (Yano et al., 1991). 

1.5 Overview 

The analysis of cosmic dust has been a long-standing concern and fascination to the 

scientific conimunity. Extensive research has been carried out on the terrestrial collection 

of IDPs and micrometeorites, with much learnt about niineralogy, chemistry and possible 

origins. Yet. the fact rcmaiiis that these collections may have a sample bias and the 

composition of material may have been altered by atmospheric entry and terrestrial 

weathering. Therefore, it is important to assess other collections of material when they 

become available. The timing of this project has coincided with the availability of some 

scientifically unique material from both the HST and EuReCa. Unlike post-flight 

investigations, the time-scale and nature of the project allowed development of an 

analytical methodology that may reveal significant information on the chemistry and 
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mineralogy of cosmic dust from the zodiacal cloud. It also allowed assessment of the 

significance of space debris in LEO, in terms of identification of material below the Imm 

size range. 
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Chapter 2 

Experimental Methodology 

2.1 Introduction 

The chemical and mineral analysis of cosmic dust material (both IDPs and 

micrometeorites) has been carried out using a variety of analytical techniques. These have 

included scanning and transmission electron microscopes fitted with X-ray elemental 

analysers (e.g. Bradley et al., 1994), proton-induced X-ray emission ( P E E )  (Wallenwein 

et al., 1987), Synchroton X-ray fluorescence (SXRF) (Flynn and Sutton, 1990), Secondary 

Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) (application of Time-of-Flight (T0F)-SIMS analysis of 

IDPS, Stephan et al. (1993)) and high precision, static vacuum carbon stable isotopic mass 

spectrometry (e.g. Graham et al., 1996a & b and Wright et al., 1997). These techniques are 

used as they are particularly well designed for small particle analysis (Sutton, 1994) and 

therefore maybe suited for the analysis of impact residues. 

The search for, and particularly the chemical analysis of, impact residues in space 

hardware is an extremely complex task and sometimes very time consuming. The residues 

maybe retained in only a limited number of impact features, which can vary dramatically 

in size from millimetre holes to sub-micron craters. The analytical approach to 

investigations of impact residues necessarily involves a preliminary rapid survey. Previous 

investigations that were based on attempts to identify residue chemistry in returned 

surfaces from low Earth orbit (LEO) (e.g. Warren et al., 1989; Borg et al., 1993) have 

highlighted the range of analytical techniques that have worked, e.g. scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) (e.g. Bemhard et al., 1993a) and those which have not been successful, 

e.g. secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) (e.g. Borg et al., 1993). 
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It would be unjust simply to state that SIMS has not proved successful for residue 

investigation; rather, the use of a highly specialised technique such as SIMS is not 

appropriate for survey work. SIMS therefore should be used in specific cases to identify 

much lower concentrations, light elements down to hydrogen and isotopic rneasuremenís 

(Reed. 1996). Isotopic measurements of residues would be particularly useful. as ii is this 

data that would allow unambiguous distinction between space debris and natural 

micrometeoroid sources of impactor. SIMS was successfully carried out on impact 

residues identified on the trailing edge capture cell of LDEF (Amari et al., 1993). This 

would suggest that SIMS is a Suitdbk technique for detailed analysis of impact residue 

once the residues have been identified by a preliminary survey. 

TOF-SIMS was used in  the analysis of HST solar cells and the EuReCa foils post-flight 

surveys (e.g. Stephan et al., 1996). Unfortunately, the construction of the HST solar cells 

generated analytical problems, including long sample induction time into the sample 

chamber due to out-gassing. The lack of  compositional contrast between the cell layers 

prevented distinction between host and extraneous material, causing difficulty in locatitig 

residues (Stepliari et al.. 1996). It would appear that for this investigation SIMS is not a 

suitable technique. 

Previous iiiuestigations of Solar Max thermal hlankets (e.g. Warren et al.. 1989), LDEF 

surfaces (Bemhard et al., 1993a), HST solar cells (e.g. Wright et al., 199Sb) have 

successfully used analytical scanning electron microscopy to search for impact residues. 

In keeping with these previous investigations, herein scanning electron microscopy has 

been used extensively in the search for and characterisation of impact residues. The rest of 

Chapter 2 discusses the experimental details behind the technique and the typical analytical 

problems, which are involved with the analysis of impact residues. 
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2.2 Background 

Essentially the two most widely used instruments for the analysis of a sample at micron 

and sub-micron scales are the scanning electron microscope (SEM) and the electron 

microprobe (EMP). Although they are two different instruments in detail, there are 

similarities between them, as both are centred on the interactions that occur when a sample 

is hit by an electron beam (figure 2.1). Therefore, they are relatively similar in design, in 

that the basic components are a lens system, electron gun, electron collectors and 

visuallrecording cathode ray tubes (CRT) (figure 2.2). 

Figure 2.1 A schematic diagram showing the charged particles and electromagnetic radiation that are emitted 

by a specimen when hit by an electron beam (after Williams and Spratt, 1995). 

Scanning 
circuits 

CRT --. 
veti&&on 
wils 

Figure 2.2 A cross-section schematic diagram of a scanning electron microscope. The image is courtesy of 

Oxford Instruments. 
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2.2.1 The Scanning Electron Microscope 

The traditional use of scanning electron microscopy (SEM) has been as an imaging tool of 

biological, geological and material samples. It was Zworykin et al. (1942) who first used 

the SEM to examine the thickness of a sample. Zworykin et al. (1942) postulated and then 

observed that the secondary electrons (SE) produced by the beam interactions between the 

sample and the primary electron fired from the electron gun resulted from topographical 

changes within the sample. The development of detector technologies improved the 

resolution and amount of topographic information that could be obtained (e.g. Everhart and 

Thomley 1960). 

The back-scattered electrons (BE) also contain imaging information about a sample, 

although unlike secondary electrons, which are essentially only surface derived 

interactions, they are produced at a greater depth (1-5pm) and therefore yield 

compositional and textural information (an in-depth discussion of back scattered electron 

imaging (BEI) is given in section 2.4). The addition of an X-ray spectrometer to an SEM 

facility enables the ability to carry out both quantitative and qualitative elemental 

measurements (section 2.3 discusses the X-ray spectrometry). 

2.2.2 The Electron Microprobe 

The electron microprobe (EMP), unlike the traditional use of the SEM, is used for micro- 

spot elemental analysis, both qualitative and quantitative, of a selected area within a 

sample by the analysis of characteristic X-rays. For example analysis of individual 

silicates grains within the matrix material of a micrometeorite (Genge et al., 1997). 

The discovery that a sample emitted X-rays when excited by electrons (Moseley, 1913) led 

to the development of X-ray spectrochemical analysis, because the X-rays produced were 
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characteristic of the elements within the sample (e.g. Goldstein, 1981). This is essentially 

the fundamental origin of microanalysis by the EMP, although i t  was not until  the late 

1950s that the first comniercial EMP was produced by CAMECA (Williams and Spratt, 

1995). 

The development and improvements of the X-ray spectrometers used to analyse the X-rays 

(see further discussion of X-ray spectrometry in section 2.3) and increased beam stability 

has increased the use of EMP in all aspects of geological, biological and material sciences. 

A more detailed description of the electron probe is given in Reed (1995). 

2.2.3 Summary Of SEM & EMP Basic Principles 

The uses of the SEM and EMP would appear to be fundamentally different. The SEM has 

traditionally been used for imaging analysis whilst the EMP for chemical analysis. Yet. 

the development of X-ray detectors for the EMP has also been employed upon for the 

SEM. The addition of an X-ray spectrometer to a SEM can enable both qualitative and 

quantitative elemental measurements to be ohtained (Reed, 1995). 

So, the discussion of which systeni is most suited to analysis work proposed for this project 

is based on the different X-ray and imaging detcctors available. 

2.3 X-ray Spectrometry: WDS Versus EDS 

2.3.1 Background 

There are two main types of X-ray detection employed with an EMP or SEM: wavelength 

dispersive spectrometry (WDS) and energy-dispersive spectrometry (EDS). In order to 

appreciate the difference between the techniques it is necessary to consider briefly the 
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nuclear interactions that produce the X-rays from the sample under investigation. The 

classic representation of the atom according to the Rutherford-Bohr model is that of 

negative electrons in orbit around the positively charged nucleus. The number of electrons 

orbiting around the nucleus is equal to the atomic number (z), which in the neutral state is 

the same as the number of protons. As the atoniic number increases so does the number of 

orbits available for electrons. 

The energy of an electron does not vary continuously but is quantized, i.e. restricted to 

discrete or individual energy values (quantum numbers) and as stated by the Pauli 

exclusion principle, no two electrons may have the same spin number (Holtzclaw et al., 

1991). The electron orbital is characterised by the principal quantum number (n); as the 

quantum number increases the distance from the nucleus increases (Holtzclaw et al., 1991). 

The inner orbitals forni closed shells assigned K(n=l), L(n=2) M(n=3) etc. (figure 2.3a). 

Ail the orbitals of a specified n therefore belong to the sanie shell and have the same 

energy (Atkins, 1990). 

The characteristic X-rays that are used for quantitative and qualitative elemental 

measurements arc produced by the electron traiisiiions between energy levels in the inner 

shells for saniples that are of a solid state (figure 2.3). Apart from elements with low 

atomic nunihers, these shells are normally full (Reed, 1996), and so allow the removal of 

an inner electron, certain conditions must be attained. If the electron beam is sufficiently 

energetic, i t  may eject an inner shell electron K, I, or M leaving the atom in an ionised 

state. Subsequently the atom reverts to its original state, and it is during this that the 

transition of electrons from one shell to another occurs. It is possible during the transition 

that the excess energy (which ionised the atom) can be released as photon of 

electromagnetic radiation. The photon energy corresponds to emission within the X-ray 
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band of the electromagnetic spectrum and such a quantized photon is referred to as a 

characteristic X-ray (Goldstein, 198 I) .  

Figure 2.3 a) Scheriiatic reprcsmatioii of rhc inner electron shells surrounding the nucleus »I an atoin: b) 

energy level diagram showing the transiti«ns between the electron shells shown in (a) .  It is these transitions 

which priiduce the characteristic X-rays that can he used f«r elernental analysis under the SEM or EMP. 

Apart fi-om the characteristic X-rays that arc produced by excitation of elements in  the 

specimen, a x w n d  hroad-band emission of X-rays will be sampled by the detector. The 

deceleration of the electrons from the hearn i n  the coulombic fjeld of the atom core causes 

the electronï to experience a quantum jump to a lower energy state, with the emission of a 

photon (Goldstein, 1981: Reed, 1996) leading to the formation of a continuous spectrum of 

X-ray energies, often referred to as bremsstrahlung radiation. This bremsstrahlung 

spectrum can limit the detectability of characteristic X-rays when they arc low in intensity 

(Reed, 1996). 

For detailed elemental chemical analysis in both analytical scanning electron microscopy 

and electron microprobe analysis the X-rays, particularly the Characteristic ones must be 
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detected and measured. There are essentially two basic ways in which these X-rays may 

be measured: one is based on the energies of the X-rays (energy dispersive spectrometry 

EDS) and the other is based on the wave lengths of the X-rays (wavelength-dispersive 

spectrometry WDS) (Williams and Spratt 1995). 

Analysing Crystal Element Kange - 
PET K-alpha lincs: Si to Cr 

L-alpha lines: Rh t o  Eu 
M-alpha lines: Lu to Bi and 'Th to U 

I.-alpha lines: Cr to Zr 
M-alpha lines: La 10 Pf 

TAP K-alpha lines: F I O  Si 

2.3.2 Wavelength-Dispersive Spectrometry Versus Energy-Dispersive Spectrometry 

Wavelength-dispersive spectrometry (WDS) obtains both quantitative and qualitative 

chemical analysis by measuring the characteristic X-rays according to their wavelength 

(Reed, 1996). The characteristic X-rays which are emitted when a sample is bombarded by 

electrons are dispersed in a WDS initially by a crystal of known structure (typical crystals 

used are Lithium Fluoride (LiFj, Pentaerythritol (PET) and Thallium Acid Phthalate 

(TAP)). This acts to separate segments of the wavelength spectrum that can be made 

individually to strike upon an X-ray detector. 

LiF 
~~ 

K-alpha lines: Ca to Rb 
L-alpha lines: Sh to U 

Table 2.1 showing the typical analysing crystals used in a WDS and the elemental range each crystal is 

capable of aridysing (source data h~~p://uww.~ps.calfech.edu/facilities/analytical/probe.htmI). 

The characteristic X-rays are deflected according to Bragg's law (figure 2.4 and equation 

2.1 j. The line intensity produced by this deflection is then measured by an X-ray detector 

(Williams and Spratt, 1995). As the angle at which the X-rays hit the crystal is changed, a 

different part of the spectrum of X-rays is diffracted to the detector which may correspond 

to a different characteristic emission from another chemical element (more detailed 
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descriptions of WDS can be found in Goldstein et al, 1981 and Reed, 1996, amongst 

others). Whilst the spectrometer can detect a varying mnge of 8 values, a number of 

crystals are required to analyse the range of elements from Be to U. Therefore, a typical 

WD system will have spacing for four or five interchangeable crystals within the detector. 

~ 

Figure 2.4 Shows a diagram representing Hragg reflection for X-rays of wavelength h hitting an analysing 

crystal with interplanar >pacing d .  'The relationship of the vuiablcs in this diagrain are resolved by Bragg's 

L a w  (euuation 2. I ) .  

Equation 2.1 Hr:ipg's Law: fihere: n is the order of retlection: A is the wavelength: d is the interplanar 

spacins o l a n a l y s i n , ~  crystals and 0 is the incident angle within the crystal (after Goldstein et al., 198 I ). 

The WD detector can therefore only analyse elements sequentially as it requires inovement 

of crystal and detector from the peak position for one characteristic emission to another. 

(table 2.1 shows the elemental ranges for the different crystals used in the detector). 

Therefore when carrying out multi-element mapping (which is desirable for the work 

described herein), the analysing crystal and the detector must be moved. This can result in 

substantial analytical time required to investigate a sample. 
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The WDS can not be used to map large impact features as the X-ray elemental maps 

produced would become defocused at magnifications below ~ 2 0 0 0  (Williams and Spratt, 

1995). As the impact features selected for this thesis are between 100-1000pm in diameter 

it likely that the initial X-ray maps will be carried out at low magnification, typically x250. 

WDS mapping would only be applicable on the detailed investigations of residues after 

they have been located. Due to the analytical disadvantages outlined above, it was 

decided that it would not be suitable to investigate the samples in this thesis with either an 

EMP or SEM fitted with WDS. 

The energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDS) creates a Characteristic spectrum of X- 

rays based on their energies. All the emitted energies are detected simultaneously rather 

than sequentially as with WDS (Williams and Spratt, 1995). A typical ED system consists 

of a solid-state detector, in which lithium atoms are implanted (drifted) into a silicon wafer 

(this type of detector is termed a Si (Li) ED detector). The emitted X-ray signal from the 

sample passes through a thin Beryllium (Be) window into the Si (Li) detector which has 

been cooled using liquid nitrogen (Goldstein et al., 1981). The incoming X-ray photon is 

absorbed by the Si (Li) crystal, which has a band structure in which the conduction states 

are empty, whilst the valence band states are filled (Goldstein et al., 1981). 

The absorption of the sample’s emitted X-ray photon causes electrons to be promoted from 

the valence to the conduction band and thus leaving a “hole” in the valence band. The 

movement of electrons and “holes” in opposite directions generates a short pulse of current 

under applied bias voltage (Goldstein et al., 1981 and Reed, 1996). The produced current 

pulses are proportional to the energy of the X-rays emitted. Hence the pulses are sorted 

according to size, to produce an X-ray energy spectrum in which individual characteristic 
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peaks can be identified (figure 2.7). It is these individual peaks that relate to the different 

elements and it is from there which elemental concentrations can be calculated (Williams 

and Spratt. 1995). 

Figure 2.7 An rnerg) ùizpersivr bpectruni obtained from il qualitative micro-spot analysis of a sanpie. The 

characteristic peaks identified correspond to the elements O, Mg, Si. and Fe. This particular spectrum was 

obtained from a n  olivine chondriile from thc Murchison nietsirite. 

Because tlic Si (Li) detector has to be constantly cooled using liquid niti-ogen (to prevent Li 

migration in rhc detector). there is a danger that this will act to condense water vapour; 

clearly a build-up o f  an ice film on the detector surhee would reduce the efficiency of the 

detector (Bishop et al.. 1992). For this reason, a thin metallic window is employed 

between the detector and the vacuum of the main SEM/EMP system. The Be window 

described above is conmionly used, but in  this configuration the detector only allows the 

analysis of elenients with atomic numbers greater than Na. To allow detection of the “light 

elements”, (i.e. those lighter than Na), the EDS has to be fitted with an “ultra-thin” window 

which is composed of a thin foil (approximately 1.5pmj of an organic film (e.g. Mylar) 

coated with aluminium. When it is fitted in place of the Be window it allows the detection 

of elements down to B, including C, N and O. 
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X-ray elemental maps can produce detailed information which has not been revealed from 

the BE or SE images of a sample, such as suhtle chemical zoning of composition (Williams 

and Spratt, 1995). The method of X-ray mapping used herein is based on EDS rather than 

a WDS. As has been described in section 2.3.2, the EDS detector collects ihe whole X-ray 

spectrum at once, which means that elemental maps can be acquired from a number of 

energy-bands or “windows” within the entire range of the spectrum (figure 2.8) whilst the 

beam is in one location. The computer rastering of the beam position allows the EDS 

system at Oxford Brookcs University to collect thc maps digitally, although this is now the 

standard method of collection older software may not allow this type of collection. 

The benefits of acquiring the maps by this method are that the image processing and 

analysis techniques can be applied to the finished niap (Reed. 1996). In digitised X-ray 

elemental mapping (DXREM) the number of X-ray photons for each window recorded at 

each sample point are stored in the computer system. The resulting X-ray map is 

constructed by converting the number of photons for each energy band (i.e. element) into 

brightness iiiodulation of the picture elements in the screen display (Reed. 1996). The final 

DXREM image consists of an array ofpixels (picture elements) (with y coordinates at 0-78 

of x coordinaies spacing aspect ratio). 

The Oxford Instruments eXL at Oxford Brookes University can acquire maps at 128x128, 

256x256 and 5 12x5 12 pixel resolutions (Reed, 1996). These pixel arrays are essentially 

point samples within grid boxes at specific x and y directions, the beam resides at the 

geometric centre of the box for a defined “dwell time” (e.g. 40111s) during which X-rays are 

counted. Using this method of acquisition, a total number of 16384 individual micro-spot 

analyses are carried for a 128x128 map of one frame (figure 2.9). This process is then 



repeated for a defined number of frames, with the addition of new frames to give the map 

greater data depth (i.e. dynamic range) thereby smoothing back-ground noise. 

The number of frames and the pixel resolution at which a map is carried out both affects 

the total acquisition time, for example a single frame 128x128 map (with a dwell time of 

40ms) takes approximately 15 minutes to complete, where as a single 256x256 map (again 

with the same dwell time) takes approximately one hour. 

Figure 2.9 The top left-hand BE image is of an area with a sample which will be mapped at a pixel resolution 

of 128x128. The bottom left-hand image is a BE image of the same area after it has been mapped, the 

darkness in colour is due to beam damage. The top right-hand BE image shows the 128x128 pixel array, 

each black square within the array represents a point of analysis (in total 16384 individual points of analysis 

have been cmied  out). The bottom right-hand BE image shows a zoomed-in section of the grid (image 

courtesy of A.T. Kearsley). 
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Ideally, DXREM should be carried out at the highest pixel resolution using the largest 

number of frames. However. this inevitably leads to a total acquisition tiine that is 

impracticably long. Thus there must be a trade-off between total acquisition time, image 

resolution and data depth. For the ED system at Oxford Brookes University, the DXREM 

often carried out at 128x128 pixel resolution but for 60 frames and hence the image has 

good data depth and takes approximately 12-15 hours to complete. It can also be carried 

out at 256x256 pixel resolution for 12-15 frames - here the image resolution is enhanced 

but the data depth is slightly lower. This set up has an acquisition time of between 10-15 

hours. The analytical difficulties involved with DXREM are discussed in section 2.5. 

2.4 Back-scattered Electron Imaging 

2.4.1 Principles Of Back-scattered Electron Imaging 

AS has already been highlighted, (section 2.2) when an electron beam is incident upon a 

sample, the electrons undergo a number of elastic and inelastic collisions with the atomic 

nuclei of the surface of the sample (Bishop et al.. 1992) (see Goldstein et al. (1981) for an 

in-depth discussion). These collisions generate a number of charged panicles (figure 2.1) 

including hack-wattered electrons. Rack-scattered electrons are primary beam electrons 

that are scattered out of the surface of the sample; the fraction of these electrons re-emitted 

with respect to the primary beam is defined as the back-scattered coefficient (ETA) 

(Bishop et al., 1992). Thus unlike secondary electrons, back-scattered electrons (BE) can 

be used to identify different elemental compositions (Bishop et al., 1992). 

Now, although stated in section 2.2 that the intensity of BE was due to the atomic number 

of the target nuclei, in detail the ETA of a sample is not directly linked to the mean atomic 

number of the compound. Rather, the ETA of a sample is related to the weight fractions 

for each element present multiplied by individual ETAS (equation 2.2) (Bishop et al., 
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1992). Therefore the contrast produced in the BE image is a complex function of the 

different elemental compositions present within the sample (Bishop et al., 1992). 

qCompound = C(qx* wt fraction,) + (qr * wt fraction,) + (qL * wt fraction,) 

Equation 2.2 üack-scattered coefficient for a compound XYZ. Where q is the hack-scattered coefficient 

and wt fraction is the a'eight fraction of the element in the compound (After Bishop et al.. 1992). 

2.4.2 BE Detectors 

There are two different types of detector which are commonly used to detect these back- 

scattered electrons: the scintillator and solid-state (Figures 2.10 a and b respectively). 

I.arge Angle Scintillator Iktcctor (h)Siilid-Staic Silicon Detector 

I Electron 

ßacii-scattcred 
cctrons 

Figure 2.10 Schematic drawings of the two types of electron detector: i a )  scintillator detector (b) solid-state 

detector (based on diagrams f r ~ n  Goldstein, 1981 and Reed, IYYh). 

It was recognised from the outset that the choice of detector was extremely important 

because the compositional contrast between the anticipated residues and their host was 
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considered likely to be very subtle. Back-scattered electrons (BE) unlike secondary 

electrons, travel in essentially straight line due to their relatively high energy (Reed, 1996). 

The result of this means that the detector has to be within close proximity to and preferably 

above the sample to enable the collection of sufficient BE from an image. Both the solid- 

state and specialised scintillator detectors (shown in figure 2. i0 a and b) do this. 

A second important factor regarding the performance of BE detectors is the linearity (i.e. 

proportionality) of the signal output with regard to the back-scattered electron energy. 

Essentially as the energy of electrons increases, the contrast or brightness of an area within 

the image increase, for example a carbon rich area will appear much darker than a 

chromium rich area (Kearsley, 1989). 

A solid-state detector produces a near linear response to the increase in the energy of 

electrons (figiire 2. i ia), which means that under favourable conditions the back-scattered 

electron image can be used as method of identifying different chemical components within 

a sample (Kearsley. 1989). A scintillator detector unfortunately produces a non-linear 

response (íïgtire 2.1 ib)  at thc higher energy of electrotis. and therefore may produces more 

amhiguous results. 

(a> Solid-state Detector Scintiiiator Detector 

- Energy of 
electrons + Energy of 

electrons 

Figure 2.11 Shows the respond of signal levels (i.e. image conrrast brightness) to an increase in energy of 

electrons for (a) the solid-state detector and (b) the scintillator detector (based on diagrams from Coldstein, 

1981). 
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The BE detector at Oxford Brookes University is a Jeol dipole solid-state detector. As 

with the X-ray elemental mapping, the BE images are collected digitally and are enhanced 

by repeated Kalman frame averaging software (a technique whereby each frame is added 

to the next and the average at each pixel is calculated). This means that the usual random 

fluctuation (noise) in brightness from pixel to pixel that occurs in scanning images is 

reduced and thus generates a clearer BE image. 

2.5 Analytical Problems 

Under nornial conditions, micro-analysis and imaging work is carried «ut on a specimen 

which has been specially prepared. For the study of  geological specimens, this essentially 

meam that ii polished thin section is produced from the sample. For the sample studied 

herein such a procedure would require modification. In the case of a cosmic dust particle 

of some description, it would be possible to conceive 21 technique wherehy a thin slice 

would be piuduced froin the sainplc using a cutting medium. Onc of the sides of  the cui 

slice would he lapped (polished) using an aluminium oxide or silicon carbide ahrasive. 

The slice would then attached to a standard glass preparation slide and is again lapped 

using an Al  source. 'The suriuce is then polished using extremely fine aluminium oxide 

leaving a flat baiiiple of approximately 30pm thickness (Reed, 1996). 

However for the study of space hardware, (e.g. HST solar cells, the EuReCa MLí blankets) 

it is not possible to prepare polished sections. Instead the samples, with their impact 

features. were examined under the SEM as a complete specimen (figure 2.12). Inevitably 

this caused a number of classical electron microscopy problems. 
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In addition to the problem of uneven or uncoated areas of the sample, i t  is possible to 

generate coating artefacts that can also cause surface contamination and the possible miss- 

identification of possible residue material. The technique used to coat the samples is a 

standard thermal evaporation method, and therefore it is possible that fragments of carbon 

( lpm in diameter) may be deposited on the sample and thus cause surface contamination. 

Such contamination is a by-product of the technique, so it is impossible to reduce the 

problem. Caution must therefore be used when dealing with extraneous surface material 

which is composed of carbon. 

2.5.2 ED Detector Geometry - Shadowing Effect 

The standard position of the ED-detector fitted to the Joel SEM at Oxford Brookes 

University has a mounting and aperture design that is set up to the optimum for 

quantitative analysis of polished surfaces at a 40" take-off angle. This inclined position of 

the detector means that when analysing craters, that are uneven and have depth, it is 

possible to create a pafiial topographic shadow-effect. This shadow-effect means that little 

or no useful X-.ray information is returned to the detector, subsequently an area of darkness 

appears in the image (figure 2.14). As a consequence of this effect it is necessary to 

constantly !rotate the sample in order to cover an entire area within a crater. It would also 

be possible to reduce the effec:l of the shadowing by changing the take-off angle of the ED- 

detector from 40" to 70". Such an increase in take-off angle would place the detector 

within the line-of-sight of the primary electron beam and would have to be purpose-built. 
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attempting compositional interpretation on an uneven surface. A detailed description of 

simpler beam interaction effects is given in Goldstein et al. (1981). 

Figure 2.17 Monte Carlo electron trajectory simulations for a silicon target at 20 kV and at increasing angles 

of tilt at O", 20' and 45" respectively. Back-scattered electrons tend to travel in straight lines therefore as the 

angle of tilt increases the level of forward scattering increases. The image is courtesy of Oxford Instruments. 

2.5.4. Absorption & Fluorescence 

It has previously been shown that the uneven topographic surface of the craters can 

generate image artefacts. The uneven surface, however, can also generate data- 

interpretation problems in the X-ray micro-analysis. The main problems are absorption, 

fluorescence and geometry, which are typically considered as separate problems (e.g. 

Reed, 1996); herein they always occur together and are considered as a single problem. 

The ideai analysis of samples would involve a flat surface in a position where the angle to 

the electron beam and the detector are known. Under these conditions, the measured X-ray 

intensities from the sample would only differ from those of a suitable standard because of 

composition (Goldstein et al., 1981). When Characteristic X-rays are escaping to the 

detector, they will travel a certain distance within the sample and are therefore susceptible 

to absorption. This will result in the interaction with the atoms of the various elements in 

the sample, and so the intensity of X-rays measured by the detector will be reduced 
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(Goldstein et al., 1981). The morphology of the specimen can have a strong effect on the 

escaping intensity of the X-rays. 

This essentially means that the location of the electron beam impact point on the sample in 

relation to the position of detector is an important factor. If a beam is focused on to an area 

of the sample that is facing the detector, then the absorption path is low and so a relatively 

unaltered spectrum can be collected (figure 2.18). However. if the beam is focused on an 

area facing away from the detector, then the absorption path is increased. The effect of this 

on the collected spectrum is that the low energy X-rays are not sampled efficiently, and the 

spectrum exhibits a “roll-off’ effect (figure 2.18). 

In Chapter 6, niicrnanalysis was carried nut on IDP particles. The effect of absorption 

again poscs a problem, as the analysis is not carried out on a flat surface. As with the 

rough surface of the craters, the effect of absorption will be reduced or intensified relative 

to the positions of the electron beam and the detector. 

As well as absorption, the characteristic X-rays of a specific elerrieiit may be excited by 

ntlier X-rays f rwi  other elements, if the energy of the latter exceeds that of the critical 

excitation energy of the former, i.e. fluorescence (Reed, 1996). This fluorescence effect 

always occurs due to the part of the bremsstrahlung line with energy above the critical 

excitation of the element of interest, yet this bremsstrahlung fluorescence is not as 

problematic as that generated by other elements (in HST solar cells, the characteristic 

elemental fluorescence is often generated by a Si peak). 





Chapter 3 

The Development of Analytical Techniques for 
the Analysis of Impact Residues 

3.1 Sample Selection, Post-Flight Survey & Early Analysis Attempts 

3.1.1 Sample Selection: HST Solar Cells Versus EURECA Thermal Blankets 

Previous dust collectors, i.e. dedicated micrometeoroid and space debris collectors, have 

been composed of single high purity elements, e.g. aluminium and gold, with the intention 

of making extraneous residues easier to identify. Clearly, the rationalisation behind using 

a single element collector was that any impact feature containing a complex elemental 

chemistry would be easily distinguished from the host itself. However. the LDEF 

investigations of the aluniiniurn and gold collectors proved that this was not the case as it 

was difficult to locate residues (e.g. Bernhard et al., 1993(a) and Brownlee et al., 1993). 

The LDEF studies also highlighted a further complication in using aluminium collectors, 

since one of the iniiiti sources of space debris is from solid rocket motor (SRM) ablation 

products, which arc identified by the presence of Al-oxides. Analytical equipment, for 

example an SEM, would not be able to identify the difference between Al-metal and Al- 

oxides unless filled with a light element detector (Bernhard et al., 199%). 

Herein, various pieces of space hardware returned to Earth have been analysed to assess 

impact damage and the nature of hypervelocity dust in Low Earth Orbit. In each case, the 

hardware was designed and constructed for purposes other than micrometeoroid capture. 

Following on from the work of Wright et al. (1995a; 199Sb) it seemed possible that such 

non-dedicated collectors were fortuitously quite promising. The goal herein was to push 

the analytical techniques to the limit and learn what could be achieved. Clearly if 
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successful, this would demonstrate the wide applicability of such studies, especially since 

various bits of space hardware are returned to Earth at regular intervals. 

The timing of this project offered a unique opportunity to study two different sources of 

space hardware with impact damage from prolonged exposure to LEO. The two sources of 

hardware are individual solar cells from the -V2 wing uf the Hubble Space Telescope 

(HST), which was successfully returned to Earth after it was replaced during the first 

service mission (Eaton, 1993; Flam, 1993), and the multi-layer insulation (MLI) blankets 

from the returned European Retrievable Carrier (EuReCa) spacecraft (Drolshagen, 1995). 

Both of these materials show evidence of extensive hypervelocity impact damage and thus 

both are suitable for detailed investigation ror potential evidence of impactor origin and 

thoroughly assess the relative importance of micrometeoroids and space debris. 

The two types of space hardware are very different in c«niposiiion. Thc solar cells are a 

brittle composite consisting of a borosilicate glass (technically known as CMX glass) 

which is a protcctive top layer for the underlying silicon solar cells supported by an 

adhesive substratc containing a fibre-glass hacking tape (figure 3. I ). The elemental 

chemistries of the individual components within the solar cells can be summarised as 

follows (Berihoud. 1995): B,Si.O (CMX): Si (solar cell); Si, Ca' AI and Mg (adhesive 

substrates). 

There are essentially two types of EuReCa thermal blankets (Aeritalia Space Systems 

group, 1989). Type 6 MLI (figure 3.2) which was the main type used to cover the exposed 

surfaces of EuReCa consists of ( i )  an upper layer of woven teflon-coated fibre-glass 

known as ß-cloth; ( 2 )  a layer of kapton-coated with aluininiuin with a top coat of acrylic 

on the inner surface; (3) 19 alternating layers of kapton coated on both sides with 

aluniinium and acrylic and 20 layers of Dacron net; (4) is a thick kapton layer coated on 
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the inner surface with aluminium and acrylic. The eleinental chemistries of the individual 

components within the thermal blankets can be suminarised as follows from Berihoud 

(1995): F, Si, Ca. O, C (ß-cloth): Si, Ai, Ca, Mg, O (fibreglass layer in ß-cloth); C, O, (75 

pm single aluminised kapton); C, O, AI (7.5 pm double aluininised kapton): C, O (Dacron 

net -each strand approximately 15pm in diameter) and Si, Zn, O (paint PSG-120-FD). 

150 pin CMX cover glass 

Figure 

40 pni 

250 pm 

70 pin 

140 pm 

Resin 

Solar Cell 

Resin 
+ Interconnector 

Flexible Blanket 

A cross-scction drawing u1.a sdar cell based o n  the ESA schematic (Berthix ind Paul. 1995) 

Neither the HST solar cells nor the EuReCa MLI blankets would appear to be ideal 

substrates upon which to search for remnants or residues of micrometeoroids as both 

contain key elements (Si, Ca. Al, Mg) which have previously been used as indicators for 
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particles of natural origin (Zolensky et al., 1993). Since both substrates pose analytical 

problems the choice of hardware for study was based on other factors; the most significant 

factor was to assess which of the two substrates was most likely to yield information on the 

origin of any impact particle, i.e. which would be most likely retain enough quantities of 

residue that could be analysed under the analytical SEM. Information on the nature of an 

impactor is clearly only possible if original material is retained in the impact feature. 

The brittle nature of the cells offers the potential, if the impact feature generates a crater 

rather than a hole (figure 3 . 3 )  then it is possible that material might be retained and in 

quantities that may be analysed. The nature of the MLl blankets means that impactors 

penetrate through a variable number of layers of the blanket, depositing material on all of 

the layers it traverses. Secondly, although the aluminised kapton layers are flexible, the ß- 

cloth of the MLI blankets is not and like any brittle substrate, shatter when involved in a 

hypervelocity impact event. This shattering means that fragments of B-cloth are deposited 

on the subsequent aluminised kapton layers generating secondary debris which has a 

similar chemistry to micrometeoroid debris. I t  would be almost impossible to distinguish 

unambiguously the elemental difference between a Mg-Fe residue (i.e. the remnant of an 

oliviric-rich iiiicrometeoroid impactor) and Mg-Fe debris from ß-cloth. 

It is likely that the hypervelocity impact event would have altered both to such a significant 

degree that textural morphological differences would be ambiguous as well. Thus, the 

search for impactor debris would be extremely time-consuming, as every layer impacted 

would have to be analysed. Wright et al. (1995a) have concluded that only 8% of all 

impact features were caused by natural samples. Since one of the aims of this thesis was to 

investigate the mineral chemistry of micrometeoroids, and as MLI blankets would appear 

not to yield the highest potential to retain or harbour such material, the blankets were not 

studied. 
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Figure 3.3 Rack-scattered electron images of the various types of  impact features identified in the HST solar 

cells. The craters are classified by rnorphdopy hased o n  the criteria used hy  Herbert and McDonnell (1997). 

3.1.2 Previous Attempts To Identify Impact Residues In HST Solar Cells 

As outlined ahove, solar cells are composite structures that contain elemental constituents 

(e.g. Mg, Si and Ca) which, in previous studies (e.g. Beriihard et al., 1993h), have been 

used ar indicators of impact residues. Recause of the hriftle nature of solar cells. the 

majority of the projectile residue (if not lost due to later spallation) is found located in the 

central melt pit. This is in distinci contrusi to the typical inipact features generatcd iii the 

Al and Au substrates from the various LDEF experiments (Bernhard et al., 199%) where 

the impact events generated craters of simple ductile morphologies (Hörz et al., 1983 and 

Melosh. 1996) and often residues were located within the cavity of the entire crater bowl. 

For brittle substrates such as the solar cells the typical impact features (figure 3.3,) consist 

of complex radial and conchoidal fractures with extensive spallation zones. Therefore i n  

the solar cells, the melt pit ( i f  one is retained instead of detachment to create a hole) is 

often the result of mixing of both the cell and the impactor material. As such, impact 

residues are often complex consisting of up to five major components: (i) impactor 
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fragments; ( 2 )  irnpactor melt; (3) mixed impactor and cell melt (this can be composed of 

several different cell substrates depending on crater depth and damage); (4) cell fragments 

and ( 5 )  cell melt. 

Thus, for impacts in solar cells, the identification and subsequent classification of any 

extraneous material is complicated and in some residues may prove to be ambiguous. This 

amhiguity was clearly identified in the original post-flight survey for residue chemistries 

were the number of solar cells which were classified as unknown was as high as 62% of 

the total number investigated (Carey, 1998). 

3.1.3 Preliminary Survey Of HST Solar Cells 

To assess whether HST solar cells would be suitable substrates to document the nature of 

particles in LEO a preliminary electron microscopy survey was carried out using a Jeol 

JSM 820 SEM fitted with an integrated Kevex DELTA energy dispersive X-ray analyser 

(EDX) for qualitative analysis and a Hitachi S2500 SEM fitted with a LINK Analytical 

system AN 10000 ED X-ray analyser. The typical operating conditions for either SEM 

were an accelerating voltage of lSkV, a beam currently of  1nA and a working distance of 

39mm. The samples were all carbon-coated to reduce the effects of electrical charging 

during analysis (see Chapter 2.5.1). 

The samples were initially investigated using secondary electron imaging. which enabled 

the individual impact to be classified in terms of morphology (using the classification 

scheme in figure 3.3): ( i )  complete hole (generally Imm diameter or greater) where all 

the layers of the solar cell had been penetrated (CLASS IV); (2) impact crater (200pm- 

1000pm diameter) which had penetrated varying layers of the cell but not completely 

penterating the entire structure (CLASS 111); (3) impact crater (<200pm), which only 
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Two solar cells containing impact craters which had penetrated just the upper layers of the 

cells (type CLASS I l l )  were also found to contain abundant, micron-sized fragments when 

examined in SE iniaging but as with the previously examined samples these were 

identified as host debris. Solar cells with top surface impacts (CLASS 1-11) proved 

difficult to analyse for residual impact material because the extensive shattering which 

accompanied those shallow impacts meant that it was impossible to give the sample an 

even carbon coat (and, as such, sample charging under the SEM was a major problem). 

Figure 3.5 A secondary electron image o i a n  impact cratcr (CLASS 111) showing a stepping niorphology (a) 

is the top b~m)silicate CMX layer of thc solar cell shcin~ing fracture dariiage: ( b )  extensively shattered CMX 

layer, nnte that area uhere the crater h a  f«rmed there has been complete detachrnent olCMX: ( c i  the top of 

the silicon layer, thr uhite arrnus identify debris fragments, these are unlikely to bs  extraneous debris. hut 

rather fragments frnm the shattered CMX g l a s  layer: d )  the inner crater &¡thin the siliciin layer. 
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Figure 3.6 A secondary electron iinagc lifthe inner crater identified in figure 3.5. The white arrows point to 

the debris riiatcrial that appears to have a melt texture and ir therefore possible impactor remnants. 

The preliminary examination of the four impact features suggested that single EDS spot 

analyses of individual debris fragments associated with a crater was both time-consuming 

and rarely a profitable method o f  searching for impactor remnanis. It should be stated here 

that this was the approach used by Wright et al. (199%) which must have suffered in the 

same way. In an effort to overcome these problems, the final sample in this preliminary 

investigation was treated to a somewhat lo il different analytical approach. The impact 

crater that was studied (figure 3.5) was a large conchoidal fracture ( lmm diameter), which 

comprised a stepped rnorphology. a crater platform (350pm diameter) and a crater pit 

(100pni diameter). 

As with the previous samples there was abundant dehris located on the crater platform, but 

this appeared to be particulate and unmelted in texture. and was considered likely to be 

debris from those layers that were removed by the impact. Instead of single spot analyses 

the entire crater was subjected to X-ray elemental mapping (whilst the Kevex EDX 

software did not allow digitised acquisition, the basic principles of X-ray elemental 

mapping are the same, see section 2.3.3 for a discussion). Therefore, at a pixel resolution 
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of 256 x 256 and for I frame, the inner crater (figure 3.6) was mapped for the following 

elemental distributions: Si, Ti, AI, Ca, Mg, Ce and Na. This combination of elements was 

used as they the most likely elemental combinations for remnant micrometeoroid or space 

debris material (Zolensky et al., 1993). 

Detailed study of the X-ray maps identified a residue that was enriched in Mg and Fe 

compared to the host (due the dated nature of the output device of the Kevex EDX 

software it was not possible to include the elemental result sheet of the mapping in this 

chapter as it did not reproduce well). It was apparent that X-ray mapping had identified 

material extraneous to the solar cell. Indeed enrichments of key elements such as Mg and 

Fe strongly suggested an impact by a natural micrometeoroid. Following on from mapping 

the residue and the surrounding area were subject to detailed ED spot analysis. It very 

quickly became obvious which areas contained the MglFe signal (impact melt) and which 

did not (underlying solar cell, or melt cell material). The presence of elemental chemistry 

from the solar cell conipositi«n i n  the residue suggestcd that an extremely complex melt 

process must have occurred during the impact event. 

For this particular crater it was not possible to classify the residue in mineralogical terms 

(e.g. olivine or pyroxene), but using the LDEF criteria (Zolensky et al., 1993) the residue 

would have heen assessed as natural. It was concluded that the impactor was a probable 

Mg-Fe silicate dominated micrometeoroid. 

3.1.4 Conclusions From The Post-Flight Investigation & The Preliminary Survey. 

A discussion of attempts by other scientists to identify impact residues i n  the HST solar 

cells was given in Chapter 1.5 and section 3.1.2 of this chapter. The conclusions for these 

investigations (e.g. Wright et al., 199%) and possiblc improvements in the efficiency of 



analytical surveys were stated in  work package 4 of the “Micrometeoroid 6i Debris Flux 

and Ejecta Models” contract (ESA contract no. 11887/96/NL/JG) (Carey, 1998). The 

initial investigation by the author (section 3.1.3) was presented at the 31” COSPAR 

meeting, in a session on space debris and resulted in the Graham et al. ( 1  997a) publication 

(see appendix 5). The requirements for the improvements in analytical methodology and 

chemical classification of residues in solar cells can be summarised as follows: 

Since there are a large number of individual solar cells with varying degrees of impact 

damage (from shallow oblique craters < 10pm in diameter, to large holes of mm 

dimensions), to optimise the chances of detecting a remnant of the impactor, samples must 

be selected accordingly. The best hope of accomplishing this is to use a class 111 impact, 

e.g. the residue identified in Gruham et al. (1997a) was in a 500pm diameter crater. 

Once appropriate impact features have been identified, analytical protocols must allow 

rapid screening for potential impact residues. Techniques such as TOF-SIMS (Chapter 2 .  I )  

require typically 12 - 20 hours for thc sample to be evacuated prior to analysis (Stephan et 

al., 1995). Such a long wait is due to the composition of the solar cell (e.g. outgassing of 

the silicon adhesive) (Siephari et al., 1995). Therefore. it is not viable i n  terms of 

analytical time to use such a technique as a search tool, but rather to further characterise 

the residues once found. Scanning electron microscopy would seem an appropriate 

method, yet lhe microineteoroid residue described in section 3.1.3 (Graham et al. (1997a)) 

took approximately 30 hours of analytical time to locate, so improvements are required. 

The composition of the solar cell is extremely complex, as i t  contains elemental signatures 

which in previous studies (e.g. Zolensky et al., 1993) have been used to identify 

micrometeoroid residues (e.g. Mg and Ca). It is important to Obtdin qualitative ED spectra 

of the cell components that have not been altered by an impact event. This will allow 
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comparisons io be inade between altered and unaltered cell material and therefore identify 

any possible enhancements in the essential elements (e.g. Mg and Ca), i.e. an ED spectra is 

obtained on the surface away from the impact feature. 

To date, the investigations on space hardware, apart from specific physical collector 

experiments (e.g. Bernhard et al., 1993a) have generally concentrated on flux modelling 

for micrometeoroids (e.g. Grün et al., 1985) and space debris (Kessler et al., 1989). For 

flux modelling (i.e. calculating the mean annual value of a defined particle population 

impacting on to a defined surface) it is only necessary to provide a simple distinction 

between artificial (space debris) and natural (micrometeoroid). In the absence of an 

effective distinction, some assumptions may be made here. For instance, large holes may 

be ascribed to natural (fast moving) samples, whilst small cralers may be considered to be 

relatively low velocity space debris - clearly it is necessary to search for absolute ways of 

distinction. 

Furthermore LEO collections are also scientifically interesting in their own right and allow 

;in cxariiiiiaiioii of natural particles which have not experienced any of the selection effects 

that occw when materials enter the terrestrial environment (Zolcnsky et al.. 1994). Thus. it 

is important not merely to distinguish natural samples bui to extract the maximum yield of 

infoi~iiiatinii regarding their nature. Ultimately i t  would he hoped that the LEO particles 

could be sub-classified in terms of mineralogy (mafic- or layer- silicates) and groupings 

(hydrous or anhydrous) thereby providing information that is comparable with both IDPs 

and niicrometeoriies, e.g. as summarised by Klöck and Stadermann, (1994). 

The work described in the rest of this chapter is an account of the development of survey 

techniques which allowed the rapid and reliable identification of impact residues in 
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individual solar cells (appendix I contains optical images of these samples) were requested 

from ESA/ESTEC for residue analysis; all of these samples contained the smaller impact 

features. 

3.3 Detailed Analysis Of An Individual Solar Cell 

Since the HST solar cells were not designed as collectors for LEO particles, their 

constitution had not been optimised for this purpose. Indeed they had been constructed 

specifically to provide a degree of durability in LEO and thus resistant to possible impact 

damage from micro-particles, As such some of the compositional details remain 

proprietary information to the manufacturing companies of the solar cells (e.g. Pilkingtons, 

U.K. and Matra Marconi Space, U.K.). However, it was clearly going to be impossible to 

search for impact residues without understanding in detail the composition of the host. 

Thus it was necessary firstly to undertake a complete analytical examination of the 

component parts of the cell. 

When the HST solar cell studies of Wright et al. (199%) were carried out, all that was 

available ai the t h e  was a schematic diagrain of the cell, and brief manufacturers details of 

the cornposition (figure 3.1). It is clear that for the kind of detailed work that was hoped to 

be pursued herein, the previous level of understanding of cell composition was nowhere 

near adequate. To redress this situation a non-impacted solar cell was mounted in epoxy 

resin and cut to produce a transverse polished section. The section was then examined 

under the SEM using back-scattered imaging (figure 3.8) and elemental X-ray mapping to 

constrain the composition (appendix 2 shows the detailed mapsj in great detail. 
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Figure 3.8 A back-scattered electron image of a cross-section made through an individual solar cell and the 

supporting resin stiffener. 

In brief, the cells are made of a top, protective borosilicate CMX cover glass (150pm 

thick) which has an upper, ultra-thin Mg and F coat o n  the surface (which acts as an anti- 

reflective layer). The cover glass is bonded by a 40pn thick layer of silicone resin (DC 

93500) to the underlying silicon solar cell (250pin thick), below which is a 0.9pm layer 

containing AI and Ti (figure 3.9) supporting a silver connector strip which runs through the 

cell (and through which the electrical power is transmitted). 

Figure 3.9 Chows the presence of the Ti and AI layer within the Ag connector (all images are to the same 

scale). 
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Figure 3.10 An Energy-Dispersive spectrum identifying the elemental composition of the CMX glass. 

Under the connector there is a second layer of silicone resin (RTV S691) (70-80pm) which 

is bonded to a fibre-glass backing tapc (100pm thick). The main elemental components of 

the cell can he summarised as the following: CMX glass (figure 3.10) - Si, Ce. K, Zn, Ti, 

Mg and F; upper silicone Resin - Si; Solar cell - Si. lower silicone Resin (containing silver 

connector) - Si, Ag. TUAI; Backing tape - Si, Ca. AI, Mg. 

3.4 Classification Of Impact Residues 

In prcviouh studies, the classification of impact-derived residues in space hardware as 

either micrometeoroids or space debris, is based on that used during the post-flight 

analyses of hardware returned from LDEF (e.g. Zolensky et al., 1993). Unfortunately the 

chemistry of the HST solar cells complicates the identification of extraneous melt residues, 

because elemental "fingerprints" used previously as indicators of micrometeoroid origin 

(e.g. Si, Mg and Ca), are fundamental constituents of the cells themselves. Identification of 

extraneous material is further complicated by the fine-scale mixing that occurs between 

melted host and impactor. 
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However, the detailed characterisation of the host solar cell composition carried out in 

section 3.3 enables such effects to be observed and, in consequence, it has been possible to 

propose a classification scheme which allows distinction between micronieteoroids, space 

debris and contamination. 

3.4.1 Space Debris 

ED spectrum and X-ray elemental maps that contain the following are used as indicators of 

impactors of artificial origin (i.e. space debris): 

Mainly Ti + possible minor C,N,O (paint fragment) 

0 Mainly Fe + variable Cr, Mn + possible trace Ni (specialised steels) 

0 Mainly AI + minor C1, O, Cr (rocket propellant) 

0 Mainly Sn + Cu (computer or electronic components) 

0 Enrichments in Mg. Si, Ce, Ca, K. Al, Zn (glass impactor, possibly from other solar 

cells) 

The presence of the TUAI layer within the solar cell (section 3.3) complicates the 

identification of artificial impacts since TI has been traditionaìly used as an indicator of 

paint fragments. In the HST survey of Wright et al. (iY95b), solar cells containing Ti, Al, 

Ag were ascribed to aiiificial debris particles, such as paint fragments; on the basis of the 

work herein i t  is clear that Ti/AI elemental compositions could be due to host chemistry 

and have n c  hearing on impactor origin. Thus, whilst Ti on its own is probably a good 

indicator of paint fragments, when observed along with AI and Ag, it is more likely to 

represent a melt from the host solar cell. 

3.4.2 Micrometeoroids 

HVI events may well modify the original chemical composition of an impactor, 

fractionating volatile from refractory elements. Thus micrometeoroid residues may not 
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retain the stoichiometric chemical signature of their parent mineral; in which case 

analytical results may not easily be compared to those of mineral standards. 

Notwithstanding such difficulties, ED spectra and X-ray elemental maps of residues that 

contain the following are used as indicators of a micrometeoroid origin: 

Mg + Si enrichments above the expected concentration of the cell + Fe (mafic silicates, 

e.g. olivine or pyroxene) 

F e + S  (Fe-sulfides) 

Fe + Ni minor or trace + S (Fe-Ni sulfides) 

Fe + Ni concentration at meteoritic levels (metal) 

In reality because of the complexity of any original micronieteoroid (being a poly- 

mineraiic composite) it is entirely possible that a single impactor could produce any 

number of the above. 

3.5 Contamination 

Apart from the classification criteria given for residual material of either micrometeoroid 

or qxtce debris oi-igin, there is a strong possibility that the solar cells may also be subject to 

contamination. There arc several different possible sources of contamination, arising from 

laboratory handling, to ground exposure, to LEO itself whereby contaminants are 

effectively imparted at low velocity and arc thus only loosely bound. The possible sources 

of contaminants are given below. 

3.5.1 Salt Crystals 

The origin of alkali-halide crystals (KCINaCI) as both surface particles and impact 

residues is open to a certain degree of speculation. The HST colar array was retrieved 

from LEO by the Space Shuttle, which was itself launched from the Kennedy Space Centre 

(KSC) at Cape Canaveral (Florida, U.S.A.). As the KSC is located near to the coast, the 
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localised atmosphere unquestionably contains oceanic sea-spray, and thus there is the 

possibility of contamination îrom this source during launch or subsequent recovery. This 

source of contamination was documented in the case of LDEF studies (e.g. Crutcher et al., 

1991 aiid Zolensky et al., 1993). 

Further to this, ESTEC (in the Netherlands), where the solar array was taken after retrieval, 

is also located near to the coast and even though the array was stored in clean-room facility 

there is still a possibility of contamination with maritime air. A second source of salt 

crystals is from human waste products (urine) in LEO (Wright el al., 1995 and Hörz et al., 

1998). Although in any particular instance either sea-spray or human waste, are the most 

plausible sources of salt crystals, there is also the possibility that if located in a crater and 

as a result of HVI, the origin of the crystals could be extra-terrestrial. On LDEF surfaces, 

NaCI and KCI particles were identified yet the origin remained undefined (Crutcher et al., 

1991). 

The recent discovery of halite (NaCl) and sylvite (KCI) in the Monahans HS ordinary 

chondrite iiieteorite (e.g. Gibson et al.. 1998), along with known salts from carbonaceous 

chondrites (e.s.  Barber, 198 1 ) and martian meteorites (e.g. Wenthworth and Gooding, 

1988 and Bridges aiid Grady, 1999) have shown that salt crystals can be contained within 

a surprising range of meteorites. Therefore, it is impossible that duriiig collisions between 

small bodies, individual salt crystals could be released. Unfortunately, it would be almost 

impossible to prove the extraterrestrial origin of such particles simply from the mineralogy 

or cheinical compositions. 
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3.5.2 LEO Contamination 

During the 1320 days that the HST was in orbit, a Russian ‘RORSAT’ nucleu-powered 

satellite in a higher orbit was reported to have had a leakage in the coolant system. These 

systems are known to be cooled by liquid Na and K,  which when exposed to space would 

form globules. These would pose a threat to satellites such as the HST in LEO as they 

spiralled down towards Earth by gravitational attraction. Enrichments of Na and K were 

identified in several impacts in HST solar cells (Heiss and Stadermann, 1995), but since 

these were associated with Mg and Ca, i t  seems more likely that these resulted from the 

CMX host melt rather than an exotic origin. It is entirely likely that globules of Na could 

produce impact damage on space hardware and not necessarily leave a remnant of itself. 

This could go some way to explaining craters u-ith no detectable residues. 

! 

Figure 3.11 A hack-scattered electron image of  ii Ti-rich particle that was found associated with a 

inicromete«r(,id~pri,duced impact crater. .The particle Is fused to the sprill zone of the miter. Although the 

particle is extraneous to the cell composition. i t  was not responsible f o r  the impact damage. 

One of the solar cells examined in the present study (Chapter 5.1) contained an impact 

crater that was clearly generated by a natural micrometeoroid yet it also contained a Ti-rich 

particle in a matrix rich in C, N and O, suggestive of a paint fragment and associated 



bonding polymer. This fragment was fused to the rim of the crater (figure 3.1 i) but no melt 

zone was observed. This implies that it is possible for cells, or indeed any space hardware, 

to collect low velocity particles that may or may not be the cause of impact damage. This 

finding shows a complication to post-flight investigations, since it is clearly possible to 

misidentify the cause of damage. 

3.5.3 Terrestrial Artificial Contamination (TAC) 

Although once returned to terra firma, the HST solar array was stored in a clean-room 

facility at ESTEC. there arc still a number of possible artificial sources of contamination 

that could have been imparted on the ground. The cutting of the array into individual solar 

cells could produce fragments of the cell itself, or particles from the stainless steel cutting 

tool (Drolshagen, personnel communication). Furthermore, if the cells are not handled 

with clean gloves they may be susceptible to contamination from skin particles, 

fingerprints etc. Also there may be contamination from the clean-room clothing, as 

identified in LDEF studies (Crntclier et al.. 1991). Furthermore since a number of 

mechanical devices (e.g. hoists) were used to suspend the array within the clean room it is 

possible that small drops of lubricants or abraided metal fragments may have contaminated 

the cells. A common feature of a11 forms of TAC is that they are represented by loosely 

attached particles on the cell siirface and are not necessarily associated with an impact 

feature. Such particles are yenerally not a problem when using the SEM as they are 

removed either during pumping o r  subsequent charging when hit by the electron beam. 

3.5.4 Laboratory Contamination 

Whilst all the samples, once they had arrived in our laboratory, were handled with extreme 

care, it is possible that prior to introduction into the SEM, they may have become 

Contaminated during preparation. For instance, to prevent charging during analysis (see 
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Chapter 2.5) the samples are coated with a layer of carbon. Since carbon is one of the 

target dements of interest this might be considercd unwise. However, in practice it is 

almost always possible to distinguish between the carbon from coating and any particulate 

carbon from an extraneous source. The carbon in the coating gives very little X-ray 

absorption or X-ray signal. 

To ensure the electrical conductivity of a carbon-coated sample surface, a small amount of 

silver paint is used to connect the coat to the sample holder. Although caution is taken not 

to contaminate an obvious impact crater with the paint, i t  is clear that in the process a 

minor impact feature may become compromised. However. silver paint has a very 

distinctive and easily identified ED spectrum; furthermore the uniiielted texture of the 

dried paint is different fi-om that oí' impact residues. 

3.6 New Analytical Protocol For Searching For Impact residues 

For the 25 HST solar cells samples specially requested from ESTEC for this study, a 

preliminary survey was carried out using a Zciss-Axioplan universal optical microscope (at 

the Open University) at x10. x20, x40 magnifications, to locate impact features. These 

were subsequently examined using a Lcitz Wild M8 optical microscope fitted with a Sony 

DKCS000 digital caincra (at the Natural History Museum). 

The detailed examination was carried out using a Jeol JSM 840 scanning electron 

microscope (SEM) fitted with an Oxford Instrument5 e-XL X-ray energy dispersive 

spectrometer (EDS) (at Oxford Brookes University). The samples were carhon-coated to 

reduce the effects of electrical charging during SEM investigation. The analytical work 

was carried out at an accelerating voltage of 20kV with a beam current of 2nA and 

working distance of 32mm. In a few cases high-resoluíion imaging in secondary and back- 
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scatter modes were carried out on a Philips XL FEG SEM (at the Natural History 

Museum); for this the analytical conditions were an accelerating voltage of 5 kV and a 

working dis~arice of 15mni. 

The SEM investigations initially used digitised back-scattered imaging (BEI) of the impact 

crater at a low magnification (<x250), but at a high pixel resolution (512 x 512 point 

matrix with repeated Kalman frame averaging to increase signal-to-noise ratio in the final 

image). The impact pit was then examined at higher magnification (>x250) to identify any 

areas of melt that contained residual material from the impactor. Areas of interest were 

then mapped for 22 characteristic X-ray intervals at low resolution (each frame of 128 x 

128 pixel resolution took approximately 15 minutes to complete). Higher resolution and 

magnification maps (e.g. 256 x 256 pixel map) with repeated frame averaging (e.g. 12 

frames) to yield high contrast were then carried out if required (these took typically up to 

i 2 hours to complete). 

For the purpose of identification between artificial and natural residues, low-resolution 

niaps were adequate in most cases. However higher resolution map, were essential for 

niore detailed research especially where potentially interesting residues of micrometeoroid 

were encountered. Following the identification of an interesting residue by X-ray mapping 

a more detailed classification was obtained from EDS spot analysis (Ipiin spot diameter). 

These semi-quantitative analyses (100 seconds was the usual analysis tinie) produced ED 

spectra that could he compared to schemes outlined in section 3.4. To reduce the 

possibility that an individual residue was only a melt from the cell itself, additional ED 

spectra were collected from any local host melt. The ED spectra of unmelted CMX glass 

would always he collected away from the impact site to provide a “clean” spectrum 

thereby acting as a calibration check on the instrument. The data handling software of the 

SEM allowed the ability to overlay different spectra, which meant that i t  was possible to 
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identify any minor chemical variations that were apparent from cell to cell. The same 

software was used to detect any enrichments in elements that could be diagnostic of an 

impactor (e.g. Mg) and to compare any particle residue spectra with those obtained from 

known meteorite mineralogies (the latter provided by A.T. Kearsley at Oxford Brookes 

University). 

3.7 Experimental Methodology 

3.7.1 Optical Survey 

In previous investigations (e.g. Mandeville et al., 1995) optical microscopy has played an 

important role in the description of crater morphology. Howevei-, morphological 

inforiiiation alone does not  constrain the origin of individual impactors. Herein u 

preliniinary optical survey was conducted to select impact features that were considered 

most likely to contain residue material (i.e. crater classes I, I l  and 111). Normal scanning 

magnification for investigating solar cells is at x S  o r  x10 usirig a binocular microscope. 

Using a petrographical microscope at higher magnification (>x20) it was possible to assess 

whether or not debris or ineli inaterial was present within the crater pit (which in  turn 

suggested whether a sample was worthy of Curther detailed investigation). Residual 

materials located hy optical microscopy often appeared as black. metallic, fibrous panicles 

above the tiriderlying substrate of the solar cell (figure 3.12). 
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Figure 3.12 An optical image of an impact crater (x40 magnification), the white arrows identify dark 

particulate material within the crater that may be fragments or residue from the impactor. 

3.7.2 Digitised Back-scattered Electron Imaging 

Once potentially interesting residues were identified by optical methods, they were 

analysed on the SEM and digital images were collected using the frame averaging software 

as before (see Chapter 2.4). BSE images collected in this way show information not only 

of topography but also, more importantly, of compositional contrast between individual 

pixels (see Chapter 2.4). In this way it was possible to distinguish the elemental chemical 

changes within the different layers of the cells and also where extraneous matter had been 

added (figure 3.13). 
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Figure 3.13 A BEI of an impact crater. The bright and dark areas in the crater pit are residue components 

and the dark area around the crater lip is melted resin from the cell. 

Figure 3.14 The BEI of a impact residue which has a distinctive vesicular texture within the melt. The dark 

areas within the residue could indicate volatile retention during rapid quenching. 

Most impact residues under BEI were found to have distinctive, textural appearances 

(discussed in more detail in Chapters 4 and 5 )  when compared to the surrounding host 

(figure 3.14). 

In a number of cases it was observed that the impactor and the cell were fused together, 

resulting in a complex melt with the possibility that the residue of the impactor was 
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embedded within the layers of the cell, leaving little or no trace at the surface. A major 

benefit of BEI was that it was possible to locate compositional differences to a depth of 

about ipm below the surface of the crater pit (Figure 3.15) thereby allowing detection of 

embedded impactor melt. 

Figure 3.15 Two views of the same area of sample: ( a )  is a secondary electron image (SEI) and (b) a BEI. 

Iiiipactor melt is clearly visible in (a) where it is manifest as globules of pm dimensions. Note, these features 

are present on the surface of the crater pit. (b) shows the tremendous advantage o í  using BEI where melt 

globules can he secn extendin:r doun into the surface layers ofthe cell. 

3.7.3 Digitised X-ray Elemental Mapping (DXREM) 

In previous investigation of HST solar cells by Wright et al. (1995b) individual micro-spot 

analyses (similar to those described in section 3.6) were used to try and identiFy possible 

impactor iiiaterials. Herein DXREM was employed to map the entire area under 

investigation (see Chapter 2.3) and is a far more sophisticated approach than micro-spot 

analysis. 

Once an area containing possible residue had been identified using BEI, the same feature 

was then subjected to analysis by DXREM. During initial work, only a limited number of 

elements were selected - Mg, Fe, S, and Ni - these being chosen to reflect the chemistry of 
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Figure 3.18 'The DXREM f«r the F. highlighting the use of the mapping to locate impact features 

define the maximum extrnl of damage generated by an individual impact elent. 

and t i l  

3.7.4 Qualitative Micro-spot Anaiyses 

Measurements of ihe precise elemental composition of most impact residues was not 

possihlc due to the small size of the areas under investigation (niaximum size of an 

individual residue component is 10vm diameter), the complexity of the melt and the fact 

that residues were often located deep within a crater (quantitative measurements ideally 

require flat surfaces). All of these problems prevent full analytical correction using ZAF 

routincs'(see Reed, 199): thus the chemical composition of residues can only he considered 

qualitative. 

The X-ray maps of an impact feature (section 3.7.3) help in the location of dry melt 

residues, hut this does not necessarily allow detailed assessment of the mineral form of the 

impactor and by extension the likely parent material. One way to improve the chances of 

delivering the nature of the impactor is by micro-spot analysis using the ED detector in 
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ultra-thin-widow, (UTW) mode. In this way ED spectra are collected not only from the 

residue, but also the surrounding cell melt and the CMX glass at a point away from the 

impact site (which acts as a standard). It is then possible to identify minor variations in the 

composition of elements that appear in both the cell and in the impactor (e.g. Si and Mg is 

the case of a natural micrometeoroid). Also, the ED spectra will yield elemental 

concentrations that the X-ray maps do not identify clearly (e.g. Ni in a Fe-S rich residue). 

Furthermore, the light elements C ,  N, O and F, are determined as well. 

To assist the classification of possible mineralogical origins for the natural residues, work 

by A.T. Kearsley (Oxford Brookes University) on meteorites had included a digitised 

catalogue of a number of ED spectrum of known meteorite mineralogies (e.g. figure 3.19). 

By using the spectruni overlap software it was possiblc to compare (where possible) clean 

residue spectra with a known mineral spectrum to give a more detailed identification of the 

residue. 

Figure 3.19 A typical ED spectra obtained from meteorite. in this example it is from a olivine chcindrule in 

the Murchisun Meteorite. 

ZAF: Z stands f«r atomic number, A stands for absorption and F stands for tluorescence 
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The BE image (figure 3.20a) showed bright particles on both the crater lip and on the glass 

fibres within the crater. A higher magnification image of individual fibres indicated that 

residue had been fused onto them (figure 3.20b). X-ray maps of the crater and the 

individual fibres within, showed not only the different compositions of the stiffener layers 

hut also discrete areas slightly enriched in Fe, Ni and Cr (figure 3 . 2 0 ~  & 3.20d). The 

elemental composition (especially the high Cr) would suggest an impactor of artificial 

origin, i.e. a metal alloy such as stainless steel. The location and subsequent identification 

of a residue in such a complex substrate proved that the techniques employed in this study 

can be used on various types of substrate from the ‘simple composition’ of the solar cells 

to a composite glass-fibre stiffener. 

3.8 Summary 

The purpose of this chapter has heen to demonstrate how a combination of analytical 

techniques was able to assist the identification and classification of impact residues in HST 

solar cells. The experimental protocols have been summarised in Graham et al. (1997b). 

The main findings of the developments are as follows: 

The complex chemistry of the impact damaged hardware (solar cells in this case) must bc 

fully understood to enable an effective distinction between melted host materials and 

impactor residues. 

To assist in the classification of impact residues into broad categories such as space debris 

and micrometeoroids, all possible sources of contamination must he identified. 

The use of both digitised BEI and XREM enables the rapid identification and classification 

of impact-derived materials. 
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Further classification of impacts containing residue material suspected to he natural in 

origin (i.e. mafic residues) can he enhanced by comparing the ED spectrum obtained from 

melt residues with known ED spectra from meteorite specimens. 

The investigations for micrometeoroid residues should focus on the classes I-In impact 

craters (Herbert and McDonnell, 1997) as these are most likely to retain residues (Carey, 

1998), a suggestion previously made by Graham et al. (1997a). 



Chapter Four 

Simulated Projectile Shots into Solar Cell 
Substrates Using A Light-Gas-Gun 

4.1 Introduction 

The fundamental purpose of a chemical analysis of an impact residue is to assign an origin 

for the impactor. Yet in practice this has proved extremely complicated, as the composition 

of the residue is not simply a melt product of the impactor; it is instead a complex mix of 

the host substrate and the impactor. The analysis is further complicated by the presence of 

two populations of material: micrometeoroid and space debris. As a result, much of the 

laboratory-based investigation inevitably concentrate on distinguishing residues of 

micrometeoroids from those of space debris (e.g. Zolensky et al., 1993 and Bernhard et al., 

1993a gL b) utilising elemental chemical analysis (Zolensky et al., 1993). 

Sometimes this is fairly straight forward; e.g. the presence of ï i ,  C, N, O is unambiguously 

the signature of a paint fragment. When it comes to natural samples, however, 

identification of the residues as ‘Mg- or Fe-rich” does not define the mineralogical origin 

which could of course be a mafic silicate (e.g. olivine or pyroxene) or phyllosilicate (e.g. 

saponile). I t  is unlikely that a residue will retain any diagnostic crystallographic 

information on a sufficiently coarse scale to allow rapid detailed determination of origin. 

It would therefore seem necessary to use other characteristic features of the residue in 

conjunction with the elemental analysis to enable a qualitative mineralogical classification 

rather then simply distinguishing a residue from space debris. 



The ability to identify other characteristic features is complicated by the fact that many of 

the residues identified in the HST solar cells would appear to be polymineralic in origin 

and therefore i t  is not possible to assign specific features unambiguously. Coupled with 

this there are possible interactions with the host chemistry as well, which may affect the 

overall appearance and chemical composition of the residue, or the individual components 

within. However, the detailed analysis of specific micrometeoroid residues from LDEF by 

Brownlee et al. (l993), identified a number of textural features in residues that, in part, 

seemed dependent on specific mineral compositions and structure. Thus, it would seem 

that textural morphology might he a suitable feature, to help identify mineralogy. 

In order to study this idea, a number of projectile types were accelerated to hypervelocity 

using the Light Gas Gun (LGG) facility at the University of Kent (e.g. Mackay, 1994), and 

subsequently impacted into HST solar cells. The need for laboratory generated impact 

residues was partly due to the success of the rapid identification technique summarised in 

Graham et al. (1997b). Previous chemical analyses of residue material in HST solar cells 

by various European laboratories had identified a high pcrccntage of impactors of 

unknown origin (32-62%), (Carey, 1988). 

Yet analysis of the HST solai cells using the combination of digitised back-scattered 

electron imaging and X-ray elemental mapping (Chapter 3)  seemed to reduce the 

percentage of unknowns to 21%, enabling a more confident classification in terms of 

micrometeoroid or space debris origin. The ramifications of this new work and the 

conclusions of Graham et al. (1997b) were clearly significant. As such there became a 

moral imperative to validate the new results. This chapter discusses the initial validation 

shots and the development of the program to include a well-defined suite of mineral 

projectiles that should enable better classification of micrometeoroid residues. 
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4.2 Initial Validation 

(This program was part of ESA contract 11887/96/NL/JG - Micrometeoroid &i Debris Flux 

¿? Ejecta Models" (MADFEM) - The findings of this program were reported in the 

executive summary of Graham et ai. (1998) and as part of work package 8 covered in the 

final report by Unispace Kent et al. (1998)). 

Following on from the development of the analytical technique described in Chapter 3. it 

was considered necessary to validate the methodology for MADFEM, so as to provide a 

comparison with other techniques (Carey, 1998). In order to fulfil this requirement, three 

simulated impacts were carried out using the light gas gun (LGG) facility at the University 

of Kent (shots carried out by M.K.Herhert us part of his M.Phil studies at the University of 

Kent). So that the validity would be considered rigorous a blind test was carried out. This 

involved receipt of solar cells with impact damage, but with the nature of the impactors 

being withheld. The object was to see if the technique of Graham et al. (1997h) could 

successfully identify the impactors. 

4.2.1 The Light Gas Gun 

The LGG facility at The University of Kent uses a two-stage gun (figure 4.1). The basic 

working principles of the LGG are given i n  Taylor. (1997) and can he summarised as 

follows. First of all the projectile is loaded into a sabot (figure 4.1) which is then put into 

the LGG and evacuated. A shotgun cartridge filled with gunpowder is ignited when the 

firing pin hits the cartridge primer. A solid nylon (other materials cannot be used as they 

would reduce the velocities which could be produced) piston is accelerated by the 

detonation of the gunpowder in the cartridge and travels down the pump tube (Taylor, 

1997). The piston compresses a light gas (hydrogen or helium can be used), which is at an 

initial pressure of 40-45 atmospheres. The resulting pressure peak ruptures a bursting disk 
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(it is this disk which separates the launch tube and experimental chambers from the pump 

chamber). Behind the burst disk is the sabot which holds the projectiles; the rupture of the 

burst disk allows the sabot to be accelerated by the gas pressure down the launch tube, 

which causes the sabot to separate. The separate sabot fragments and the remnants of the 

burst disk are intercepted by the stop plate, and the projectiles are then blasted into the 

experimental chamber (Taylor, 1997). The firing of multiple projectiles is known as the 

buckshot technique and is used for all the simulated shots in Chapter 4. 

TARGET 
( w i t h , m  

CENTRALBREECH 

Figure 4.1 A schematic diagram of lhe Light Gas Gun U I  the University of Kent (Irnase courtrsy of The Unit 

for Space Sciences K Astrophysics. ‘ïhc University of Kent). 

The simulated impacts were carried out using the following analytical protocol; projectiles 

(up to 4ûûpm in size) were accclerated into the solar cell target at velocities up to 5 k d s  

(velocities were calibrated from time-tlight measurements using piezo-electric transducers, 

obtained as the particles traversed the 2 light curtains, figure 4.1) at zero angle of incidence 

(i.e. perpendicular to target plane). The residues from these experiments, (the samples were 

labelled A or B) were then analysed under the SEM at Oxford Brookes University using 

the analytical protocol described in Chapter 3 .  











For example, the metallic projectiles produced residue remnants which were immiscible 

droplets (figure 4.2) compared to the soda-lime glass projectiles (essentially silicate in 

composition) which produced vesicular morphologies (figure 4.3). This therefore raised 

the important possibility that residues could be classified not only using the remnant 

elemental chemistry but the textural morphology as a characteristic feature to support the 

elemental data obtained. This would resolve the problem of distinguishing between the 

possible origins of the suspected natural micrometeoroid residues where the elemental 

chemistry simply identified Mg and Fe enrichments but the original intact particle could be 

a variety of different silicate materials. The development of the simulated shot program is 

discussed in section 4.3 of this chapter. 

The initial shot program also identified that there was a potential contamination issue with 

the LGG in tenns of additional projectiles frani lhe various internal working components 

of the gun also impacting onto the target material. This generated misleading impact 

features or deposited material in impact features causing the mis-identification of the 

residue material. 

Whilst (his is a noteworthy problciii the detailed analysis of various gun components 

supplied by the University of Kent (figure 4.4) has identified the sources of the 

conlamination and these can be readily located and classified in the target material when 

present and therefare distinguished from the projectile remnant chemistry. 

4.3 The Mineral Shot Program 

4.3.1 Introduction 

The investigations of materials derived from hypervelocity collisions in LEO are complex 

mixed residues of the remnants of the original impactor and the host substrate. It is rarely 
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based on intact fragments. This complex mixture is particularly difficult to decipher when 

the suspected impactor is of natural origin. The initial simulated shot program used only 

simple basic analogues to represent potential space dehris and micrometeoroid impactors. 

The shot program was then developed to test whether residue texture as well as 

composition would prove a diagnostic feature for different mineral compositions. This 

would prove particularly useful when sub-classifying residues which originated from the 

various silicate minerals. It would also allow the assessment of the survivability of certain 

minerals arid lastly the possibility of investigating the effect of hypervelocity impact events 

on the composition of an impactor in ternis of volatile loss. 

The concept of generating laboratory impacts to simulate the suspected effects of 

hypervelocity collision is not new. Much of the previous work was based on assessing the 

degree to which the chemical cornpasition of an impact melt reflects the chemistry of the 

original impactor (e.g. Hiirz et al., 1983). Experiments by Hörz et al. (1983) involved 

impacting synthetic silicate pmjectiles into Au and Cu targets using a LGC. The targets in 

these experinients were both ductile substrates. and thus the interaction between the 

inipactoi- and the host was whstantially differcnt to those observed in the brittle glass, resin 

and silicon laminate of the HST solar cells. 

In the Höi-z et al. (1983) experiments, the impact craters were simple bowl shaped features 

with copious amounts of projectile material preserved as thin glass liners covering the 

walls and the base of the craters. The textures observed for the synthetic silicates were 

similar to those observed in the initial shot program (section 4.2.2), i.e. vesicular in nature. 

Unfortunately the Hörz et al. (1983) experiments were derived to assess the impact effects 

for large planetary surfaces rather than for micro-scale impacts in spacecraft surface. 

Therefore in terms of assessing the differing nature of residue morphologies associated 
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with differing chemical composition, the work falls short and is similar in nature to the 

initial shot program discussed in section 4.2. 

So this section reports on the observations made on residues generated by the University of 

Kent’s LGG using known mineralogy projectiles. The use of well-characterised samples is 

an essential first step to enable positive identification of impactor mineralogy, and thus 

enhance the interpretation of the complex, natural polymineralic residues observed in the 

HST solar celi impact craters. The use of both hydrous and anhydrous mineralogies would 

allow an important sub-classification of residues, which are currently simply identified as 

probable silicates. This could be a significant move forward in the identification of 

micrometeoroid material particularly in  terms of assessing the potential origins of  the 

material. 

4.3.2 Methodology 

Prior to  firing the projectiles in the LGG. the important task was to select mineralogies 

which were simple yet realistic analogues of the individual coniponents known to he 

present &.¡thin extra-terrestrial rnatci-iali;. The representative selection was as follcws: 

olivine. enstatitc; diopside; serpentine; pyrrhotite; kainacite; anorthire: albite; nepheline; 

sodalite; spinel; alumina and calcite. This selection was based on the review of literature 

on the topic of meteorite mineralogy, tor example Heide and Wlotzka, (1994). 

The selected mineral samples were obtained from the Mineralogy Department of The 

Natural History Museum and from the Geology Department, Oxford Brookes University. 

For the selected minerals, simple polished sections were produced. This allowed pre- 

screening of the samples prior to being fired using the LGG and therefore checked to 

verify that the samples were homogenous in composition. It is important that the samples 
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are honiogenous, as the main aim of the program was to observe whether certain niincral 

compositions would produce diagnostic residue textures. 

The pre-screening examination involved both BEI and X-ray elemental mapping of the 

samples under the SEM, if a sample was found to he inhomogenous then it was removed 

from the shot program and a suitable replacement found. Once the samples had passed the 

pre-screening process they were crushed by hand using a pestle and mortar and sieved to 

yield individual grains with sizes between 125 and 250pm in  diameter. As well as the 

individual mineral grains, a polyiiiineralic powder was also prepared using crushed matrix 

from the Orgueil CI carhonaceous chondrite. This was used to represent a possible 

analogue for a hydrous micrometeoroid impactor. The powders were then sent to the 

University of Kent where they were individually mounted into the LGG as described 

previously in this chapter and accelerated into HST solar targets at impact velocities not 

exceeding 5 k d s .  

The impacted substrates were returned and examined initially under an optical microscope, 

revealing abundant craters. ranging from pni to mm scale. A detailed examination was 

thcn carried nut using the cornhination of RE imaging and X-ray elemental mapping under 

the SEM using the pintocol disctmed in-depth in Chapter 3.6. 

4.3.3 Results 

interpretations of the most significant results from the simulated shots are discussed in 

Chapter 5.3 and therefore only a general sununary of the findings is given here. The 

textural morphologies of the residues were highly variable but would seem comparable 

with those observed and discussed in Chapter 5 and in previous LDEF investigations (e.g. 

Browulee et al., 1993). 
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The residues can be broadly classified as having the followi 3gical types (figure 

4.6): i) vesicular melt, in residue from Orgueil matrix. The vesicular nature may be due to 

release of vapour from hydrous mineral phases (e.g. phyllosilicates); ii) concentrated, 

embedded melt within the host melt, seen in residues-of olivine and pyroxene; iii) Surface 

globules that appear to be quenched immiscible-liquid droplets, possibly condensates from 

a gaseous state. These retain volatiles such as sulfur in FeS residues and iv) Near-intact 

particles. Appendix 3 contains the BE images and the X-ray elemental maps for the 

selected mineral shots. 

Figure 4.6 BE images of the typical textural morphologies preserved in the impact craters generated by the 

mineral shots: (i) embedded; (i¡) surface droplets (the scale bar represent lûûpm); (i¡¡) vesicular and (iv) 

particulate (the scale bar represents IOpm)  (the black arrows identify the residue textures). 

4.3.4 Discussion 

The effect of hypervelocity impact processes on the chemistry of the residual material 

remaining is variable. In some cases the residue fragments give a near stoichiometric ED 

spectrum (figure 4.7), whilst in others it is clearly possible to note the lost volatiles. This 



area of research siill requires much work to be carried out, but the initial results suggest 

that further study would be profitable. 

Figure 4.7 The ED spectrum obtained for the enstatite residue. It would appear that there has been little or n o  

change to elemental abundance from the original projectile chemistry prior lo firing in the LGG. 

For the following projectiles, near intact particulate residues were observed: calcite, spinel, 

alumina, albite and olivine shois. The surface textures of these residues indicate that 

melting had occurred and they were not simply contamination products from LGG. It is 

not possible from the BEI or SEI to assess whether any crystallographic information was 

retained in thebe particles. 

Such ohservatioiis will only be possible if residue material can bc extracted and made into 

sections that can be investigated under a TEM. Initially it was considered that calcite 

fragments from one of the simulated shots could be used in this way. However, this was 

not pursued because of fears that the calcite shot fragmented within the LGG before impact 

on the target material. It is possible that this problem can be overcome by mixing the 

calcite fragments with another mineral powder (for instance diopsite). 
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A vesicular melt residue was observed in the Orgueil matrix shot which at first glance was 

thought to be from the release of vapour from hydrous mineral phases (e.g. phyllosiiicates). 

It should be noted that this texture could also arise from the devolatilisation of calcium 

carbonate, sulfates. organics, etc. However neither saponite and serpentine were found to 

generate any craters with residues that could be analysed, (all that was present were 

contaminants or melt pits produced by spallation). It would seem likely that the projectiles 

disintegrated prior to impacting the iarget (an observation which may ultimately have the 

capacity to constrain the formation of hydrous IDP residues). If  the mineral shot program 

is continued it is strongly advised that saponite and serpentine shots are repeated (possibly 

using different mineral grains since one of the goals is to distinguish between anhydrous 

and hydrous mineralogies). 

Caution has to be taken when a vesicular melt is observed in an impact feature that has 

penetrated the silicone layer of the cell (class 111 impact), as this may not be representative 

of hydrous mineral phases. It was found that the enstatiie projectile generated a deep 

impact crater; the hack-scattered electron imaging identified vesicular melt feature within 

the pit (figure 4.8). Since enstatite is an anhydrous mineral i t  is unlikely that the texture is 

related to the impactor. Rather it is considered that since the impact feature was class Ill 

(i.e. penetrated the silicone layer, see Chapter 3. I. 1 )  the vesiculation was due to chemical 

interaction (e.g. dehydration and or decarboxylation) within the silicone layer of the cell 

immediatcly beneath hot silicate melt generated by the impact process. 
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bubble (Figure 4.10). This usually bursts and collapses to forni a concave pit lining (figure 

4.9). Further work is required to understand fully the formation of these craters and their 

residues. 

Figure 4.10 BE iniafe of the melt bubhle, fro7en before collapse. The crater was generated hy  the pyrrhotite 

shot and the residue iiiaterial clearly seen dspusitcd on the surface of the thin bubble layer. 

The rigorous interpreiatioil of HVI-derivcd residues in space hardware is a coinplex task. 

Crater size and accompanying degree of damage to the host can vary to a great extent (e.g. 

for the I i S ï  sample, crater diameters range from approximately S O  to 3000pm Dco), with 

penetration through just the cover glass surface io the entire cell and stiffener thickness 

(e.g. Herbert and McDonnell, 1997). 

To date an insufficient number of larger craters on solar cells have been investigated to be 

able to assess whether residue can be routinely found in craters greater than 1500 pm in 

diameter. In this study a further limitation lies in the relatively small number of individual 

samples yet examined, and it is therefore very important to establish an efficient sampling 
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method for a larger survey. To yield the inaximum information o n  the LEO environment, 

it is essential to understand the likelihood of debris re,tention within a fiveii crater size. 

4.3.4 Summary 

The mineral shot program was designed to enable a better understanding of residue 

textures observed in LEO derived impact craters. The simulated shots have produced 

different residue textures which have been readily observed in the LEO derived craters. 

Some of which would appear to be very characteristic of composition, e.g. metallic sulfides 

and metals producing imniisicible-liquid droplet condensates. The intention of the shot 

program was to produce a series of diagnostic residues that could be used in comparative 

studies with those observed in  LEO-derived craters. This has only been a partial success as 

i t  has not been possible to resolve whether the vesicular residue textures are characteristic 

of remnant hydrous minerals. 

As the same textures can he generated by the melting of the silicone layer of the cell if the 

inipact penetrates beyond the top CMX glass layer. I t  was also not possihle to substantiate 

if hydrous minerals would produce vesicular residues as the two hydrous minerals 

(saponite and Cerpentine) failed to generate my craters and it is suspected that the 

projectiles completely desintegrate within the LGG. It is hoped that further shots using 

these mincrals could be carried out as the distinction between possible hydrous and 

anhydrous residue is very important in terms of deriving the parental origin of the 

impactor. In terms of residue chemistry and texture the shot program has generated more 

questions than answers, yet it has also given an important insight into the possible 

mechanism for the deposition of residue material within the melt pit of the craters although 

substantial further work is required. 
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Chapter 5 

Chemical Analysis of Impact Residues 
Generated in LEO by Hypervelocity Collision 
of Micrometeoroids & Space Debris into Solar 

Cells from the HST 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the results of an investigation into the nature of impact residues 

recorded in solar cells returned to Earth from the HST. During the period of this thesis 

work, many of the results and observations described in the previous chapter were 

presented at international conferences e.&. The 31" and 32"d Scientific Assembly of the 

Committee On Space Research (COSPAR). As a consequence of this the data have been 

incorporated into three scientific papers which have been published in the following 

internationally renowned journals: Advances Space Research and the Interiiational Journal 

of Impact Engineei-ing. The papers concerned are Gruhain et al. (1999a, b and 2000), all 

three were peer-reviewed. Rather than iiiclude the papers as written, Chapter 5 instead 

consists of extracts from the submitted three papers. 

To conforni to the requirements of the examination board of the Open University the 

following changes have been made: page numbers are consistent with the rest of the thesis. 

The introductions and experimental sections of each paper have not been included to avoid 

repetition with what has already been discussed at greater length in Chapters 1, 2 and 3 

respectively. A few minor stylistic changes have been made to enable the extracts to fit 

together logically. 



The subsection headings used in each paper are reproduced herein. hut with U riui,,bering 

system that is consistent with the present chapter. Section 5.2 discusses the general results 

of the project in terms of which is the dominant iinpactor in the 100-1000pm size range 

craters. Sections 5.3 and 5.4 will discuss the specific chemical and iextural observations of 

the impact residues. 

The investigation of the HST solar cells involved examination of 25 of thein under ihc 

SEM. The 25 solar cells contained 29 impact craters. All these papers refer to the results 

of the investigation; therefore a tabulated forni of these will only be reproduced once here 

in the introduction. Table 5. I contains informdtion on the sample identification number 

(this is the allocation number used by ESA ratlier than a position number within the entire 

array), the crater diameter, elemental information if obiained and the classification in terms 

of morphology and chemistry. 
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Table 5.1 Shows the results for ihe 29 investigated impact craters for this project. 
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5.2 Hypervelocity Impacts In Low Earth Orbit: Cosmic Dust Versus 

Space Debris (Extract from Graham et al. (1999a)) 

5.2.1 Results 

The surfaces returned from the solar array, unlike many of the previous studies already 

mentioned. are brittle in nature. Thus, instead of simple crater morphologies, they produce 

complex radial and conchoidal fractures with extensive spallation zones during the crater 

forming process (Rival et al., 1998). Therefore it is necessary to define the terminology 

used to describe the crater morphology (figure 5. I ) .  

Figure 5.1 A SEI iniagc oïa  typical impact crater. The impact terminology can be detineú us the tdkiwing: 

D,, = central pit (melt pit): D, =shatter zone, this aura is highly fragmented; DCo = Conchoidal spallation; D,, 

=Maxiinurn damage detected at an impact site. 

Residues of micrometeoroid origin were identified as Mg-silicates (possibly olivine or 

pyroxene), Mg-Fe silicates (possibly phyllosilicates); Fe-sulfides; Fe-Ni-sulfides; Fe-Ni 

nieta1 and calcite fragments associated with Mg-Fe non-silicates (possibly Mg-Fe 

carbonates). These components were identified as either single or multi- component 
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residues, their detailed chemistry is discussed in Graham er al. (1999b). The space debris 

residues were identified as derived from paint (EDS spectra with Ti, C, N and O); metallic 

fragments (EDS spectra with Fe, Cr, Mn and trace Ni in sensible ratios for stainless steel) 

and printed circuit board (PCB) components, (figure 5.2). 

Figure 5.2 BEI image of an impact crater with bright particles in the crater pit. EDS spectrum containing Sn 

and Cu suggesting an artificial origin (possibly PCB fragments). 

5.2.2 Crater Analysis 

When discussing the chemistry of the impactor it is important to he able to determine the 

approximate size of the original impactor. This is significant because it will determine 

which of the terrestrial collections of dust the residues are compared with, i.e. stratospheric 

collected IDPs range between 1-100pm in diameter whereas micrometeorites range 

between 50-200pm. The estimation of original particle size is calculated from the Dco 

measurement from the crater, the methodology of the estimation is discussed in depth in 

the report from Unispace Kent 1998. The 29 craters investigated are Class I - Ii impacts, 

with Dco = 100 - 1000 pm (figure 5.3). Calibration of the Dco measurements indicates 

that the impacting particle size range was 8-8Opm diameter. 
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The reduced number of 'unclassifieds' in comparison to the specific micrometeoroid 

experiments on LDEF (Bernhard et al., 1993b and Brownlee et al., 1993) may be 

attributable to a number of factors: I )  the analytical methods and detectors employed in 

these original studies were insufficiently sensitive to have identified discrete residues 

within the craters (i.e. the light elements (C, N, O) that enable distinction between the 

chemistry of the host and the impactor - for example Al-foils of a collector, and Al-oxides 

from space debris); 2) the impact process into AI and Au surfaces caused much of the 

material to be lost; 3) sample bias: the number of impact craters investigated was much 

higher for LDEF than HST (e.g. in the micrometeoroid chemistry experiment, the number 

of impacts in the high-purity Au-targets was 199 and 415 impacts in the high-purity Al- 

targets, Bemhard et al.. 1993a). This is substantially more than the 29 impacts observed 

herein which were specifically selected on the basis that they were of a size which was 

known to commonly contain residue; 4) the impact features identified in craters on LDEF 

cannot be applied as "absolute" average conditions for any set of impacts feature identified 

on any space hardware (Bernhard et al., 1993a). 

Our data suggest that the Class 1-11 impact craiers on HST are dominated by 

rnicrometeornid-derived residues (h9%), possibly from relatively low. oblique impact 

velocities. Previous studies (Flynn, 1990 and Brownlee et al., 1993) suggest that particles 

of asteroidal origin might have orbital parameters of this nature. The dominance of natural 

residues mises the possibility that LEO may harbour a previously under-estimated 

population of micrometeoroids, although the nature of the HST orbit (all of the array 

surfaces were exposed to earth- and sun- facing environments) means that it is not possible 

to confirm this hypothesis. However, re-examination of known orbital-orientation surfaces 

of LDEF using our techniques might well resolve whether such findings are significant in 

number on earth-facing surfaces. 
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5.3 The Collection Of Micrometeoroid Remnants From Low Earth Orbit 

(Extracted from Graham et al. (2000)) 

5.3.1 Results & Discussion 

The residues were identified as: 3 of artificial origin, 20 of natural origin and 6 were 

unclassified (spalled melts, where it is assumed the residue was lost during the impact 

process). The residue material identified was present in varying degrees of abundance and 

textural appearances within the central melt pit, the spa11 zone and the fracture cracks of 

the impact craters. The craters are essentially located in the top layers of the solar cell 

composite. which means that the host composition in the melt mixkue containing the 

residue is that of the horosilicate glass. Thus the residue textures appear as: vesicular 

glasses, embedded concentrate glasses, thin ‘wispy, glasses, surface immiscible globules 

and near-intact particles, (these are discussed further in  section 5.4). Due to the limited 

number (19) of  samples analysed and the possible bias present in the selection of a specific 

size range of craters. it is not possible to compare the significance of the results obtained 

here and those from LDEF experiments (Bernhard et al.. 1993a) where over 600 impact 

features were observed. However although quantitative coniparisons are not possible, it is 

possible to compare the HST and LDEF results qualitatively. in terms of the impact 

cliemi.;try. 

Both IDPs and Antarctic micrometeorites (AMMs) are identified in terms of the major 

mineralogical components (e.g. Klöck and Stademann, 1994). thus the natural impact 

residues musi be sub-divided and classified in these terms so that direct comparison with 

IDPs and AMMs chemistry can he made. Thus to be able to make such comparisons, the 

residues must be classified in terms of mafic silicates (olivine and pyroxene) and layered 

silicates with phylliosilicates (e.g. saponite). 
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5.3.2. Mafic Origin Of Residues 

Elemental signatures of Mg, Si and Fe within a residue are an indicati»n of possible mafic 

origin, although previous studies have highlighted that such an elemental combination 

without minor S or Ni, is not an unambiguous signal for meteoritic olivine and could be 

solid rocket motor ablation debris (Laurance and Brownlee, 1986). The Mg-Fe residues 

identified in the solar cells are components within a polycomposite residue, where the Mg- 

Fe component is the dominant chemistry, with minor associated Fe-Ni metal and Fe-Ni 

sulfides (figure 5.4). This combination of elemental components is strongly suggestive of 

a mafic origin and similar residues were identified i n  the high purity AI/Au 

micronieteoroid collectors from LDEF (Brownlee et al., 1993). The residue chemistries, if 

assumed to he mineralogical remnants, are typical of those of intact IDPs or AMMs 

(Genge et al., 1997). The mafic residues identified are observed as embedded and vesicular 

melt glass within the host melt (Graham et al.. 1998). therefore it is generally difficult to 

obtain a diagnostic signal that would enable the sub-classification of whether the residue is 

olivine- or pyroxene-dominated. However, one of the embedded glass residues contained 

(Mg+Fe) / SI ratios directly comparable with forsterite olivine (a specific mafic silicate 

identified in meteorites) (figure 5.5) .  It is not possible to conclude that this is the original 

composition of the olivine o r  whether i r  had undergone chemical fractionation during the 

inipac( processes. Previously such a detailed classification has only been possible when 

near-intact particle fragments have been identified in hypervelocity impacts (HVIs) in 

space hardware, e.g. the Mg-rich olivine particulates from Solar Max (Rietmeijer and 

Blandford, 1988). 
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silicate-dominated IDPs contain minor metallic phases (Klöck and Stadermann, 1994). as 

do AMMs (Genge and Grady, 1998). In two craters, the meta] phase was identified as the 

sole component, where the melt pit was covered in nanonietre 10 micron sized Fe-Ni metal 

globules (maximuni diameter was Spm). An artificial impactor could have generated the 

globules, but the Ni concentrations were distinctively within the range of meteoritic 

material (up 7.5 wt%), suggesting that the original impactor may be natural Fe-rich, non- 

chondritic micronieteoroids (this observation is discussed further in Chapter 6). 

5.3.5 Refractory Components 

Two craters contained abundant Ca-rich particles (<10bm in diameter) (Figure 5.7). whose 

EDS spectrum was remarkably similar to that of the carbonate mineral calcite. Although 

the micro-spot analysis showed a lack of silicon, such a signal is not unambiguously 

indicative of natural origin. It is possible that the Ca-rich particles could be remnants of 

urine, although in that case the EDS spectrum should contain other elements (e.g. Na and 

K). The lack of these volatile elements suggests that the Ca-rich particles are not a result 

of space debris or contaniination. We tentatively suggest that these Ca-rich particles are in 

Fact remnants of rare refractory phases such as: hibonite, gehlenite and perovskite that have 

all been identified previously in IDPs (Zolensky, 1987). This observation is further 

supported by the idcntification of Mg- and Al-rich oxides (possibly spinel). Mg- and Fe- 

heariiig silicates with a io& back-scattered electron intensity (possibly saponite) and a Mg- 

and Fe- non-silicate residue (possibly carbonate) in association with the Ca-particles. A 

mineral assemhlage similar to this was identified in a chondrule in Murchison a 

carbonaceous chondrite incteorite, a group which has previously been suggested as parent 

body materials for IDPs and AMMs (e.g. Klöck and Stadermann, 1994). The preservation 

of near-intact particles may indicate a relatively low velocity oblique impact; previous 
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studies (e.g. Brownlee et al., 1993) suggested particles of asteroidal origin would have the 

orbital parameters to allow this. 

Figure 5.7 X-ray maps identifying the Ca-rich particles trapped in the spall zone of the impact crater 

5.4 Natural & Simulated Hypervelocity Impacts Into Solar Cells 

(Extracted from Graham et al. (1999b)) 

5.4.1 Textural Observations Of Residues 

The physical appearance of the impact residues identified within the craters (Dto 100- 

lûûûpm) were highly variable in both quantity and composition; a similar conclusion was 

previously made in LDEF studies concentrating on micrometeoroid residues in Al and Au 

substrates (Brownlee et al., 1993). Our data however, especially that from the LGG (light 

gas gun) experiments, suggest that apart from the velocity dependent factors, there may 

also be a strong link between residue texture and the original mineralogy of the impactor. 

Although the processes of formation and retention of residues are undoubtedly extremely 
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complex, it is unlikely that the textural variations observed in our LEO HVI are due to 

differing types of interaction between a single coniposition of impactor particle and 

different components of the host substrate. It seems likely that variations in the degree of 

impactor vaporisation and fragmentation, the viscosity and miscibility of melt components 

(and therefore the intimacy of their mixing) together create residue textures that may be 

diagnostic of the impacting mineralogy. This may prove to be important in distinguishing 

silicates of differing crystal structure and volatile content (e.g. orthosilicates such as 

olivine, framework silicates such as pyroxene, and hydrous phyllosilicates such as 

saponite). EDS spectra of embedded particles sometimes clearly reveal (Mg+Fej/Si ratios 

directly comparable to those of specific mafic silicates, however many residues show much 

greater mingling with the host melt and cannot be assigned so simply to niineral groups on 

chemistry alone. Combined chemical and textural distinction might allow direct 

comparison of inipactors with the recognised classes of interplanetary dust particles (mafic 

silicates; phyllosilicate and refractory phases (e.g. Bradley, 1994)). The textural features 

of the 20 residues identified as MM in origin in the solar cell craters can be defined as: 

glasses (surface (2/20) and sub-surface (10/20)); surface globules ( i  3/20) and near-intact 

particles (?/lo).  4 typical residue would consist of more than one of the different textural 

variations. To allow comparisons between LDEF observations and those herein, LDEF 

terminology (Brownlee et al., 1993) is used where appropriate in  the description of the 

glass residues. 

5.4.2 Vesicular Glass Residues 

Vesicular inclt residues usually have a distinctive 'ropy' appearance in BEI. They appear 

as networks on the surface of the melt pit, and occasionally as detached strings in the 

shattered surroundings. In some cases these melts demonstrate a degree of volatile 

retention during their deposition, in the form of possible gas bubbles, (dark areas in BEI 
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see figure 5.8a). The residues are usually enriched significantly in Mg, Ca and Fe above 

the solar cell composition, an assemblage suggestive of an origin from a mafic silicate, 

such us pyroxene as previously suggested in the preliminary investigation of the solar cells 

(Graham et al., 1997b). Vesicular residues were previously identified in LDEF craters on 

pure Al and Au substrates by Brownlee et al. (1993) who also suggested that the vesicular 

nature was a produci of the volatile content within the impactor. The HVI of soda-lime 

glass (Ca-bearing silicate), selected as a micrometeoroid analogue, in the LGG also 

showed a characteristic ropy texture (figure 5.8b) in the residue similar in appearance to 

those which we consider to be a result of impact by natural particles. It is noteworthy that 

the vesicular texture proved to be enriched in Ca and Na (i.e. high volatile content within 

the projectile). 

Figure 5.8a HEI of a vesicular residue (black arrows highlight the area of interest) ohserved in a LEO 

derived i n i p w  c r m r  generated by a iiiicronietcor~rid. Figure S.8b A BEI (if  a resicular residue (black 

a r r ~ w s  highlight the area of interest) observed in  a n  impact crater generated in the lahoratory using soda-lime 

projectiles. 

5.4.3 Glass-embedded, Concentrated Residues 

In figure 5.4 the Mg- and Si-rich residue from LEO is an embedded patch within the melt 

pit. Were the patch derived from thermal melting of the impactor, or a condensate from a 
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gas, it might be expected that such a residue would show a high degree of elemental 

mixing with the host substrate (essentially a boro-silicate, similar to fluxes used to dissolve 

silicates for bulk geochemical analysis). The ED X-ray spectrum from the residue was, 

however, very similar to those from a meteoritic silicate grain (olivine from the CM2 

meteorite Murchison - figure 5.5). This suggests that the patch may be a concentrated 

Mg+Si glass within the melt glass of the host, with almost no elemental mixing (i.e. 

immiscibility), or it is a surviving, shocked, solid particle beneath the melt surface. It was 

not possible to be certain whether the spectra from the residue patch shows the pristine 

composition of an end-member olivine or whether some degree of elemental fractionation 

has occurred during the impact process, although the former seems more likely. If the 

residue is a shocked solid particle it is unlikely that significant fractionation would have 

occurred. 

Figure 5.9 A BEI of a thin glass ‘wispy’ residue (highlighted by the black arrows) observed in a LEO 

generated crater. The discrete patches in the BEI correspond to enrichments in both the Mg and Fe elemental 

X-ray maps. 

5.4.4 Thin Glass & ‘Wispy‘ Residues 

The textures described above show only limited interaction with the host melt during the 

impact process, indicated by the clear compositional contrast in BEI between vesicular or 
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embedded glass and the melted borosilicate substrate. The 'thin glass' residue in some 

LEO HVI is much more difficult to see, with only a slightly darker tone in BEI, and the 

texture could easily be overlooked. The texture is seen most easily in X-ray maps that 

enable the location of enrichment in Mg to be identified (figure 5.9). The lack of fluorine 

in these areas indicates the magnesium is not derived from the CMX layer of the cell. We 

tentatively suggest that this marked difference in texture (compared to vesicular and 

embedded residues) may be indicative of a different silicate mineralogy, probably a 

hydrous phyllosilicate component. If a LGG impactor of heterogeneous origin, e.g. 

Orgueil (CI carbonaceous chondrite meteorite) matrix (phyllosilicate-dominated) is added 

to the shot programme, it may well elucidate these preliminary findings. 

Figure 5.10 BEI of the metallic surface melt droplets observed in a LEO generated impact crater. The ED 

spectra obtained from the analysis of an individual droplet shows the enrichment in Fe and Ni. 

5.4.5 Surface Globules 

in low magnification BEI, several craters contained remarkably bright patches, showing 

strong compositional contrast between the host and the discrete residue chemistry (figure 

5.4). At high magnification these patches reveal myriad separate, 1-l0pm-sized 

hemispherical globules on the surface of the melt-pit or shallowly embedded within the 

melt glass (figure 5.10). X-ray maps showed that the residue had not mixed with host melt 

in the way that silicates sometimes did. The globules were composed of Fe-Ni metal 
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(kamacite ratios) and metal sulfides (Fe-Ni sulfides and Fe-sulfides); similar globules were 

identified in a crater on AI from LDEF (Brownlee et al., 1993) and it is assumed that they 

form by very rapid quenching. There appears to be no loss of volatile sulfur during the 

process, suggesting that the droplets were immiscible liquid melt droplets, rather than 

condensates from a gaseous phase. The pyrrhotite (FeS) impactor in  the LGG produced 

very similar textural features (figure 5.11) on a variety of scales. There was, however, 

some variation of texture from the expected hemispherical globule form, some melt 

surfaces showed amalgamation of globules into broader surface patches or stretching of 

sulfide residue into streaks and curls. There was no evidence of mixing with the 

borosilicate melt. 

Figure 5.11 BEI <if the impact residue derived from the laboratory simulated pyrhrrhotite (FeS) LGC .shot. 

The melt droplet5 in the BEI correspond to the enrichments in the Fe elemental X-ray map. 

5.4.6 Near-intact Particulate Residue Material 

?'he preservation of near-pristine particles in HVIs is extremely rare (Rietineijer and 

Blandford, 1988; Brownlee et al., 1993) yet the identification of such material clearly 

offers the best opportunity to classify impactor origin. The steel projectiles fired during 

the LGG program revealed that residue material is not only deposited in the melt-pit, bui 

that it is also possible to locate material in both the conchoidal fractures and the underlying 

spall zone. Therefore, there exists the probability that certain craters, especially when the 
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zone of conchoidal fractures does not show complete detachment of fragments around the 

entire circumference of the crater, residue or even debris from the impactor may be 

retained. The re-evaluation of the LEO-exposed impact craters identified one with 

calcium-rich material (e8 pm diameter) as near-intact particles located in the spall zone 

and radial fractures (figure 5.12). These fragments appeared not to be simply 

contamination at some later stage, as they showed evidence of surface melting (figure 

5.13). We conclude that such debris was emplaced explosively. EDS X-ray microanalysis 

showed abundance of calcium and lack of silicon, giving a spectrum remarkably like that 

of the carbonate mineral calcite. Calcite is a common constituent of altered refractory 

inclusions and veins in hydrated carbonaceous chondrite meteorites (e.g. Grossman, 1975). 

It might be expected that explosive fragmentation on emplacement would result in the 

complete destruction and loss of such volatile-rich compounds and not their retention. 

Figure 5.12 BEI of an impact crater generated in LEO, which contains Ca-rich particles in the spall zone. 

The lack of the particles in the surrounding area would suggest that they are not simply contamination 

products. 
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Figure 5.13 A secondary electron image (SEI) of a Ca-rich particle located in the LEO derived crater. The 

surface texture of the purticle indicates that it has undergone a degree of melting that would suggest that it is  

not a contamination product. 

To cvaluate whether such a volatile chemistry would survive HVI, calcitc grains were fired 

down the LGG. Subsequently, fragments were observed to be retained in the spali zone of 

several craters. These fragments (figure 5.14) were derrioristrably not simply original 

niineral grains (i.e. artefacts of the experiment? accreted after formation of the craters), as 

they showed evidence of surfacc alteration and were mantled in a thin coat of borosilicate 

host glass mclt. The LGG shot of (at Skmis) has indicated that calcite can survive 

HVI. I t  has been suggested that such EDS spectra of LEO impact pariicles could be 

ambiguous in distinction between minerals of niicrometeoroid origin (calcite in this case) 

and space debris (Ca-rich particles from urine). It seems likely that were our fragments. 

remnants of urine solids, other volatile elements (e.g. Na and K) would be detected. Areas 

rich in sodium and chlorine have been found on the surface of some of the cells, probably 

as the result of contamination after recovery, but these are distinct in texture from impact 

residues. The techniques utilised in this study do not produce substantial volatile loss 

during analysis and the presence of some sodium or chlorine would be expected in urine- 

derived solids given the very substantial enrichment of these elements in urine when 

compared to calcium. 
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residue material in impact craters (Dto = 100-IOOOpm). The residue material was initially 

classified in terms of either space debris or micrometeoroid in origin. The latter has been 

sub-classified using chemistry and textural observations e.g. embedded and vesicular glass 

melts identified as mafic silicates in  origin. 
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Chapter 6 

Iron-Nickel Metal Rich Micrometeoroid 
Residues & Interplanetary Dust Particles 

6.1 Introduction 

The residues that have been derived from micrometeoroid impactors are rarely composed 

of a single remnant mineral component (e.g. Fe-sulfides). Rather, they are generally an 

intimate mixture of the individual mineral components. This enables the use of the broad 

terminology of "chondritic", to describe polymineralic residues that have chemical 

compositioiis which are suggestive of those observed in IDPs (which in turn are similar to 

chondritic meteorites). Within the general teriii "chondritic" are included particles that 

contain remnants of anhydrous mafic silicates (i.e. olivines and or pyroxene) with niinor 

components of Fe-Ni sulfides and Fe-Ni metal (figure 6.1) and particles with remnants of 

hydrous silicates (saponite and or serpentine) again with minor components (figure 6.2). 

The broad classification used herein for residues found on space hardware allows 

comparison with studies of the extensive repository of cosniic dust particles collected from 

terrestrial locations. and particularly in those from the upper stratosphere (e.g. Warren and 

Zolensky, 1994). Also under the banner "chondritic" are residues that appear to be 

monomiiieralic metallic sulfides (figure.6.3). In detail these latter residues could have 

formed from particles of primary metallic sulphides (from some unknown source, but they 

could also come from non-chondritic meteorites e.g. irons (Buchward, (1975)), or they 

could represent a discrete portion of a chondritic meteoroid (which either fragmented to 

produce individual grains prior to impact or which became dissociated during the impact 

event). 
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Using Occam’s razor the rotation of primary metallic sulfide particles is discounted 

because such materials have never been observed as conventional meteorites. However, 

within the collection of residues identified herein as micrometeoroid in origin, there are 

two Fe-Ni metal residues which appear to be monomineralic but which may be non- 

chondritic. If true, these would have been the first non-chondritic cosmic dust particles 

ever to have been identified. 

Figure 6.1 X-ray elemental maps showing residue materials which are enriched in Mg, Fe, Ni and S .  This 

combination of elemental chemistries would be suggestive of an anhydrous (chondritic) origin for the 

impactor. 
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6.2 A Detailed Analysis Of One Of The Fe-Ni Residues 

6.2.1 Observations From Back-scattereà Electron Imaging & X-ray Elemental 

Mapping 

The optical analysis of the impact crater in HST solar cell s177 identified the black 

extraneous material that has been seen in several of the craters (see Chapter 3), yet in this 

crater the material appeared to be finely dispersed across the entire crater bowl. The BEI 

imaging of the crater at low magnification (x75) identified a bright mass covering the melt 

pit (figure 6.4). High magnification imaging of the melt pit identified this mass to be 

individual spherical globules attached to the surface andor embedded within the melt 

surface (figure 6.5). The X-ray elemental maps of the melt pit identified these globules to 

be almost entirely composed of Fe and Ni (figure 6.5) compared to the analysis of the 

surrounding areas around the globules which were composed of the CMX melt from the 

solar cell itself. 

Figure 6.4 BEI of the impact crater in s177 (x75 magnification) and X-ray elemental maps that are 

suggestive of an Fe-rich impact residue. 
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qualitative ED spectra were obtained (figure 6.6) which showed that each globule 

comprised only Fe and Ni. Never the less, it was decided that 2s the globules appear from 

the mapping to be coinprised of Fe and Ni. an attempt at quantitative measurements was 

carried out. The deep position of the globules in the crater prevented the full use of 

analytical comparisons using the standard niatrix “ZAP’ (Z  stands for atomic number 

effects; A for absorption effects and F for fluorescence effects). 

Making the assumption that components other than Fe and Ni were contaminant 

coniponeiit5 from the CMX glass, and applying quantitative corrections for the transition 

metals only, the composition of the globules turns out to be 93.4+ 1.8% Fe by weight and 

6.4* 1.8% Ni by weight, with trace Mn (data obrdined from the mean and rmsd of 50 

analyses of separate glohules, 100 seconds each). At face value the data would suggest 

that the original impactor was a metallic Fe-Ni particle. 

Of course an Fe-Ni particle could arise in similar ways to those considered above to 

explain the Fe-S residues. But there is an additional possibility here. namely that the 

particle has an associdtion with another known class nf (non-chondritic) meteorites - the 

iron mrtrorites. The elemental Fe/Ni ratio of the impactor are strongly suggestive of a 

compoiition of an Fe-Ni alloy found in practically a11 groups of iron meteorites (Buchwald, 

1975). To confirm whether kamacite could generate an impact residue of the type 

observed, i t  was one of the monomineratic chemistries investigated with the laboratory 

shot program with the LGG. As expected the resultant residue produced the surface 

globules similar to those observed in S 177 and the ED spectra of individual globules were 

also similar (figure 6.7) showing that Fe-Ni form an immiscible melt under HVI solar cells. 
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approved stainless steels. Collectively these observations were taken to suggest that the 

particles which produced the Fe-Ni globules during HVI are of natural origin rather than 

artificial. 

Fe-Ni metal as a possible natural impactor had been identified in LDEF studies (e.g. 

Zolensky et al., 1994) but these globules were appreciably smaller in size (<50nm) 

compared to the larger structures observed herein and were only identified under the 

transmission electron microscope. Furthermore these droplets were associated with a 

ferromagnesian glass matrix (Zolensky et al., 1994) demonstrating that they were in fact 

iiiclusions or minor components within a more extensive, chondritic matrix. Similarly in 

this investigation Fe-Ni globules have been observed (figure 6.1) where they are associated 

with a silicate component, and not as an individual isolated component. 

For the isolated Fe-Ni globules observcd i i i  s177 it could be argued that they represent 

extreme elemental fractionation during the inipact event such that the silicate component 

has been lost by volatilisation. However this seems extremely unlikely since polymineralic 

residues of a chondritic nature have been observed in 8 out of the 20 impact residues in the 

solar cells classified as derived from micrometeoroid impactors (e.g. figure 6.1). It is 

therefore concluded that other mineral phases have not been ohserved because they were 

not thcrc to start with; in other words the residue is a remnant of a nionornineralic Fe-Ni 

particle. The problem which was manifest with this conclusion was, i f  true, that there 

should he examples of non-chondritic, Fe-Ni particles in the stratospheric IDP collectors. 

It is well known that iron-rich spherules are represented in the ground-based collecting of 

micrometeorites, clearly if they do not exist in the stratospheric collections then the iron- 

rich spherules are probably formed during atmospheric heating and melting of chondritic 

materials (e.g. Brownlee, 1978). Since no one had ever reported any research on Fe-Ni 
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IDPs, the only way to be certain was to go through the cosmic dust catalogues and check 

every entry. 

6.3 Analysis Of The Stratospheric Collections Of Interplanetary Dust 

Particles 

To date the interplanetary dust particles collected in the stratosphere by NASA (e.g. 

Warren and Zolensky, 1994; Rietmeijer, 1999) is the most catalogued sampling of 

material. At present, IDPs can be classified as essentially mafic (olivine- and pyroxene-) 

silicates and layered- silicates (Klöck and Stadermann, 1994) although analysis of bulk 

chemistry of particles collected has also identified metallic sulfide (Mackinnon et al., 

1982). What research has been carried out on metals in  IDPs has focused on nanometre 

components within larger grains (e.g. Bradley, 1994). To put this into perspective note that 

the Fe-Ni globules discovered herein were typically Ipm in diameter. 

It transpired during the search through the cosmic dust catalogues (section 6.3. l), along 

with extensive e-innil coniinunication with M. Zolensky (curator of IDPs, NASA-JSC), 

that in fact Fe-Ni particles had becn detected previously (e.g. Mackinnon et al., 1982). 

Now. if the make-up of the IDP collection \vas to niirror meteoritic fall statistics (using the 

number of iiieteorite falls up to 1992, Heide and Wlotzka, (1994)), it would be anticipated 

that 5.15%. of IDPs ought to be Fe-Ni particles. That they are not requires some 

explanation. 

Firstly particles collected in the stratosphere are subject to atmospheric entry selection 

effects (e.g. Flynn, 1989a&b) which may generate a collection and curation bias 

(Rietmeijer, 1999). in terms of collection there is a possibility that certain flights may 

collect only larger particles; alternatively particles with certain physical chardeteristics may 
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be favoured (Sutton, 1994; Rietmeijer, 1999). Concerns of such a problem cari only be 

assessed if every particle collected from e v q  flight is analysed. This is something which 

to date has not been carried out (Zolensky, personal communication). 

However there is yet a further bias that may result from the preparation of the catalogue - 

this is because the cosmic dust community is currently interested in investigating the most 

primitive source of material in the Solar System, and that is the form most likely to be from 

comets, i.e. chondritic particles are the focus of most investigations (e.g. Bradley, 1994). 

As a result of this whilst the catalogues attempts to be representative of the material 

collected, there is nonetheless a degree of bias towards chondritic particles (Zolensky, 

personal communications). Therefore to assess the abundant Fe-Ni particles a review of 

the catalogues must he carried out. 

6.3.1 Reviewing NASA's Cosmic Dust Catalogues 

As a part of the collection and curation process, the Cosniic Dust Preliminary Examination 

Team (CAPET) compiles a series of catalogues which contains a secondary electron image 

of each particle recognised along with an X-ray elemental spectrum, and with a brief 

description and classification. At  present there are a total of 15 catalogues which contain 

information on all the particles collected since 1981. To identify where Fe-Ni metal IDPs 

have been collected, a survey was carried out on the 15 catalogues essentially looking for 

particles with an ED spectra comprising of only Fe and Ni. From this survey a total Of 24 

particles were identified (table 6.1). 
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Table 6.1 Complete list of the 24 Fe-Ni rich particles that were identified in the 13 wluines of the Cosmic 

DUI Catalogue. 'The \liaded areas are the wiiples  uere fin;illy requested for this investiption. 

As only a total of 24 particles &'ere identified, it was not possihle to request all the particles 

for analysis - ihe Comic  Duut committee who allocate IDPs to research felt that as there 

was only a limited number of these particles the majority should remain in the cosmic dust 

collection at the NASA Johnson Space Center. Instead a total of 7 were requested, the 

selection criterion being that any particle below 7pm would be difficult to image or to 

analyse chemically (the particles requested are highlighted in table 6. I). 
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6.3.2 Experimental Handling 

The sinail size of the stratospheric Fe-Ni IDpc made handling a complex problem. ideally 

for a material, analysis would be carried out on il flaL surface, i.e. each particle should be 

sectioned. For larger IDPs and micrometeorites this is not usually a problem and can be 

carried out using microtome techniques (e.g. Bradley and Brownlee, 1986) or the particles 

can be mounted in epoxy and polished Rat. The size of the Fe-Ni IDPs (average diameter 

was 8pn) suggested that such microtoming would have resulted in the loss of the particle, 

thus it was decided to analyse the IDPs as intact whole particles. 

The seven particles were mounted on to Beryllium substrates at the NASA JSC Cosmic 

Dust Facility (Houston, USA). Beryllium substrates rather than carbon substrates were 

used, us Berylliuin is not within the detection range of the SEM at Brookes even when the 

ED detector is in ultra-thin window mode. This means that the only elements to be 

analysed will be those from the panicles. As with the analysis of the HST solar cells, the 

investigation of the particle under the SEM was far from ideal conditions and it is likely 

that there will he edge effects generated by the spheres (see Chapter 2.5.3 for a discussion 

on edge effects). 

6.3.3 Textural & Chemical Observations Of Fe-Ni Particles. 

As expected the size of the particles (maximum diameter l2pcin) proved problematic when 

imaging, as although a secondary electron (SE) image could be obtained this did not yield 

any topographic or compositional information on the particles below 7pm in diameter (see 

appendix 4 for SE images of all the particles). However on several of the larger particles 

successful SE imaging was carried out. The first significant feature to note about these Fe- 

Ni particles is the overall shape; apart from L2006L1 (which was unfortunately lost during 

the transportation from JSC to the Open University or preparation for analysis) they are all 
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spheres, compared to the irregular solids and aggregates which make up the bulk of the 

collection. 

The spherical shape would suggest that the particles may have undergone melting during 

atmospheric alteration (discussed previously in Chapter I) .  If so it might be anticipated 

that there would be a reaction rim around the particle where the Fe-Ni had been converted 

to magnetite. Indeed, in the extreme, entire particles may be oxidised during preliminary 

examination under the SEM. It became apparent that there was a thin discontinuous 

surface coat covering the panicles, and beneath this there was a smoother surface (figure 

6.9). 

In order to study the structure in more detail, the thin surface coating was carefully 

removed from one of the particles, therefore expasing the core of the particle (figure 6.10). 

From the ED X-ray spectrum obtained from the particle it is clearly possible to see the 

chemical differences between the “rind” (figure 6.1 la)  and the particle (figure 6.1 Ib). The 

“rind’ is essentially composed of Fe and O and therefore it is highly likely that this is an 

Fe-oxide (probahly magnetite). The observation of Fe-oxide coatings around the particles 

is not suprising ac this has often bem observed on both IDPs and micrometeorites (see 

Chapter I .4j. The Fe-oxide coat is associated with the alteration that occurs to the particles 

during aiinosplieric entry (e.g. Flynn, 1989a&b; Sandford and Bradley, 1989 and Genge et 

al., 1996). The core of the particle was comprised solely of Fe-Ni metal (figure 6.1 lb), 

which is in agreement with the other particles analysed. An intriguing question remaining 

unanswered is in what form did the Fe-Ni particles exist prior to atmospheric entry? 

Metallic fragments or spherules? (the latter being suggestive of asteroidal collection 

processes producing melt droplets). 
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Figure 6.11a ED spectrum obtained from the "rind" of 1.2OOhj1. Figure 6.11b ED spectrum obtained from 

the metal core of L2íK)hj 1 .  

6.4 Origins Of The Fe-Ni Particles From The Stratosphere & Fe-Ni 

Residues Collected In The Solar Cells. 

Previous work carried out on the iron spherules from deep-sea collections (e.g. Brownlee, 

1978) has suggested that the particles were previously Fe-Ni sulfides, which during 

atmospheric entry have experienced elemcntal arid mass loss. Therefore are the Fe-Ni rich 

IDPs collected since 1982 the result of similar process? Mackinnon and Mckay (1986) 

investigated IUPs collected from the stratosphere and ohserved that Fe-Ni particles were 

on average 4p11 iti diameter whilst Fe-Ni sulfides were on average 7.4pm in diameter. So 

the Fe-Ni rich IDPs are products of ablation processing, as they are smaller in diameter 

than the sulfides which have been modified to a lesser extent. Whilst this is an acceptable 

theory it should he noted that the Fe-Ni particles observed here in were approximately the 

same size as the Fe-Ni sulfides observed in previous studies (Brownlee, 1978; Mackinnon 

and MacKay 1986). 

If Fe-Ni rich IDPs are the result of ablation effects, then i t  is still necessary to explain the 

observed residue in s177 solely comprised of Fe-Ni metal. Recall that the residue in s177 
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showed no evidence of the any sulfide-rich material. Whilst it could be argued that the 

sulfide component was lost during the impact event, this would seem unlikely as Fe-Ni 

sulfides and Fe-sulfides are frequently observed as the dominant residue chemistry in other 

impact features. Having made a case for the Fe-Ni metal residue in s177 beiiig generated 

by a particle composed solely of Fe-Ni metal then it is logical to conclude that the Fe-Ni 

rich TDPs collected in the stratosphere have the same origin. 

Along similar lines of reasoning note that it has been suggested that the Fe-Ni sulfide IDPs 

may be ablation debris from the fusion crusts that formed on meteorites during 

atmospheric entry (Rietmeijer and Mackinnon, 1984); however since Fe-S residues are 

observed in  the LEO impacts. it is also possible that Fe-S IDPs could arise from primary 

Fe-S particles. The original impactors prior to collision have not encountered any ablation 

effects i n  LEO therefore it is highly unlikely that they are debris from a meteorite in that 

sense. That said, a nieteorite or possibly larger body cannot be ruled out. It is possible that 

the Fe-Ni metal residues and Fe-Ni metal IDPs are ablation products from meteoroid or 

asteroidal collisioii. When metal cosmic sphemles were identified from deep-sea sediment 

(Blanchard and Davis. 1978), i t  was suggested that these spherules were splash ejecta from 

asteroid:il collisiori. which had spiralled to Earth under Poynting-Robertson drag (Parkin et 

al., 1983). Therefore i l  would be possible to suggest that the Fe-Ni residues and the Fe-Ni 

iiietal IDPs originated from collisions of this nature. Such a mechanism would have the 

potential tu produce iiietal sphemles in a range of diameters (i.e. from pm, as seen in type I 

deep sea spherules, to pm, as inferred from the HVI residues). To back this up note that 

there are meteorites, for example Vaca Muerta, which contain a range of metal droplets 

from millimetre to sub-micron in the matrix material (figure 6.12). An interesting 

consequence of collision processes is that silicate spherules would presumably be formed 

as well. In any case, such materiais should be searched for in the cosmic catalogue. 





Chapter 7 

Overview & Future Work 

7.1 Overview 

The aim of this thesis was to investigate the mineralogy and chemistry of micrometeorites. 

Previous investigations (e.g. Wright et al., 1997 and Genge et al., 1997) have focused on 

intact particles which have been collected from terrestrial environments. These particles 

have been subject to selection and modification processes (e.g. Love and Brownlee, 1991) 

that occur during atmospheric transit. 

Therefore, the investigation of particles collected in  low Earth orbit (LEO) should in 

principle yield the best representation of micrometeoroids. Previous collections of LEO 

material have focused around dedicated in-siru collector experiments, e.g. “The chemistry 

of iiiicrorrieteorites” experiment of LDEF (Zolensky et al., 1993), which are expensive and 

often only single-flight opportunities. Whilst the benefits and knowledge gained from such 

investigationi, are not in doubt, i t  is however questionable whether the maximum yield of 

information was obtained. 

Essentially the problem with LEO collections is that it is inherently difficult to collect a 

particle intact when impact velocities can be 5-20knds. At such velocities, particles are 

subjected to melting and devolatilization. Therefore the value of such studies to the 

cosmic dust community is questionable as intact pristine particles are rarely recovered 

(Rietmeijer and Blandford, 1988). However the advent of NASA’s “Stardust” mission has 

led to the development of technologies to overcome the problems of collecting material 

(Hörz et al., 1998). 
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Not withstanding the investigation problems, the hypervelocity impact damage (pm to mm 

in scale) sustained by one of the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) solar arrays, returned to 

Earth after 3.62 years of exposure to LEO, has added an important repository to the 

collections available for laboratory post-flight investigations. As well as retaining 

remnants of micrometeoroid impactors, the array surface will also harbour remnants of a 

second population of material which is present in LEO. Space debris has been generated 

by the human utilisation of LEO in the latter part of the 20Ih century and are typically 

fragments of upper stages from rockets, solid condensates from rocket fuel and 

components from other space hardware. 

Wright et al. (1995), as part of a detailed post-flight investigation (Carey, 1998) received 

26 samples (20 solar cells and 6 buffer assemblies) from the HST array. In an attempt to 

characterise impact features and analyse mcteoroidkpace debris residues the samples were 

investigated by optical and scanning electron microscopy. The general findings of this 

study (Wright et al., 1995) were that HST solar cells were not ideal substrates upon which 

to search for micrometeoroid impact residues because of the coniplex compositional 

cheniistry of  the host substrate. I i i  contrast, the identification of space debris-derived 

residues such as paint fragments and rocket propellant were more readily identified. 

Whilst the location of impact features was not difficult, the identification of substantial 

residue matcrial proved difficult. 

The lime scale of the investigation meant that it was not possible to carry out detailed 

analytical examinations (under the SEM) of impact features. Therefore the goals of this 

thesis were: 1) To develop analytical protocols by which residues could be readily located 

and identified. 2)  To classify residues in terms of space debris and micrometeoroid - if 
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possible the latter to be sub-classified in terms of mineralogy and chemistry that can be 

directly compared with the current terrestrial collections of dust. 

7.2 Analytical Developments 

Analytical scanning electron microscopy is a well established technique for this type of 

investigation. Therefore, the developments enhanced by this thesis are related to the 

analysis protocols rather than to hardware. The method of analysis carried out in Wright et 

al. (1  995) used individual micro-spot analysis using energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometry, 

which is a typical approach along with obtaining secondary electron (SE) images. This 

thesis has used digitised back-scattered electron (BE) imaging and X-ray emission 

elemental mapping. 

The digitised BE imaging enabled the manipulation of data (at pixel resolution) to clearly 

define coinpositional changes in the different layers of the solar cells and more importantly 

any extraneous material. This extraneous material when imaged in  BE mode produced 

highly distinctive morphologies. The advantage of BE imaging over SE imaging was that 

extraneous m a t e d  that was embedded beneath the surface of the melt zone (to a depth of 

approximately lpni) was identified. The digitised X-ray elemental mapping again enahled 

the niaiiipulation of data to distinguish between the various melt states that occurred within 

the crater. These states can be defined as: i )  Impactor melt residue; 2) impactor and cell 

host melt residue and 3) cell host melt residue. 

The CMX cover glass of the solar cells contains a micron-thick layer composed of Mg and 

F that was removed during the impact process. By mapping for areas which showed 

depletion in Mg and F it was also possible to locate small impact features (10-50pm in 

diameter) which might not have been located in the preliminary optical investigation of the 
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cells. The use of both digitised BE imaging and X-ray emission elemental mapping has 

proved to he a powerful combination of scanning electron microscopy techniques for 

which the rapid identification protocol was derived. 

The methodology of the rapid identification protocol (figure 7.1) was a preliminary optical 

survey that was carried out at x10, x20, x40 magnifications, and was used to locate impact 

features. The SEM investigations, initially used BE imaging of the impact crater at a low 

magnification (<x250) but at a high pixel resolution (512 x 512 point matrix with repeated 

Kalrnan franie averaging to increase signal-to-noise ratio). The impact pit was then 

examined at higher magnification (>x250) to identify any areas of melt that contained 

residual niaterial from the impactor. Areas of interest were then mapped for 22 

characteristic X-ray intervals at 128x 128, 256x256 and 5 12x512 pixel reaolutions. 

The higher resolution maps were carried out with repeated franie averaging to yield high 

contract. For the purpose of identification between space debris and micrometeoroid 

residues the 128x 128 pixel resolution maps were adequate in most cases. However higher 

resolution maps were essential for more detailed micrometeoroid research. The 

classification of material was obtained from semi-quantitative micro-spot analysis to obtain 

ED spectra. The spectra obtained for the residual Inaterial was always compared with a 

"clean" (i.e. away from the inipact) spectra of the host. 
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Figure 7.1 FIoM. diagram suriiniarising the analytical protocol for the analysis of impact residues observed in 

HST solar cells used i n  t h i i  thesib 

The significanLc. of this protocol was highlighted in  Carey, (1998) which as part of ESA 

contract 18X7/9ti/ïTL/JG (Meteoroid & Debris Flux & Ejecta Models) reviewed the 

protocol and concluded that it was il significant step forward in post-flight analysis 

investigations 



7.3 Hypervelocity Simulated Shot Program 

7.3.1 Summary 

The simulated impacts were undertaken using projectiles in the 125-250pm grain diameter 

to allow detailed examinations of residue textural morphologies. The projectiles were 

well-characterised in terms of mineral chemistry. The residues were produced by 

accelerating the projectiles individually into HST solar cells at velocities of approximately 

5 k d s  using the light-gas-gun (LGG) facility at the University of Kent. 

The textural morphologies produced were highly variable but comparable with those 

observed in LEO derived impact features investigated in this thesis and in previous 

simulated impact studies (Hörz et al., 1983). The simulated shot program has generated a 

suite of characteristic residue morphologies that in part appear to he due to the individual 

chemical properties of the projectiles. The program has as yet, failed to resolve the 

question of whether i t  is possible to unambiguously distinguish between residues derived 

from hydrous and anhydrous silicates. 

7.3.2 Future Shots 

The shot program, apart from the Orgueil matrix shot, has used single composition mineral 

powders. It is proposed that artificial micrometeoroid projectiles are made up and fired 

into HST solar cells. The composition of the artificial micrometeoroid projectiles would 

be based on known compositions of known micrometeorites. Therefore the projectiles 

would consist of I )  Mafic-silicates mixed with Fe-sulfides and Fe-Ni metal as an analogue 

of anhydrous particles. 2) Phyllosilicates with Fe-sulfides and Mg-Fe carbonates as an 

analogue of hydrous panicles. 



7.4 Hypervelocity Impacts into HST Solar Cells: Micrometeoroid Versus 

Space Debris 

7.4.1 Overall Summary 

Figure 1.2 A distribution plot showing the frequency of impact residues in terms of chemistry for I - I O ( H ) p n  

craters 

For this thesis, 2.5 individiial solar cells were specially selected on the basis that they 

contoiiied irirpct craters (diameter 100- lOO0pni) which had the most potential to retain 

impactor residue cheniistry. The solar cells were subjected to a detailed investigation 

using the protocol that was summarised in section 7.2 using the SEM. The detailed 

examination identified 29 impact craters within the 100-1000pm size range (figure 7.2) 

which were found to contain 3 residues which were space debris derived, 20 which were 

micrometeoroid derived and 6 which remained unclassified. 

The number of craters which contained unclassified impact residue was much lower than 

similar previous investigations (e.g. Bernhard et al., 1993b) were up 72% were 
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unclassified. The data would suggest that the impact craters within the ioo-1000~~ range 

are dominated by micrometeoroid-derii'ed residues (20 out of the 29 investigated). 

As the samples were specially selected for this thesis in tenns of yielding the highest 

potential for retaining residues, it has generated a sample bias. Therefore i t  is not possible 

to generate a flux plot directly from the data obtained, nor is it essentially accurate to 

compare and contrast the findings within this thesis with those obtained by Bemhard et al. 

(1993b), as they analysed over 600 impact features whcreas only 29 were analysed and 

discussed herein. 

Nevertheless, independent to the work carried out in this thesis, flux modelling has been 

carried out on previous and new HST data (not based on chemistry) which predicted that 

for the size range examined herein, micrometeoroids would be the expected dominating 

impactor (Unispace Kent, 1998). Equally significant was that the flux modelling predicted 

that space debris would become the dominant impactor origin at the higher crater size 

range. The 3 residues identified as space debris were all located in craters above 900pm 

diameters. 

7.4.2 Residue Chemistry 

In terms of residue chemistry the three residues which were identified as derived from 

space debris material were identified as remnants of paint fragments and printed circuit 

board component. The identification and subsequent classification of impact residues in  

terms of micrometeoroid origin has been aided by laboratory analogues generated by using 

the light-gas-gun facility at Kent. The micrometeoroid-derived residues can be interpreted 

in terms of simple mineralogical remnants: ( i )  mafic (olivine andor pyroxene), i t  is rarely 

possible to give an unambiguous classification; (2) metallic sulfides; (3) hydrous or 
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volatile-rich silicates (probably phyllosilicates, saponite a n d  or serpentine); (4) altered 

refractory mineralogies. 

The identification of individual mineral component alone does not conclusively prove an 

origin for the impactors in terms that are comparable with micrometeorite compositions 

(Klöck and Stadermann, 1994). Yet the residues ohserved are rarely of a single 

composition being rather intimate mixtures of the remnants described above. The 

association of remnant phyllosilicates with mafic silicates and metallic sulfides within the 

residue would certainly indicate a carbonaceous chondrite affiliation (Bradley, 1994) in 

terms of parent bodies origin. Nevertheless, the majority of residues appear to be 

dominated by remnants of mafic silicates with metallic sulfides. Such chemistries do not 

simply f i t  the carbonaceous chondrite origin alone, but rather span almost the entire range 

of meteoritic classifications. 

Previous studies (Flynn, 1990 and Brownlee et al., 1993) suggested that residues observed 

in LDEF with a similar conipcisition to those identified herein were generated by relatively 

low oblique velocities that would indicate un asteroidal origin. 

7.4.3 Concluding Remarks 

The significance of the results discussed herein in terms of potential hazard to orbiting 

space hardware are ambiguous. Previous research (National Research Council, 1995) 

suggest that micrometeoroids did not represent a significant threat to space hardware yet 

the results herein would suggest that in the small size range of impact damage (100- 

1000pi) the predominant impactors were micrometeoroids. The underlying problem is 

that space hardware which fail i n  LEO are very rarely returned to Earth for post-flight 

analysis. Therefore it is impossible to conclude whether the failure might have been due to 

impact damage from either space debris or micrometeoroid hypervelocity collision. 
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Notwithstanding all the interpretation and classification problems involved with the 

analysis of impact residues, the work carried out in this thesis has proved that the HST 

solar cell surfaces can act as a substantial passive collector for micro-particles in LEO. 

Furthermore, the detailed analysis of impact craters has identified and classified residues in 

terms of space debris and micrometeoroid origin. The latter has been sub-classified in 

terms that were directly compardhk with the terrestrial collections of cosmic dust. 

7.5 Further Work 

The obvious development of this thesis would be to examine a larger number of solar cells 

that are randomly selected to nile out the sample bias that may have been generated herein. 

This could be achieved by carrying out a similar investigation to that described in this 

thesis on an area coiiiaining 100 cells removed from the array stored at ESTEC. This new 

survey should include a search for impact features greater than 1000wm and smaller than 

lûûym, both of these size ranges according to the recent flux niodels (e.g. Unispace Kent, 

1Y99) should contain a greater number of impacts gcncrated by space debris. 

Whilst the interpretation of impact residues that are presumably derived from 

micronicteoroidh have been classified herein, it is not possible to iinumbiguously state that 

the interpretation is correct. ‘lhe development of Nano-SIMS technology (Stademdnn et 

al., 1999) may enable attempts to measure the isotopic composition of the micrometeoroid 

residue that might possibly reduce the ambiguity of the interpretation. 

This thesis has only investigated the mineralogy and chemistry of micrometeoroids and 

space debris captured by the HST solar cells. There are, as was stated, a number of other 

surfaces (e.g. Al-clamps from LDEF) which have heen exposed to LEO which could now 
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he re-examined using the techniques described herein. However whilst the improved 

detection and imaging capabilities of the SEM used in this thesis may well reduce the 

number of unknowns, the question remains - will it change the general finds of the LDEF 

investigation (e.g. Zolensky et al., 1994)? 

The generation of impact residues using the LGG facility at the University of Kent has 

assisted in the interpretation of the residues preserved in the HST solar cells. That said, 

several of the selected minerals fired failed to produce abundant residues to investigate. 

This was particularly the case with the calcite shot, where fragments are disintegrating 

before they impact on the target material. Mixing the calcite with another mineral powder 

(diopside would he ideal as the residue generated by this mineral is very characteristic) 

might reduce this problem. 

The composition, morphology and remnant impact mineral chemistry has been highly 

variable for the different individual mineral powders. In some cases the residue fragments 

give a near stoichiometric ED spectra when analysed under the SEM, whilst in others it is 

clearly possible to note the loss of volatiles (e.g. Na and K). It would be possible to assess 

this approximate loss of volatiles as the mineral powders for the shots were prepared from 

mineral standards. Quantitative analysis could he obtained for the pre-fired chemistry of 

the mineral projectile and this could he compared with the semi-quantitative analysis of the 

resultant impact dcrivcd chemistry, notwithstanding the technical problems which have 

been previously been discussed (section 2.5 and 6.2.2). 

However individual mineral grains are not true analogues of the complex micrometeoroid 

chemistries. The next series of laboratory generated impacts to be tired should be 

polymineralic projectiles of known composition. It is possible that both IDPs and 

micrometeorites could he used for this purpose hut the chemistry and mineralogy of these 
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would not be so well defined. Therefore it is suggested that ‘artificial micrometeorites’ are 

made up  that would consist of mineral powders containing: i )  mafic silicates mixed with 

Fe-sulfides and Fe-Ni metal as an analogue of a anhydrous IDP and 2) phyllosilicates with 

mafic silicates, Fe-sulfides and Mg-Fe carbonates as an analogue of a hydrous IDP. These 

two niineral powders will hopefully resolve the problem of whether it is possible to 

distinguish between impact residues generated by hydrous and anhydrous 

micrometeoroids. 

The use of “aerogel” to collect micrometeoroids in space (e.g. Brownlee et al., 1997 and 

Hörz et al.. 1998) will revolutionise the study of such material as it is possible to capture 

material in a near-intact state. Therefore it is suggested that the mineral powders including 

the artificial micrometeorites also be accelerated into “aerogel” targets. This will allow 

preliminary assessment of the suilahility of the current analytical techniques for the 

analysis of particles rerurned from the orbital debris collector on Mir (Hörz et al., 1998) 

and Stardust (Brownlee et al., 1997). 
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Appendix i 

BEI And X-ray Elemental Maps Of A Cross- 
Section Through A HST Solar Cell. 

Appendix 1 contains the data obtained from an analysis of a cross-section made through an 

individual solar cell. The analysis was carried out at Oxford Brookes University using the 

Jeol 840 scanning electron microscope fitted with an Oxford Instruments e-XL X-ray 

Energy-Dispersive spectrometer. The analytical working conditions were an accelerating 

voltage of 20kV, beam current of 2nA and a working distance of 32mm. 
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Back-Scattered Electron Image of the HST Solar Cell and Support 

Stiffener Material. 

X-ray Elemental Maps Showing The Distribution Of C, Si, S And Ag 

Within The Solar Cell 
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X-ray Elemental Maps Showing The Distribution Of Si, Ag, Ti And AI 

Within The Solar Cell. Due To Constraints Placed On This Work By 

ESA It Is Not Possible To Define the Position Of The Ti, Ag and Al layer 

Within The Solar Cell Composition 
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Appendix 3 

X-ray Elemental Maps Obtained For the 
Selected Mineral Shots Into HST Solar Cells 

Appendix 3 contains the data obtained from the mineral shots into HST solar cells using 

the LGG facility at the Universiiy of Kent (Chapter 4.3). All the residues were 

investigated at Oxford Brookes University using the Jeol 840 scanning electron 

microscope fitted with an Oxford Instruments e-XL X-ray Energy-Dispersive 

spectrometer. Projectiles included the following: calcite, enstatite (pyroxene) (no residue 

found), diopside (pyroxenej, olivine (from the Admire Meteorite), pyrrhotite, kamacite. 

nepheline, alumina, anorthite (feldspar), saponite (phyllosilicate) (no residue found), 

serpentine (phyllosilicate) (no residue found) and albite. A powdered meteorite sample 

(Orgueil matrix material) was also included in the shot program as this is a polymineralic 

niixture which includes phyllosilicatcs (is hydrous minerals) and should accurately reflect 

the nature of hydrous mici-ometeoroids. 
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Appendix 4 
Secondary Electron Images And Energy- 

Dispersive Spectrum Data For The 
Interplanetary Dust Particles 

Appendix 4 contains the data obtained from the IDPs investigated in Chapter 6. All the 

particles were investigated at Oxford Brookes University using the Jeol 840 scanning 

electron microscope fitted with an Oxford Instruments e-XL X-ray Energy-Dispersive 

spectrometer. The analytical working conditions were an accelerating voltage of 20kV, 

beam current of 0.5nA and a working distance of 32mm. The appendix is set as follows: 

under each particle identification number and Cosmic Dust Catalogue (CDC) volume 

number there is a secondary electron image of the particle and a energy-dispersive 

spectrum obtained for that particle. 
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Particle L2006L1 

(CDC Vol. 12 June 1991) 

SAMPLE LOST DURING TRANSIT FROM NASA Johnson Space 
Centre (Houston Texas, USA) TO THE OPEN UNIVERSITY (Milton 
Keynes, UK) 
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ABSTRACT 

The understanding of the micron-sized populations of natural micrometeoroids and artificial space debris in low 
Earth orbit has benefited considerably from the post-flight investigations of retrieved surfaces from spacecraft, 
such as the Long Duration Exposure Facility. The returned solar array from the Hubble Space Telescope has 
added to this repository and has offered a further opportunity to document these particles. 25 individual solar cells 
were specially selected on the basis that they contained impact craters (diameter 100-1000 pm) which had the 
most potential to retain impactor residue chemistry. The solar cells were subject to a detailed investigation using 
analytical scanning electron microscopy which identified 29 impact craters, the analysis of which identified 3 
residues as artificial in origin, 6 unclassified and 20 as natural in origin. The limited number of unclassified 
residues identified indicates that the methods of analysis employed in this investigation are a significant step 
forward for such studies and, if employed on a geater number of samples, will improve the calculations of the 
time-integrated flux rates for micrometeoroids and space debris in the low Earth orbit environment. 
Notwithstanding the small sample set examined, the observed chemical classification of the impact residues in 
terms of micrometeoroid to space debris (in the particle size range 8-80 pm) corresponds well to the flux model 
that predicts the dominance of natural particles. 0,1999 COSPAR. Published by Elsevier Science Ltd. 

NOMENCLATURE 

Diameters and crater Classes as defined by Herbert and McDonnell(l997) 
D,, = conchoidal cracking diameter (pm) 
D, =Particle diameter (pm) 

INTRODUCTION 

The characterisation of low Earth orbit (LEO) micron-particle populations has benefited extensively from the 
post-flight investigations of retrieved surfaces from spacecraft, i.e. the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) 
(e.g. Zolensky et ai., 1994) and the European Retrievable Carrier (EuReCa) (e.g. McDonnell et d., 1995). The 
micron-particle populations can essentially be suh-divided into two categories: I )  natural micrometeoroids 
barticles originating from comets, asteroids and possibly secondary ejecta from planetaiy impacts) (Brownlee, 
1994). and 2) artificial space debris (fragments generated from spacecraft collisions, by-products of normal 
spacecraft operations etc). The returned solar array from the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) has offered a further 
opportunity to document the abundance of these particles, as prior to its retrieval the array was in LEO for 3.62 
years at an orbital altitude of 600km, in essentially a sun-facing direction. The array was subject to a detailed 
post-flight investigation led by ESA, with micrometeoroid and debris studies focused upon the hypervelocity 
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1462 G. k 0i.hUn CI al. 

The analyses conducted by the 0.UN.H.M were based on optical and scanning electron microscopy. The 
general findings of this study (Wright et al, 1995) were that 35% of the solar cells (7 out of the 20) had 
been completely penetrated by primaty impacts. The main constituents of the solar cells are a borosilicate 
@SO) glass, which is a protective top layer for the underlying silicon (Si) solar cell, which is supported by 
an adhesive substrate (Si + minor Ca. AI & Mg), containing a fibre-glass backing tape. All the layers are 
held in place by silicon adhesive (Berthoud, 1995). These are not ideal substrate chemistries upon which ta ~ 

search for natural micrometeoroids, which contain the same chemical elements. In contrast recognition of ~ 

material that is artificial in origin (i.e. space debris), such as rocket propellant, paint fragments etc. is 
somewhat easier. 65% of the solar cells contained impact features that showed evidence of material 
extraneous to the hosts, deemed to' be associated with space debris. Only one impact event was throught to 
have been created by a natural micrometeoroid, but the findings were not conclusive. 

I 

In this study, we report on the attempts made to constrain further the nature and origin of extraneous 
material impacted on to the solar cells. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Chemical compositions were determined qualitatively (0.U) using a Jeol JSM 820i scanning electron 
microscope (SEM) fitted with an integrated Kevex DELTA energy dispersive x-ray analyser (EDX). 
Quantitative analysis was carried out at the N.H.M using an Hitachi S2500 SEM fitted with a Link 
Analytical Systems ANlooOO EDAX. The typical operating conditions for both SEMs were an accelerating 
voltage of 15 keV, a beam current of about 1 nA with a beam diameter of 1 pm and a working distance of 
39 nun. The samples were carbon coated to reduce the effects of electrical charging during analysis 

Preliminary EDS spot analyses were carried out on the primary impact craters on 6 solar cells; I was 
completely penetrated by the primary impact event, 3 contained impact events which had only penetrated the 
upper layers of the cell and 2 contained "punched top surface impacts. It was difficult to find any material 
other than the host material on the cell which had been completely penetrated. The solar cells with 
"punched top surface impacts were also difficult to analyse due to charging (the surface of the impacts 
made it impossible to coat the sample evenly). The best hope of finding a residue was therefore in the 3 
partially-penetrated cells, of which two contained too much host debris from the upper layers of the cells. 
Thus the study concentrated on one of the partially-penetrated samples in more depth. 

The selected sample had its flexible backing tape removed and spot analysis was canied out to confirm that 
the impact event had only partially penetrated the cell. The inner crater of the impact underwent spot 
analysis and was x-ray mapped for Si, Ti, AI, Fe, Ca, Mg, Ce and Na. After a residue had been detected 
by this way, the sample was subjected to a more detailed quantitative analysis. Quantitative analysis should 
nomially be carried out on a flat substrate, but the nature of the impact made this impossible, so analysis of 
the residue was carried out until good repeatability resulted. 
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RESULTS 

Figure la. shows a photomicrograph at x100 magnification of the primary impact crater in the selected solar 
cell; the diameter of the crater is 2ûûpm. It can be seen that the crater comprises stepped surfaces that 
correspond to the different layers of the solar cell that have been ejected during the impact. Figure Ib. 
shows a view into the inner crater of the impact; in the bottom left hand corner of the image it is possible to 
see an area displaying textural differences to the surrounding surface. 

Figure. la Figure.Ih. 
Figure 2a. and 2h show the results of chemical analyses obtained from silicon solar cell surrounding the 
residue (2.a) and the residue itself (2.b) 

. 

Figure.2a. Figure.2h 
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Table I .  shows the typical major element results for the quantitative analysis carried using the EDAX. 

ElaESol %Element EuQLi Q d S  

Na 3.19 0.14 Na20 
Ms 7.58 0.11 MSO 
Al 2.11 0.08 A20 

s i  28.70 o. 12 si02 
K 0.88 0.05 K 2 0  

Ca 1.66 0.06 CaO 
Fe 10.47 0.22 Fe0 
Ba 1.37 O. 19 Bao 
Ti 0.29 0.09 Ti02 
0' 45.34 n.m 

Total 101.59 
*Oxygen is not detected, and is thus calculated by difference 

?&!&i& 
4.30 
12.56 
4.00 
61.40 
1 .O5 
2.33 
13.82 
1.53 
0.49 
n.m 

101.48 

ì%m!dla 
0.29 
0.66 
0.17 
2.16 
0.05 
0.09 
0.41 
0.02 
0.01 
6.00 

DISCUSSION 

The impact craters in the HST solar array are a usual product of space exposure; what remains to be 
understood is the relative proportions formed by natural particles (micrometeoroids) and artificial materials 
such as paint fragments, rocket propellants etc. (space debris). Since all impacts have occurred at relatively 
high velocities, very little or none of the original impacting material survives, making identification difficult. 
The situation is complicated further by the fact that the host material (solar cells or buffer assembly) contain 
a number of elements also found in micrometeoroids and space debris. This problem has been highlighted 
by recent work (Bernhard et al, 1993a.b) on impacts recorded by the Long Duration Exposure Facility. It 
is from these observations that criteria have been established to distinguish between space debris and 
micrometeoroids (Zolensky et al, 1993). Chemical analysis of the possible residue (figure 2.b) shows a 
clear contrast to that obtained from the silicon solar cell (figure 2.a) Although the apparently high titanium 
(Ti) signal would seem to indicate a space debris origin for the impact residue. The Ti peak obtained in 
(figure 2.b) could be identified as a barium (Ba) signal, Ti and Ba are notorious for showing the effects of 
peak overlaps during EDAX qualitative analysis (Vaughan, 1983). In this example the K-lines of Ti 
overlap the L-lines of Ba. The suggestion that the Ti peak is a Ba peak is confirmed by the presence of a 
multiple peak pattern in the spectra after the peak labelled as Ti and the data obtained from the quantitative 
analysis for both Ti and Ba. Thus this signal is identifying the Ba which is present within the top layer of 
the cell. The major element chemistry particularly the identification of Fe suggest that the impact residue 
was of natural origin. The quantitative analysis in Table1 indicates that the mineral formula might 
correspond to that of a mafic silicate, e.g. a pyroxene ((Mg,Fe)zSi206), with additional material from the 
substrate implying that the impacting particle in this sample was of natural origin. 
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in order to ascertain unambiguously the origin of the residue, it maybe necessary to make isotopic 
measurements. A key element to study here would be oxygen. Unfortunately in-situ techniques (e.g. ion 
microprobe) may not give results of sufficiently high precision, furthermore, removal of the residue for 
laser probe fluorination is practically impossible. It might be possible to measure rare earth elements (REE) 
in the residue by ion microprobe, a project we intend to investigate using the W / concept probe (Long et al, 

1988). 
Although partially-penetrated impacts are are a predominant in !he solar cells studied (52% of the original 
0.UN.H.M sample set where classified as such) (Wright et al, 1995), the feature described here is 
relatively rare (unique amongst the 6 impacts). The essential property of this feature is that the impact 
removed the upper layers of the'solar cell leaving behind in the inner crater a flat area of underlying 
material, creating a trapping medium upon which the residue was deposited. If similar features could be 
identified, perhaps by a computerised optical survey, then there should be a good chance of determining the 
origin of the impacting particles in each case. This would then answer the original question ofascertaining 
the relative proportions of impacts from micrometeoroids and space debris. 
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ABSTRACT 

Spacecraíì in low Earth Orbit are prone to 
hypervelocity impact damage b m  micrometeoroids 
and space debris. Preliminary optical surveys using a 
petrographic microscope and then a detailed scanning 
electron microscopy study using digitised back- 
scattered electron imaging and X-ray emission 
elemental mapping has lead to a simple and rapid 
identification method for impact residues. The 
methodology was developed using nine solar cell 
samples removed from the returned V-2 Solar Army 
Panel of the Hubble Space Telescope a h  3.62 years 
of space exposure. The results suggest that maybe the 
majority of small impact craters ( 4 0 0 p m  in diameter) 
are a consequence of micrometeoroids rather than space 
debris although a large data set would be required to 
substantiate this. 

I .INTRODUCTION 

Spacecraíì which are in Low Earth Orbit (LEO) are 
particularly susceptible to impact damage from 
particles less than 1 mm in diameter travelling at 
speeds between 5-70 kmis (Ref.l). This hypervelocity 
material can be defined as either natural 
micrometeoroids (impact residues containing Mg, Fe, 
Ni, S etc.) or space debris, such as paint fragments or 
rocket propellant (impact residues containing Ti, AI 
etc.). Impact damage and ultimately the residue 
chemistiy, can only be studied when LEO materials 
are returned to Earth and investigated as part of post- 
flight investigation. The scientific benefit of such 
studies was highlighted by the Long Duration 
Exposure Facility (LDEF) launched by NASA to 
study the effects of long term space exposure (LDEF 
was in a LEO for 5.7 years) (Ref.2). The Post-Flight 
investigation of LDEF included the effects of impact 
damage on all types of surfaces, including solar cells 
(Ref.2). The impact investigation primarily employed 
optical microscopy for sample surveys and crater 
measurements and then more advanced electron 
microscopy techniques (Ref.3), such as Field 
Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FESEM) 
(Ref.4). These techniques enabled the distinction 
between micrometeoroids and space debris and in 
some case more detailed classifications of the original 
impactor (Ref.3). LDEF findings also highlighted the 
fact that surfaces which were previously thought only 
to be susceptible to micrometeoroid impacts were also 
subject to collision with space debris as well (Ref.2). 

This increase could be directly attributable to the 
increase in the utilisation of LEO for communication 
satellites, etc (Ref.5). 

The techniques and knowledge gained h m  LDEF and 
more recently post-flight studies of the ESA European 
Retrievable Carrier (EURECA) were used in an initial 
investigation of one of the retrieved solar array panels 
from the Huhble Space Telescope (HST) (Ref.7). Prior 
to retrieval, the array had been in a LEO (600km) fà 
1320 days (Ref.1). For the impact analysis, the anay 
was cut up into individual solar cell samples and sent 
to several European institutes (ReE7) The initial 
impact residue analyses of the solar cells suggested that 
the identification of extraneous impact material would 
be complicated by the complex nature of the solar cells 
(Ref.8). The collector cells are made of a top, protective 
layer (150pm thick) of CMX borosilicate glass, bonded 
by a layer of silicone resin ( 7 0 ~ m  thick) to the 
underlying silicon solar cell (250pm thick). This 
composite structure is supported by a fibre-glass 
hacking tape, again held in place by resin (Fig.1) 
(Ref.9). The main chemical constituents of the cell ~IC 
Si and Ca, elements which have in the past also been 
used as indicators of micrometeoroid residues, but 
which clearly cannot easily be reliably used to 
recognise impact residues in this context. 

Figure 1. A cross-section through a typical solar cell 
and supporting resin stiffener. 

Analysis was hither complicated by the dilution OF 
other potentially more reliable elemental “fingerprints” 
due to mixing during impact with the target cell 

heedings olhe kond furopeon Conferecfe on Spie D&s, FSK, Dorm&, Cerrmny, 17-19 Mordi 1997, (Esd IP-393, h!ny 1997) 
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composition. This analytical difticulty had previously 
resulted in several of the intial investigations yielding 
inconclusive evidence of natural impactors (i.e. 
micrometeoroids, Ref.8). Nevertheless, a number d 
small (i-5mm) craters were amibuted to 
micrometeoroids (Ref. IO). Space debris residues proved 
somewhat easier to recognise due to their distinctive 
chemical signature (e.g. substantially higher Ti and AI 
than in the cell). The majority of impacts were thus 
amibuted to space debris although a substantial 
number were unclassified. This was also in part due to 
time constraints of the post-flight investigation (Refs.8, 
10) 

Here we report on the further development of the 
techniques applied in previous studies (Refs.7, IO)  and 
upon their improved utilisation in location and 
identification of impact residues. Recent work (Ref.1 i )  
has confirmed the tentative suggestion of the post-flight 
investigation that the best preservation of exhmeous 
material should occur in samples where only the top 
layers of the cell have been penetrated and the uderlying 
layers have acted as a trapping medium. This 
observation has led to the selection criterion for the 
samples examined in the present study. Suitable craters 
are generally less than 100pm in diameter, smaller than 
many considered in earlier studies (e.g. diameters up to 
Imm in Refs. 7, 8 & IO). Thus there is a samples bias 
towards small impactors and / or low impact 
velocities. 

2. ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES 

The nine solar cells used in this study were removed 
from the upper blanket of the Solar Panel Assembly 
(SPA), section B of the V-2 array. The sample 
numbers o f the  cells are: S162, 163, 164, 169, 170, 
175, 177, 275 and 276. Note that 275 and 276 were 
cut after the solar m y  had been removed from the 
clean room at ESTEC (Noordwijk) and therefore might 
he expected to show any effects of terrestrial 
contamination. 

The samples were initially examined using a Zeiss- 
Axioplan Universal optical microscope. The optical 
survey was carried out at x10, x20, x40 magnification 
and was used to locate impact features. The samples 
were then carbon coated to prevent electrical charging 
during investigation by a JEOL JSM 840 SEM fitted 
with an Oxford Instruments e-XL X-ray Energy 
dispersive spectrometer (at Oxford Brookes University). 
The analytical work was carried out at an accelerating 
voltage of 20kV with a beam current of 2nA and a 
working distance of 32mm. The initial analysis 
involved the use of digitised back-scattered imaging 
(BEI) of the impact crater at a low magnification 
(<x250) but at a high pixel resolution (512 x 512 point 
matrix with repeated Kalman h e  averaging to 
increase signal to noise ratio). The impact pit was then 
examined at high magnification (<x750) using BEI, 
but this oilen did not clearly show the presence d 
residue. X-ray emission mapping was therefore 

employed for 20 characteristic X-ray energy intervals 
(Fig.2). 

x-MY: o - 10hV 
Liyc: 100s %ret; 1000s RempLiing: 900s 

< -.l N i 2 2  keV 1o.lr 
m1: spnrple EDS Widow 
PS=64K LOG ch 512=106 c b  

Figure 2. An example of the ED spectral windows used 
for X-ray mapping. 

Areas of interest were located at low magnification and 
low resolution (128’ pixels), then mapped at higher 
magnification and resolution and with repeated ñame 
averaging to yield high contrast. The initial BEI and 
mapping investigations identified residues on a low 
detailed scheme (Ref.6) within 3 hours of analyse time. 
Selected spot micro-analyses of the located residue were 
then acquired and, after distinction of cell melt 
components by comparison with known cell 
composition, a classification based on elemental 
association in the impact was performed. The results 
are broadly comparable with the types of particle 
signature utilised in classification of LDEF impactors 
(Refs.3, 6), but we suggest that a more Carrfiil scrutiny 
of the elemental association and ratios may lead to a 
more specific evaluation of particle origins, whether 
natural or artificial. 

3. RESULTS 

The nine samples studied all contained small impact 
craters (diameter < 1 0 0 ~ m ) .  A total of eleven impact 
craters was analysed (table. i )  

Table I .  Summary of impact residue results 
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Cells 164 and 170 both contained two impact craters, 
both of which were analysed, although it is not 
possible to attain whether these craters are associated 
with one or different impact events on the same cell. 
Although only the major impact features were studied, 
ali of the samples contained evidence of multiple 
impact deformation to varying degrees (e.g. h 
shallow suface cracks on the CMX glass to 10pm or 
larger impact crater). 

4. DISCUSSION 

4.1 Methodoloey 

The preliminary optical survey made it possible to 
select the most promising samples likely to contain 
residue material, for additional study by electron 
microscopy. At higher magnification (>x20) it was 
possible to locate debris and melt material within the 
crater pit, although it was not possible (using the 
optical microscope) to infer an origin for such material. 
It nevertheless suggested that the sample would he 
worth a detailed investigation. The material located by 
optical microscopy often appeared as black, metallic, 
fibrous particles above the underlying substrate of the 
solar cell. The repeated discovery of such material 
strongly suggests that partially penetrated cells offer the 
best preservation of impacting material (as suggested 
by previous work, Refs.10, 1 I). 

When a solar panel experiences an impact event the cell 
itself undergoes extensive damage which often results 
in the partial detachment (i.e. spall zone) of the CMX 
glass and localised fusion of the underlying layers. The 
crater pits often exhibit melt features of both the cell 
and the impactor. This means that the preserved debris 
is oíten of complex chemical composition, e.g. the 
residue can consist of at least four components: 
impactor fragments and melt, impactor and cell melt 
(this can be composed of several different cell 
substrates), and cell fragments and melt. 

The digitised BE images (BEI) show the 
compositional constrast between pixels and may deñne 
the chemical changes within the different layers of the 
cell and more importantly the compositional differences 
between the cell and any extraneous matter. Most 
impact residues under BEI have a distinctive, ropy 
vesicular appearance when compared to the surrounding 
host area (Fig.3). In some case these melts demonstrate 
possible volatile retention during rapid cooling. This 
is indicated by the structures in Fig.3: within the 
residue there are small areas (dark in the BEI) which 
could be gas bubbles. 

Figure 3 A BEI of a vesicular residue within a melt. 

In previous studies (Refs.8 & IO) impact features were 
investigated using secondaty electron imaging (SEI), 
which produced highly detailed images of the impact 
crater. These were not always useful when attempting 
to locate residues, since SEI is primarily a topographic 
imaging method and in a number of cases the impactor 
and the cell have fused, resulting in a complex melt 
where the residue of the impactor maybe embedded 
within the layers of the cell leaving little or no sui£lce 
trace. BEI can locate compositional d i f f m c e s  between 
a impactor residue and the cell melt to a depth of about 
lpm below the surface of the crater pit (Fig.4). 

Figure 4. Comparison between SEI and BEI. 

Previous work on the HST solar cells (Ref.10) had 
used BEI, but found it not to be particularly useful. It 
may be this was due to the samples being gold coated 
(instead of carbon). Although such a coat can be used 
for SEI work, it reduces the clarity of BEI and means 
that embedded features such as those in (Fig.4) would 
probably not be identified (Ref.12). 

After the BEI has located the area containing the 
residue, the digitised X-ray maps distinguish between 
the elemental variations that occur within the melt and 
thus distinguish between the cell components and the 
impactor residue. it i s  possible kom the maps to infer 
the origin of the impactor. For example Fig. 5 ,  the 
maps identi@ four different compositions within the 
residue: a Mg-silicate, Fe-Ni sulfide, Fe-sulfide and 
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possibly Fe-Ni metal. Thus the impactor was probably 
a polymineralic micrometeoroid and is similar to the 
types of chondritic residues identified in LDEF (Refs.2, 
3). 

completely penetrated the cell, reflected by extensive 
damage to the glass fibres. A higher magnification 
image of individual fibres indicated that residue had 
been fused on to them (Fig.6b). X-ray maps of the 
crater, and the individual, fibres within, showed the 
different compositions of the stiffener layers and mas 
slightly enriched in Fe, Ni and Cr (Fig.6~ & 6d). The 
elemental composition (especially the high Cr) would 
suggest an impactor of artificial origin, ¡.e a metal alloy 
such as stainless steel. The size of the impact residues 
on the individual fibres (<i Nm) meant that even semi- 
quantitative analyses could not be carried out. The 
location and subsequent identification of a residue in 
such a complex substrate proved that the techniques 
employed in this study can be used on various types of 
substrate 6om the 'simple composition' of the solar 
cells to a composite glass-fibre stiffener. 

Figure S. X-ray maps identifying the different elemental 
components within the residue. 

The X-ray maps can also be used to identify embedded 
features, the benefit they have over BEI is that they can 
show elemental variations up to a depth of about 5 hm 
beneath the melt surface. 

Again the reason why the X-ray mapping appears to be 
so successful in the identification of residues compared 
to previous work (Ref 10) may also be due to sample 
coating (i.e., carbon versus gold). A gold coat on a 
sample will greatly aûèct the maps, because not only 
does it prevent beam penetration, but it will also mask 
several important elements used for residue 
identification purposes (e.g. S, P and possibly Ni) 
(Ref. 12). 

The combination of BEI and X-ray mapping have 
proved highly successful in the location and 
identification of residues within the solar cells studied. 
The small number of samples specially selected as 
being the most likely to contain residues does create a 
sample bias. To prove that the techniques can be used 
on other types of cratering, a sample which had k e n  
completely peneûated was selected. This impact uater 
was probably one of the most difficult to study because 
it was in the stiffener substrate and not the solar cell 
itself (Fig.1). The stiffener is composed of several 
silicone and sulfone resin layers and a woven glass 
fibres.The glass fibres complicate imaging of the Warer 
because they do not allow a high quality carbon 
coating, resulting in charging during SEM analysis, 
which meant that it was almost impossible to obtain 
an SEI of the crater and very difficult for BEI. The 
digitised BEI did allow the al€& of the charging to be 
reduced and a high resolution image was produced 
(Fig.6a). This image showed bright particles on both 
the crater lip and on the glass fibres within the crater. 
The image also confirmed that the impactor had 

Figure 6a. The BEI ofthe impact into cell stiffener, 6b. 
The BEI of an individual glass fibre, 6c & 6d. EDS cf 
the bright particles and residue identified in the crater 

4.2 Micrometeo ro id 1- r 

Seven of the eleven impact craters studied contained 
natural micrometeoroid residues (Table. I ) .  These were 
classified as: Fe-Ni sulfides or mafic silicates (e.g., 
olivines and pyroxenes). The mafic silicates which 
represent chondritic impactors are typical of those 
detected on LDEF [Refs.2-41. The Fe-Ni metal residue, 
on the other hand may represent a micrometeoroid class 
not frequently identified in the collections of cosmic 
dust [Ref.l3]. 

The fact that the majority of the impacts appear to be a 
consequence of micrometeoroids rather than space 
debris is interesting and worthy of further comment. 
Firstly, the HST solar arrays prior to removal were in a 
sun facing orbit 60% of the time (Ref.8) and may not, 
therefore present an unbaked random sample of 
impactors. Secondly, the low incidence of space debris 
could be associated with the orbital altitude of the HST 
(=600 km). Compared to both EURECA (500km) and 
LDEF (320-450 km) the HST was in a higher orbit, 
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although the results for LDEF (Ref.3) are similar to the 
fmdings here. 

The mafic silicates included the probable identification 
of an Mg-olivine, which LDEF studies [Ref.3] failed to 
observe. The frequent discovery of sulfides in residues 
highlights the fact that our technique is able to 
characterise residues which contain volatile elements 
which were thought to vaporise during the violent 
impact process. The reason why such volatile elements 
are not lost could be related to the type of impacts, i.e. 
because they have not completely penetrated the cell, 
there is an efficient trapping mechanism. Some 
volatiles including gases may also be retained in the 
melt glass because of rapid cooling. 

Although it is possible to identify the natural 
micrometeoroids as extraterrestrial, it is not easy to 
classify them in terms of meteorite class using the 
present schemes [Refs.3, 61. These previous schemes 
have classified residues as “chondritic”, but the use cf 
the term is ambiguous. Herein a number of Fe-Ni 
sulfides has been detected, which could be residues 
from chondritic particles. Alternatively, however, they 
may also arise from meteorites analogous to irons or 
stony-irons. It is therefore preferable to specify likely 
mineralogy rather than attempt detailed classification to 
meteorite type. 

4.3 Suace Debris 

Only two of the impact residues studied (Table.1) w m  
identified as space debris. These were classified as S -  
bearing organic matter and salt and a residue of Fe with 
accessory Ni and Cr. The presence of Cr implies that 
the impactor was some type of stainless steel (which 
has numerous space applications). Solar cell 162 
contained impact crater caused by a natural impactor 
also contained a Ti-rich particle in a matrix rich in C, 
N and O, suggestive of a paint íiagment and associated 
bonding polymer. This 6agment was fused to the rim 
of the crater (Fig.7). 

Figure.7 BEI of Ti-rich particle fused to crater lip. 

This implies that it is possible for cells to collect low 
velocity “additions” which may or may not be the 
cause of the crater formation. This fmding shows a 
complication to post-flight investigations, it is quite 
possible to wrongly identify which impactor generated 
the crater! 

4.4 Further AoDiicilfiP11S 

The X-ray maps can rapidly identify minor elemental 
variations across the surface solar cell substrate at low 
magnification (<x50). This could be used to locate 
rapidly the number of impact craters present on a 
sample. The hest method of carrying out this type OF 
work is to use a feature which was identified in 
previous studies (e.g Ref.8), that the solar cells m 
coated with an ultra-thin MgF2 layer. When a cell has 
experienced an impact event this layer is removed, thus 
by mapping for either Mg or F, it is possible to locate 
area with low concentrations in these elements and thus 
locate craters (Fig.8). 

Figure.8 Elemental map for F over crater area. 

The characteristic X-ray map showing the loss of an F- 
rich surface (Fig.8) where a impact has occurred, also 
clearly defines the extent of damage. Thus these maps 
could be used for the crater measurements canied out 
as apart of a post-flight investigation (Ref.7). 

5.  CONCLUSIONS 

There is no simple technique which enables 
comprehensive identification of residues in very small 
impact craters on space hardware. However the 
combination of BEI and X-ray mapping appears to 
ofFa a systematic method by which residues can be 
located, identified and where possible classified by 
micro-spot analyses. These techniques could be 
employed in identifying new features when future 
samples (e.g. from EURECA Il, or spacestation 
materials) are returned to Earth, as apart of the Post- 
Flight Investigations. 
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The results of this study indicate that 1 1  non- 
penetrating impacts (i.e. craters <IOOkm in diameter) 
in HST solar cells are a consequence of nahual 
micrometeoroids and not space debris. Although a 
larger data set is required to substantiate whether this 
is a general feature on all impacted space hardware, it 
does supports the findings of LDEF Bef.31 and 
previous HST impact residue studies [Ref.10]. 
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ABSTRACT 

The understanding of the micron-sized populations of natural micrometeoroids and artificial space debris in low 
Earth orbit has benefited considerably from the post-flight investigations of retrieved surfaces from spacecraft, 
such as the Long Duration Exposure Facility. The returned solar array from the Hubble Space Telescope has 
added to this repository and has offered a further opportunity to document these particles. 25 individual solar cells 
were specially selected on the basis that they contained impact craters (diameter 100-1000 pm) which had the 
most potential to retain impactor residue chemistry. The solar cells were subject to a detailed investigation using 
analytical scanning electron microscopy which identified 29 impact craters, the analysis of which identified 3 
residues as artificial in origin, 6 unclassified and 20 as natural in origin. The limited number of unclassified 
residues identified indicates that the methods of analysis employed in this investigation are a significant step 
forward for such studies and, if employed on a greater number of samples, will improve the calculations of the 
time-integrated flux rates for micrometeoroids and space debris in the low Earth orbit environment. 
Notwithstanding the small sample set examined, the observed chemical classification of the impact residues in 
terms of micrometeoroid to space debris (in the particle size range 8-80 pm) corresponds well to the flux model 
that predicts the dominance of natural particles. 01999 COSPAR. Published by Elsevier Science Ltd. 

NOMENCLATURE 

Diameters and crater Classes as defined by Herbert and McDonnell(l997) 
D,, = conchoidal cracking diameter (pm) 
D, = Particle diameter (pm) 

NTRODUCTION 

The characterisation of low Earth orbit (LEO) micron-particle populations has benefited extensively from the 
post-flight investigations of retrieved surfaces from spacecraft, i.e. the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) 
(e.g. Zolensky et al., 1994) and the European Retrievable Carrier (EuReCa) (e.g. McDonnell et al., 1995). The 
micron-particle populations can essentially be sub-divided into two categories: 1 )  nahU;il micrometeoroids 
(particles originating from comets, asteroids and possibly secondary ejecta from planetary impacts) (Brownlee, 
1994), and 2) artificial space debris (fragments generated from spacecraft collisions, by-products of normal 
spacecraft operations etc). The returned solar array from the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) has offered a further 
opportunity to document the abundance of these particles, as prior to its retrieval the array was in LEO for 3.62 
years at an orbital altitude of 600km, in essentially a sun-facing direction. The array was subject to a detailed 
post-flight investigation led by ESA, with micrometeoroid and debris studies focused upon the hypervelocity 
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impact damage which the anay had sustained (Drolshagen, 1995). These studies investigated the crater 
morphology generated by particles impacting onto individual solar cells (McDonnell et al., 1995), and residue 
chemistry from the impactor if retained (e.g. Wright ef al., 1995). The chemical investigations proved variable in 
success, it was often not possible to identify residue in the large craters (crater diameter >1 nun). Residue in the 
smaller craters (crater diameter <l mm) was too small to identify, a complex mixture of the cell and impactor, or 
had been removed by the impact event (Rival et al., 1997). 

Recent work (Graham et al., 1997a) has shown that the smaller craters (crater diameter 100-IO00 pm) offer the 
hest potential for the retention of residue, as they tend to penetrate only the top layers of the cell. Chemical 
analysis of residues has been enhanced by the development of a rapid technique using scanning electron 
microscopy (Graham et al., 1997b). Herein we report on the analysis of 25 solar cells containing a total of 29 
impact craters of morphological Classes I ~ 11, as defined by Herbert and McDonneii (1997). 

EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL 

Solar Cells 

The ability to identify and classify extraneous material is dependent upon a clear understanding of the 
composition of host material, as the impact melt is often a complex mixture of both the impactor and the cell. 
HST cells are composed of a top protective layer (150 pm thick) of CMX borosilicate glass, coated with a MgF, 
layer. A layer of silicone resin (70 pm thick) bonds the CMX to the underlying silicon solar cell (250 pm thick), 
beneath which is a silver connector strip. This composite stmcture is supported by backing-tape containing glass- 
fibre reinforcement, Figure I .  

Fig. I .  BEI of a section through a solar cell with supporting stiffener, and EDS spectrum of the CMX glass layer. 

Scanning Techniques 

The 29 impact features were selected after optical analysis using a Leitz Wild M8 microscope with Sony DKC 
5000 digital photo camera. Individual solar cells were then carbon-coated and examined using a JEOL JSM-840 
scanning electron microscope (SEM) and Oxford Instruments eXL energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDS). 
Our eXL has a light element detector that can detect C, N, O, and F and can, for example, distinguish metals from 
their oxides. Analytical work was carried out at an accelerating voltage of 20 kV, a beam current of 2 nA and 
working-distance of 32 nun. Digitised back-scattered electron imaging (BEI) and X-ray elemental mapping 
employed the protocols described in Graham et al. (1997b). 
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Classification 

Our classification of impact-derived residues, in terms of micrometeoroid or space debris, was based on the 
schemes used during the post-flight analyses of LDEF experiments (Bemhard et al., 1993a). Identification of 
extranmus material is complicated by “mixing” between the melted host and the impactor, thus the derived melt 
may show only minor increases in certain elemental abundance above the original composition of the host. 
Notwithstanding such difficulties, it has proved possible to classiîy residues successfully. 

Space Debris. The presence of Ti and Al within the solar cell complicates the identification of some residues. Ti- 
rich residue associated with both Al and O may have an origin in the host cell, rather than from an extraneous 
impactor. EDS spectra and X-ray elemental maps that contain the following elemental signatures may be used as 
indicators of an artificial origin: 

Mainly Ti +possible minor C,N,O (paint fragments) 
Mainly Fe + Cr (in variable concentrations), Mn + possible trace Ni (specialised steels) 
Mainly AI + minor CI, O, Cr (Solid-Rocket Motor ablation products) 
Mainly Sn + Cu (Printed Circuit Board (PCB) components) 
Na, Ca, K, C1 (salt water contamination / human waste). 

It is also possible that secondary craters could be generated by fragments of arrays (or other components) of the 
HST. CMX impacts onto other substrates might be identified by residue emichment in Mg, Si, Ce, Ca, K, AI, Ti 
and Zn, but would be very difficult to distinguish upon a solar cell. 

Micrometeoroids. The micrometeoroid residues may not retain the stoichiometric chemical signature of their 
parent mineral and may give analyses that cannot easily be compared to those of mineral standards. Nevertheless 
EDS spectra and X-ray elemental maps that contain the following signatures may he used as indicators of 
micrometeoroid origin: 

e Mg & Si enrichments + Fe (mafic silicate / phyllosilicates) 
Fe + S (Fe-sulfides) 
Fe + Ni + S (Fe-Ni sulfides) 
Fe +Ni metal (Ni concentration at meteoritic ratios). 

RESULTS 

A total of 29 impact craters were analysed for the presence of residue material. 

Table 1. Summary of Impact Residue Analysis 

Description Number % of Total 

unknown 6 21 
Soace Debris 3 10 
Micrometeoroid 20 69 
Total 29 1 O0 

Chemical Analysis 

Table 1 shows that there was abundant residue in the 29 impact craters analysed. Residues of micrometeoroid 
origin were identified as Mg-silicates (possibly olivine or pyroxene), Mg-Fe silicates (possibly phyllosilicates); 
Fe-sulfides; Fe-Ni-sulfides; Fe-Ni metal and calcite fragments associated with Mg-Fe non-silicates (possibly Mg- 
Fe carbonates). These components were identified as either single or multi- component residues, their detailed 
chemistry is discussed in Graham ef al. (1998). The space debris residues were identified as derived from paint 
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(EDS spectra with Ti, C, N and O); metallic fragments (EDS spectra with Fe, Cr, Mn and trace Ni in sensible 
ratios for stainless steel) and printed circuit board (PCB) components, Figure 2. 

Fig. 2. BEI image of an impact crater with bright particles in the crater pit. EDS spectrum containing Sn and Cu 
suggesting an artificial origin (possibly PCB fragments). 

Crater Analysis 

The 29 craters are Class I ~ I1 impacts, with D,, = 100 - 1000 pm (Figure 3). Calibration of the D o  
measurements indicates that the impacting particle size range was 8- 80 pm diameter. 

NumberDistribution for Meteoroid and Debris Impactors On the HST Solar Array 
Identified from Residue Chemistry 
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Fig. 3. Number Distribution for Micrometeoroid and Debris Impactors Vs Conchoidal Diameter 
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DISCUSSION 

The proportion of identified residue is in marked contrast to previous studies of LDEF and HST solar cells, in 
which up to 75% of the impact craters were ‘unclassified’. This increase in identified residues may be due to a 
number of factors apart from use of digitised BEI and X-ray mapping. The earlier investigations (Wright et al., 
1995) used larger Class 111-IV impact craters (as defined by Herbert and McDnnnell, 1997), with D,, up to 2 mm. 
Such craters show substantial impact damage to the cell, and there is no trapping mechanism for residue material 
comparable to that seen in the smaller Class 1-11 craters of this investigation. Earlier studies (e.g. Rival et al., 
1997) also found that the complex cell composition made interpretation of residues extremely difficult, 
particularly for micrometeoroid residues. The problems of complex cell chemistiy have been overcome by 
detailed analyses of cell cross-sections, enabling recognition of minor variations in the chemistiy of the melt, and 
thus distinction between host and extraneous material. 

The reduced number of ‘unclassifieds’ in comparison to the specific micrometeoroid experiments on LDEF 
(Bemhard et al., 1993b, Brownlee et al., 1993) may be attributable to a number of factors. Our new methods are 
now sufficiently sensitive to resolve tiny (sub-micron) residues and to detect the light elements (C, N, O) that 
enable distinction between the chemistry of the host and the impactor (for example Al-foils of a collector, and 
Al-oxides from space debris). The exhaustive work of Bemhard et al. (1993b) discussed over 600 impact craters 
on LDEF, substantially more than the 29 impacts discussed herein. Nevertheless our sample, specifically selected 
to be within the D,, range of 100 - 1000 pm but otherwise unbiased, clearly shows great potential for rapid and 
thorough interpretation of large numbers of craters. The same technique can be successfully employed on craters 
of diameters between 2 and 1000 pm on aluminium. 

Our data suggest that the Class 1-11 impact craters on HST are dominated by micrometeoroid-derived residues 
(69%), possibly from relatively low, oblique impact velocities. Previous studies (Flynn, 1990 and Brownlee et al., 
1993) suggest that particles of asteroidal origin might have orbital parameters of this nature. The dominance of 
natural residues raises the possibility that LEO may harbour a previously underestimated population of 
micrometeoroids, although the nature of the HST orbit (all of the array surfaces were exposed to earth- and sun- 
facing environments) means that it is not possible to confirm this hypothesis. However, re-examination of known 
orbital-orientation surfaces of LDEF using our techniques might well resolve whether such findings are 
significant in number on earth-facing surfaces. 
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Sumrnay-TIie solar anay uhich n a s  returned to Earth from thr Huhhle Space Telescope 
(IISI I in 199.3. after 3.62 )ears of space eqwsure in low Earth orbit [ E O ) .  has oíìered thc 
c,pporiu"ii> tu docunisnt populations 01. natural micrimetroroids and artificial "space debris". 
Rcsiducs from the h?pencloci' impact í l I V I )  oïmatrrial dcpobited in 25 individuai solar cells 
froiri the ana? haie k e n  investigated herein hy scanning electron microscop). 'The 
uhscr\ati«iic. I i w e  hccn compared n i t h  the r e ~ t i l t s  « I  simulated HVis into solar cells using 
i n o ~ n  mrtwii le rnineraiogic~. lhis has pcmiitted assessment ofthe prohabilit> of releniion Sor 
rcsiduc miitcrials deriird from H \ l  hy well-characterised minerai spccies. The simulation 
experiments haw thus far wggested that some of the texturai features observed in impact 
r o i d u c c  arc dependent i>n the niltu~c d'thr indiiidual minwal componriits r i thin the original 
inipacriir. i~unhcrmore i t  traspires that compounds containing volatile elements. such as C3 
t from calcium carhonairi. can he preserved 3s nraï-intact fragments explosively emplaced in an 
irnpdci m i t a  Such UIIUSUBI particlcs should not always he dismissed as simply contaniination 
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INTRODUCTION 

The presence o f  hyperuelocity inicro-particles in low earth orhit (IXO) has been a long 
standing concern. diie to the impact damage hazard these particles present to space hardware 
such as caiellite~, e.g. Drolshagen [ I ] .  The particles can he divided into two populations: natural 
niicr«iiieteori)ids. e.g. Laiirance and Brownlee 121 and artificial 'space debris', e.g. Bernhard er 
ai [i]. Thr hyencloc i ty  impact (HVI)  of particles from either population leaves little evidence 
of the original impactor. although occasionally near pristine materials are observed. Rietmeijer 
and Blandford [.i]; HÖFZ er ai. [5] .  A s  such while it is relatively easy to constrain the physical 
nature o f  the impact damage in space hardware. it is usually difficult to assess exactly what 
caused it. As only traces of material, usually a complex melt derived from residues of the 
impactor and the target material are identified. e.g. Zolensky et aí. 161. Much of the previous 
work on IIVI «titu space hardware was focussed upon the returned Solar Maximum Mission 
spacecraft, e.g. Warren i'/ cri. 171. and the l o n g  Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF), e.g. 
PIIcDonnell CI ai. [8].  Much of the investigation centred on impacts into ductile surfaces such as 
Al-clamps and ,\u-foils. Kosc - ' r  ; i /  191; HÖrr e/ ai. [ I O ] ,  which generated simple. howl-shaped 
crater inorphologirs, Melosli [I I]: Iiörz er ai. [ I O ] .  The chemical analysis of residual material 
from the impactor deposited in the craters was difficult since in most cases the material was 
vaporised and lost during the impact process, e.g. Brownlee et a/. [IZ]. 

The Hubble Space 'l'elescope (FIST) solar array which was returned to Earth in 1993, after 
3.62 years of space exposure, has offered an opportunity to document further the LEO 
environment and gain a better understanding of HVIs upon space-hardware. The surfaces 
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returned from the solar array, unlike many of the previous studies already mentioned, are brittle 
in nature. Thus, instead of simple crater morphologies, they produce complex radial and 
conchoidal fractures with extensive spallation zones (Fig. 1) during the crater forming process, 
Rival et al. [13]. The previous investigations of impacts into brittle targets have focussed on the 
crater morphologies, e.g. Mandeville [14] and impact dynamics, e.g. Taylor et ai. [15]. The 
possible retention of impactor material has not been assessed extensively, as it has been 
presumed that, as with LDEF craters, much of the material would be lost. Recent work 
employing analytical microscopy techniques has been successful in both the location and 
identification of residue material in the solar cells, Graham et al. [16]. A progamme of light-gas- 
gun shots that have produced similar impact features in the laboratory has now extended this 
work. Although many craters from LEO exposure have proved to contain very distinctive residue 
‘fmgerprints’ of the impactor mineralogy, some are not so easy to tie unambiguously to original 
mineralogy, and some were clearly due to polymineralic grains. The laboratory experiments were 
thus designed to discover what happens to impactors of well-characterised mineralogy during 
HVI in terms of chemistry and the amount of material retajned. Herein we discuss the 
observations made on both simulated and LEO micro-particle impacts, and their implications for 
the ability of solar cells to retain residue material. 

G.A. Graham et al. /International Journal of Impact Engineering 23 (1999) 319-330 

Fig.1 Secondary electron images (SEI) of an impact crater. The crater terminology can be described as the following: 
D, = centrai pit (melt pit), this may contain debris in the form of melt residues; D, = Shatter zone, this area is highly 
fragmented; D, = Conchoidal spallation; D, =Maximum damage detected at an impact site. 

SAMPLES AND METHODS 

Solar Cells 

The samples of flight hardware from LEO used in this study were individual solar cells 
removed from the upper blanket of the solar array assembly from the HST, which was returned to 
Earth aîler the 1993 service mission. Prior to recovery, the array had been exposed to LEO for 
3.62 years, at an operational altitude of approximately 600km, Drolshagen [i]. Upon return and 
de-integration the array was transported to a clean-room facility at ESTEC (the Netherlands), 
where it underwent post-flight investigation, Drolshagen [i]. 

The 25 individual solar cells (Fig.2) requested for the residue studies were specially selected 
on the basis that they contained class I and I1 impact craters, as defied by Herbert and 
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McDonnell [17], rather than holes (class V). The analysis of the impact holes had shown that 
little or no impactor material is retained, whereas class I and I1 craters appear to offer the 
potential to retain material as the impact had only penetrated the upper layers of the cell and a 
melt pit is generated. 

Fig2 A cross-section of a solar cell and ~pport ing stiffener and EDS spectra of the CMX glass. The solar cells are 
wmposed of a top protective layer (15Opn thick) of CMX borosilicate glass coated with a Mg + F layer. A layer of 
silicone resin (70p thick) on the underlying silicon solar cell ( 2 5 0 ~  thick) bonds the CMX layer. Below the 
siliwn cell is a silver wnnecior strip running h u g h  the cell (approximately 900 m thick). Under the connector is 
a second layer of silicon resin ( 7 0 p  thick). niis composite structure is ~~ppoited by a fibre-glass backing tape 
( l o o p  thick). 

Scanning Techniques 

The analytical protocols are described more fully in Graham et al. [16]. The chemical 
compositions and debris morphology associated with the impact features were determined using 
a JEOL JSM 840 SEM fitted with an Oxford Instruments e-XL X-ray energy dispersive 
spectrometer. The analytical work was carried out at an accelerating voltage of 20kV with a 
beam current of 2nA at a working distance of 32mm. Back-scattered electron images (BEI) and 
X-ray maps were digitised for analysis and storage. High-resolution imaging of selected craters 
was canied out on a Philips XL FEG-SEM fitted with a Robinson back-scattered electron 
detector, using an accelerating voltage of 5kV and a workmg distance of 15mm. All the samples 
were given an ultra-&¡¡ carbon coat to reduce the effects of charging during analysis. 

Simulated Shots Program 

Sabot-mounted impactor samples were individually accelerated in a light-gas-gun (LGG) at 
the University of Kent (U.K.), using the buck-shot technique described in Taylor et al. [18]. 
Grains were impacted on solar cell targets at velocities around 5 km/s (calculated from time-of- 
flight measurements using piem-elecûic transducer sensors). 

The fmt laboratory HVI were designed to demonstrate whether or not it is relatively easy to 
fmd and characterise different residues íÌom LGG impacts, as had already been demonstrated for 
LEO-exposed materials, Graham et al. 1161. The fmt projectiles (up to 4 0 0 ~  in diameter) were 
composed of soda-lie glass (as an analogue of natural silicates) and stainless steel AIS1 420 
ball-bearings (as an analogue of space debris). Distinctive, unambiguous residues were found in 
a number of craters in each case. 

Following this success, the programme was extended to a suite of high purity natural minerals 
(detemined to be homogeneous in composition by examination under the SEM). The selected 
minerals included olivine (Mg-silicate); calcite (Ca-carbonate); pyrrhotite (Fe-sulfide); feldspar 
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(Ca-aluminosilicate) and pyroxene (Ca- + Mg- silicate). Projectiles of 125-250pm diameter were 
employed to provide simple, yet realistic, analogues of individual components of natural 
micrometeoroids. When a range of minerals may be intimately associated at the scale of 
micrometres, as seems to be the case in interplanetary dust particles (IDPs), e.g. Bradley [ 191 and 
probably in micrometeoroids, their impact may produce complex polymineralic residues that are 
difficult to assign to precise, individual mineral compositions. The use of well-characterised 
samples in a relatively simple experimental environment was therefore an essential first step to 
enable positive and unambiguous identification of impactor mineralogy before attempted 
interpretation of more complex, mixed-mineralogy HVI, such as those observed in polymineralic 
residues as seen by Graham et al. [16]. 

In particular, these impacts permitted an analysis of the degree to which samples undergo 
alteration during the impact process at 5 km/s, such as loss of volatile elements or chemical 
fractionation of the residue between different components such as the melt glasses and vapour. 
The textural characteristics of the residue were also noted as a further potential indicator of 
impactor mineralogy and were very similar to those seen on space exposed surfaces where 
impact velocities may range to 70 km/s, Hörz et al. [IO]. 

In practice, LGG HVI residues needed to be interpreted with care, as the apparatus may create 
a number of contamination problems. It proved common place to identify finely-dispersed 
particles containing Fe, AI, S and Cu strewn across the surface of the target in every LGG shot. 
Energy-dispersive spectra (EDS) micro-spot analysis of gun components revealed that these 
contaminant elements are almost certainly derived from parts of the gun and chamber, including 
the Fe particle-bearing, AI-Cu alloy 'burst-disk'. The contaminants do not, however, resemble 
true impact residues in texîure or grain size, and it can be easily demonstrated that they are not 
mixed with the solar cell glass melt. They can, therefore he reliably distinguished from impact 
residue. Previously the LGG bas been used to model crater morphologies and impact processes, 
e.g. Taylor et al. [ 181, not to investigate chemical variations of residues, and the presence of such 
contaminants has been relatively unimportant. 
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OBSERVATIONS 

Chemical Analysis 

Experience suggests that morphological studies of craters, e.g. McDonneli et al. [8], are 
unlikely to yield sufficient information on the origin of an impactor to allow the broad 
classification in terms of space debris (SD) versus micrometeoroid (MM). Such a classification 
can only be achieved through chemical studies. Herein the residues identified in the HST solar 
cells have been classified as SD or MM using the previous schemes of Graham et al. [16] and 
those which arose during the post-flight studies of LDEF hardware, e.g. Zolensky et al. [20]; 
Bemhard et al. [3]. 

SD material is basically considered to be anything that is not from a natural MM source. SD- 
derived residues are classified based upon energy dispersive spectra (EDS) of characteristic X- 
ray emission, showing combinations of elements such as: Ti, C, N and O @ossible paint 
fragments); Fe, Cr, Mn and possibly Ni (in the correct ratio for specialised steels); Sn and Cu 
(printed circuit board electronics); AI, CI, O, Cr (possibly solid rocket motor components); C, 
Na, K, CI, Ca (urine). The MM-derived residues may not retain the stoichiometric chemical 
signature of their parent mineral compositions. It is nevertheless possible from EDS spectra to 
assume that the following indicate MM origins: Mg, Fe, Ca, Si (olivine or pyroxene mafic 
silicates); Fe, S (Fe-sulfides); Fe, Ni, S (Fe-Ni sulfides); Fe-Ni metal (in the range of kamacite, a 
metal identified in meteorites); further more complicated elemental chemistries indicative of MM 
origins are also possible. 

The analysis of 29 residues in the 25 solar cells exposed to LEO indicated 3 of the residues 
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were artificial in origin, 20 were natural in origin and 6 were unclassified (due to spalled melts, 
where it is assumed the residue was lost during the impact process). The amount of residue 
material identified in the solar cell craters is in stark contrast to LDEF studies where up to 73% 
of the impact craters into the AI and Au targets from various experiments on LDEF were 
unclassified, e.g. Brownlee et al. [12]; Zolensky et al. [6]. This contrast in residue abundance 
could be due to a numher of reasons: I )  the analytical methods and detectors employed in the 
LDEF studies were insufficiently sensitive to identify discrete residues within the craters; 2) the 
impact process into AI and Au surfaces caused much of the material to he lost; 3) sample bias: 
the number of impact craters investigated was much higher for LDEF than HST (e.g. in the 
micrometeoroid chemistry experiment of LDEF, the numher of impacts in the high-purity Au- 
targets was 199 and 415 impacts in the high-purity Al-targets, Bemhard et al. [21]); (this is 
substantially more than the 29 impacts observed herein); 4) the impact features identified in 
craters on LDEF do not represent average conditions, i.e. we might expect different features on 
different space hardware, Bemhard eral. [21]. 

Notwithstanding the high number of unclassified impacts (48%). for the trailing and leading 
edge surfaces of LDEF in the dedicated chemistry experiment, Bemhard et al. [21], the majority 
of impacts identified were classified as natural (39%) compared to artificial (13%). In the HST 
solar cell impacts, the number of unclassifed impacts are considerably lower, 6 out of 29 (21%); 
the rest are dominated by MM-derived residue (68%) (their detailed classification was discussed 
in Graham et al. [22]). This observation raises the possibility that LEO may harbour a previously 
under-estimated population of micrometeoroids, Graham et al. [23], as well as space debris. 
Further work is required to substantiate this observation. 

Textural Observations Of Residues 

The physical appearance of the impact residues identified within the craters (DCO 100- 
IOOOpm) were highly variable in both concentration and composition; a similar conclusion was 
previously made in LDEF studies concentrating on micrometeoroid residues in AI and Au 
substrates, Brownlee et al. [12]. Our data however, especially that from the LGG experiments, 
suggest that apart from the velocity dependent factors, there may also be a strong link between 
residue texture and the original mineralogy of the impactor. Although the processes of formation 
and retention of residues are undoubtedly extremely complex, it is unlikely that the textural 
variations observed in our LEO HVI are due to differing types of interaction between a single 
composition of impactor particle and different components of the host substrate. It seems likely 
that variations in the degree of impactor vaporisation and fragmentation, the viscosity and 
miscibility of melt components (and therefore the intimacy of their mixing) together create 
residue textures that may be diagnostic of the impacting mineralogy. This may prove to he 
important in distinguishing silicates of differing crystal structure and volatile content (e.g. 
orthosilicates such as olivine, framework silicates such as pyroxene, and hydrous phyllosilicates 
such as saponite). EDS spectra of embedded particles sometimes clearly revealed Mg+Fe to Si 
ratios directly comparable to those of specific mafic silicates; however, many residues showed 
much greater interaction with the host melt and cannot he assigned so simply to mineral groups 
on chemistry alone. Combined chemical and textural distinction might allow direct comparison 
of impactors with the recognised classes of interplanetary dust particles (mafic silicates; 
phyllosilicate and refractory phases, e.g. Bradley [19]). The textural features of the 20 residues 
identified as MM in origin in the solar cell craters can be defmed as: surface glass (2), suh- 
surface glass (IO); surface globules (13) and near-intact particles (2). The impact residues rarely 
contained only the individual textures, a typical residue would consist of more than one of the 
different textural variations. To allow comparisons between LDEF observations and those herein, 
LDEF terminology, Brownlee et al. [I21 is used where appropriate in the description of the glass 
residues. 

201 
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Vesicular Glass Residues. Vesicular melt residues usually have a distinctive ‘ropy’ 
appearance in BEI. They appear as networks on the surface of the melt pit, and occasionally as 
detached strings in the shattered surroundings. In some cases these melts demonstrate a degree of 
volatile retention during their deposition, in the form of possible gas bubbles, (dark areas in BEI, 
Fig.3a). The residues are usually enriched significantly in Mg, Ca and Fe above the solar cell 
composition, an assemblage suggestive of origin from a mafic silicate, such as pyoxene as 
previously suggested in the preliminary investigation of the solar cells, Graham et al. [24]. 
Vesicular residues were previously identified in LDEF craters on pure AI and Au substrates by 
Brownlee et al. [12], who also suggested that the vesicular nature was a product of the volatile 
content w i t h  the impactor. The HVI residues of soda-lime glass (Ca-hearing silicate), selected 
as a micrometeoroid analogue, also showed a characteristic ropy texture (Fig.3b) similar in 
appearance to those which we consider to he a result of impact hy natural particles. It is 
noteworthy that the vesicular texture was enriched in Ca and Na (i.e. high volatile content within 
the projectile). 

Fig.38 A BEI of a vesicular residue (black arrows highlight the area of interest) observed in LEOderived impact 
crater generated by a micrometeoroid. Fig3b A BEI of a vesicular residue (white arrows highlight the area of 
interest) observed in impact crater generated in the laboratory using soda-lime projectiles. 

Fig.48 A BEI of an embedded residue observed in a LEO-derived impact crater. The residue is identified by the dark 
grey patches within the melt glass (the black arrows highlight the patches). The melt also contains bright globules, 
which are Fe-Ni metal melt droplets. The impact melt has been generated by a plymineralic micrometeoroid 
impactor. Figlb Shows the Mg elemental x-ray map for the melt giass. The Mg concentration directly wrrespnds 
to the embedded patches in the BEI. 

Glum-embedded, concentrated residues. In Fig.4 the Mg- and Si-rich residue from a LEO 
impactor is an embedded patch within the melt pit. Where the patch derived from thermal 
melting of the impactor, or a condensate from gas, it might be expected that such residue would 
show a high degree of elemental mixing with the solar cell substrate. The ED X-ray specira from 
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the residue (FigSa) were, however, very similar to those from a meteoritic silicate grain (olivine 
from CM2 Murchison - FigSb). This suggests that the patch may be a concentrated Mg+Si glass 
within the melt glass of the host, with aimost no elemental mixing (i.e. immiscibiliiy), or it is a 
surviving, shocked, solid particle beneath the melt surface. It was not possible to be certain 
whether the spectra from the residue patch showed the pristine composition of an end-member 
olivine or whether some degree of elemental fractionation had occurred during the impact 
process, although the former seems more likely. If the residue is a shocked solid particle it is 
unlikely that significant elemental fractionation would have occurred. 

Fig.5. ED spectrum obtained fmm the analysis of the embedded residue. Fig.5b ED spectrum obtained fmm lhe 
analysis of an olivine grain in the Murchison meteorite. Although the ED spectrum for the residue is enriched in Si 
wmpared to the olivine from the meteorite the general panern is comparable. 

Fig.6 A BEI of a thin glass ‘wispy’ residue (highlighted by the black mows) observed in a LEO generated crater. 
’lhe discrete patches in lhe BEI wrrespond to enrichments in both the Mg and Fe elemental x-ray maps. 

Thin Glass And ‘Wispy’ Residues. The textures described above show only limited interaction 
with the host melt during the impact process, indicated by the clear compositional contrast in BEI 
between vesicular or embedded glass and the melted borosilicate substrate. The ‘thin glass’ 
residue in some LEO HVIs is much more difficult to see, with only a slightly darker tone in BEI, 
and the texture could easily be overlooked. The texture is seen most easily in X-ray maps that 
enable the location of enrichment in Mg to be identified (Fig.6). The lack of fluorine in these 
areas indicates the magnesium is not derived from the CMX layer of the cell. We tentatively 
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suggest that this marked difference in texture (compared to vesicular and embedded residues) 
may be indicative of different silicate mineralogy, probably a hydrous phyllosilicate component. 
If a LGG impactor of heterogeneous origin, e.g. Orgeuil (CI carbonaceous chondrite meteorite) 
matrix (phyllosilicate dominated) is added to the shot program above, it may well elucidate these 
preiiminary fmdings. 

Fig.7 A BEI of the metallic surfaie melt droplets observed in a LEO-generated impact crater. The ED spectra 
obtained from the analysis of an individuai droplet shows the enrichment in Fe and Ni. 

Surface Globules. In low magnification BEI, several craters contained remarkably bright 
patches, showing strong compositional contrast between the host and the discrete residue 
chemisûy (Fig.4a). At high magnification these patches reveal myriad separate, 1 - lop-sized 
hemispherical globules on the surface of the melt-pit or shallowly embedded within the melt 
glass (Fig.7). X-ray maps showed that the residue bad not mixed with host melt in the way that 
silicates sometimes did mix. The globules were composed of Fe-Ni metal (Ni = 5-7.5 weight %, 
i.e. kamacite ratios) and metal sulfides (Fe-Ni sulfides and Fe-sulfides); similar globules were 
identified in a crater on AI from LDEF, Brownlee et al. [I21 and it is assumed that they form by 
very rapid quenching. There appears to be no loss of volatile sulfur during the process, 
suggesting that the droplets were immisEible liquid melt droplets, rather than condensates from a 
gaseous phase. The pyrrhotite (FeS) impactor in the LGG produced very similar texîural feaîures 
(Fig.8) on a variety of scales although, some melt surfaces showed amalgamation of globules into 
broader surface patches or streîchmg of sulfide residue into streaks and curls. There was no 
evidence of mixing with the borosilicate melt. 

Fig.8 A BEI of the impact &due derived from an LOG-generated shot using pyrrhotite (FeS). The melt droplets in 
the BEI correspond to the enrichments in the Fe elemental x-ray map. 

Near-intact fortieuiate Residue Material. The preservation of near-pristine particles in HVIs 
is extremely rare, Rietmeijer and Blandford [4]; Brownlee er al. [U], yet the identification of 
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such material clearly offers the best opporhinity to classify impactor origin. The steel projectiles 
fired during the LGG program revealed that residue material is not only deposited in the melt-pit, 
but that it is also possible to locate material in both the conchoidal fractures and the underlying 
spall zone. Therefore, there exists the probability that in certain craters, especially when the zone 
of conchoidal fractures does not show complete detachment of fragments around the entire 
circumference of the crater, residue or even debris from the impactor may be retained. The 
evaluation of the LEO-exposed impact craters identified one with calcium-rich material ( 4 p m  
diameter) as near-intact particles located in the spall zone and radii1 fractures (Fig.9a). 

Fig.9. A BEI of an impact craier generated in LEO, which contains Ca-rich paiticles in the spali zone. The lack of 
the particles in the surrounding area would suggest that they tue not simply contamination products. 

Fig.9b A secondary electron image ( S E I )  of a Ca-rich particle located in the LEO derived craier. The siuface texture 
of the paiticle indicates that it has undergone a degree of melting that would suggest that it is not contamination. 

These fragments appeared not to be simply contamination at some later stage, as they showed 
evidence of surface melting (Fig.9b). We conclude that such debris was emplaced explosively. 
EDS X-ray microanalysis showed abundance of mainly calcium with no silicon, giving a 
spectrum remarkably l i e  that of the carbonate mineral calcite. Calcite is a common constituent 
of altered rehctory inclusions and veins in hydrated carbonaceous chondrite meteorites, e.g. 
Grossman [25]. It might be expected that explosive hpentation on emplacement would result 
in the complete destruction and loss of such volatile-rich compounds rather than retention. 
To evaluate whether such a volatile chemistry would survive HVI, calcite grains (125-250pm in 
diameter) were fred into a solar cell target using the LGG. Subsequently, fragments were 
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observed to be retained in the spali zone of several craters. 
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Fig.10 A REI of Ca-rich fragments retained in the spali zone of a impact crater generated by the calcium carbonate 
LGG shot. The fragments are comparable to those observed LEO impact craters (Fig.9b). 

These fragments (Fig.10) were demonstrably not simply original mineral grains (i.e. artefacts of 
the experiment, accreted after formation of the craters), as they showed evidence of surface 
alteration and were mantled in a thin coat of borosilicate host glass melt. The LGG shot of 
CaCO; has indicated that calcite can survive HVI. 
It is clear that an EDS spectrum from a LEO-generated particle could be ambiguous if only Ca is 
observed since this could either be due to minerals of micrometeoroid origin (calcite in this case) 
or space debris (Ca-rich particles from urine). However we contest that, remnants of urine solids 
would be accompanied by other volatile elements (e.g. Na and K). Areas rich in sodium and 
chlorine have been found on the surface of some of the cells, probably as the result of 
contamination after recovery, but these are distinct in texture from impact residues. The 
techniques utilised in this study do not produce substantial volatile loss during analysis and the 
presence of some sodium or chlorine would be expected in urine-derived solids given the very 
substantial enrichment of these elements in urine when compared to calcium. 

The scanning techniques employed in this investigation were not able to yield information on 
the crystallographic structure of the fragments. It is hoped that using the established techniques 
of residue extraction, Teeisov and Bradley 1261, appropriate particles can be removed, and any 
surviving crystal structure be determined by transmission electron microscopy. 

Vebns Retention in HVI craters 

The rigorous interpretation of HVI-derived residues in space hardware is a complex task. 
Crater size, penetration depth and accompanying degree of damage to the host can vary to a great 
extent (e.g. for the HST sample, crater diameters range from approximately 50 to 3000pm Dco). 
There is potentially a strong bias to the population of impacting particles that can be recognised 
by residue studies, particularly if the host is only efficient at collecting the smaller particles, 
Graham et al. [24]. To date we have not yet seen a sufficiently large number of craters on solar 
cells to be able to assess whether residue can be routinely found in craters greater than I500 prn 
in diameter. In this study a further limitation lies in the relatively small number of individual 
samples yet examined, and it is therefore very important to establish an efficient sampling 
method for a larger survey. To yield the maximum information on the LEO environment, it is 
essential to understand the likelihood of debris retention within a given crater size. 

The pyrrhotite (FeS) LGG experiment, due in part to the buck-shot technique used in firing, 
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produced a large number of impact craters. Approximately 200 were of diameters comparable to 
those common in HVI from LEO (Dco 100-2000 pm). The large number of craters, and the 
appropriate variation in crater diameter, offered the opportunity to quanti@ retention of residue in 
the crater size range that previous work, Graham et al. [24] had suggested would he the most 
effective at trapping material in brittle targets. 116 craters (Dco 100-1700pn) were examined for 
residue: 111 (96%) contained FeS residue, 3 were unclassified (spalled melt) and 2 were 
contamination from the LGG. The results indicate that FeS is highly likely to survive HVI into a 
brittle target and should be adequately represented in a sample of natural impactors. This 
supports the observation that in the HVIs identified in solar cells from LEO as natural, 13 out of 
the 20 (65%) retained metal sulfide residues. Clearly we would like to extend this work to 
residue material from all of the other types of mineral shots employed herein. Furthermore to 
allow direct comparison with the retention of debris in LDEF craters, e.g. Bernhard er al. 1211 
laboratory HVI must use similar ductile targets (e.g. Al-blocks). Such experiments would form a 
logical extension of the present study, to be followed by a similar SEM survey of the craters. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Previous investigations of HVIs in space hardware bave focused on ductile target surfaces, 
e.g. AI and Au, Bemhard et al. [21]. The analysis of such surfaces highlighted the complexity of 
these studies, as the location of residue material was rare, Brownlee et al. [12]. The investigation 
herein has focussed on solar cells (brittle surfaces) returned from the HST after 3.62 years of 
space exposure in LEO. Detailed analytical scanning electron microscopy has enabled the 
identification of extraneous residue material in impact craters (Dco = 100-IOOOpn). The residue 
material was initially classified in terms of either space debris or micrometeoroid in origin. The 
latter has been sub-classified using chemistiy and textural observations, e.g. embedded and 
vesicular glass melts identified as mafic silicates in origin. 

The use of a LGG to simulate similar impacts has enabled critical evaluation of the nature of 
the LEO HVI derived-residues. Although the simulated residues are produced at lower velocities 
(-5 kmís) than compared to LEO derived residues (I 1-68 kmís for micrometeoroids) it appears 
that similar textures and chemical effects are produced. 
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ABSTRACT 

The solar array panel returned from the Hubble Space Telescope aiìer 3.62 years of space exposure offered the opportunity to 
~ study individual solar cells for hypervelociiy impact damage and residue. A detailed electron microscope investigation of 

impact craters (100-1000pn diameters) has identified that most are residue-rich and by digitised x-ray elemental mapping and 
~ semi-quantitative micro-spot analysis the original precursor composition of the impactor can almost unambiguously be 

identified. The residues contain diverx elemental compositions that can be associated with known meteorite mineralogies and 
directly compared with interplanetary dust particles and micrometeorites, possibly the most likely source object. The 
observation of a magnesium-rich residue with (Mg+Fe) / Si ratio similar to that of forsterite (end-member Mg-olivine 
identified in meteorites), indicates that it is possible in favourable conditions to defuie clearly the compositional nature of the 
impactor. The identification of near-intact calcium-rich fragments, that are neither artefacts nor contamination, indicates that 
volatile chemistries can survive hypervelocity impacts in brittle glass substrates. The abundance of micrometeoroid residues in 
the individual solar cells has highlighted that valuable information can be retained from impact craters in returned space 
hardware which are essentially not designed as a dust collectors. 01yyO COSPAR. Published hy Elscvicr Scicncc Lid. 

! 

I 
INTRODUCTION 

Since over 90% of extraterrestrial material which bombards the Earth each year is less than lmm in size, the study of this 
material is therefore fundamental to the understanding of small bodies within the solar system (Brownlee, 1994). Most of the 

~ work thus far has been canied out on terrestrial collections, e.g. interplanetary dust particles (IDPs) collected in the 
stratosphere, (Klöck and Stadermann, 1994) and micrometeorites (AMMs) collected in Antarctica (e.g. Genge and Grady, 
1998). Much knowledge has been gained from such studies, yet these particles are subject to modification and selection effects 
during atmospheric entry (e.g. Genge er al., 1997). Thus the best environment for the collection and subsequent investigations 

:' of cosmic dust might be above the stratosphere in low Earth orbit (LEO). Attempts at dust collection in this environment have 
focused on: I )  trapping intact particles using low density collector cells, made of silica-aerogel (Hörz et al., 1998); 2) dedicated '' in-situ collectors, e.g. the "Long Duration Exposure Facility" (LDEF) (e.g. Bemhard et al., 1993a), which was exposed to the 
prolonged effects of space exposure (69 months); 3) passive collectors, e.g. satellites (Bradley er al. 1986) which have been 
impacted by these particles. Passive collectors do not have dedicated collection surfaces such as the high purity AI and Au 
blocks which were used in LDEF experiments (e.g. Bemhard er al., 1993a), but are piece of hardware which have been 
returned to Earth. 

The cbmterisation of LEO particles is complicated by the fact that most of the particles are collected as a result of 
hypervelocity impact ( i  1-681on/s, (Hörz, 1986)) onto the target material. The impact-generated crater leaves little irace of the 
original impactor apart from a complex melt-derived residue comprised of both impactor and host (e.g. Bradley et al., 1986; 
Brownlee et al., 1993), although rare near-pristine material has been captured and investigated (Reitmeijer and Blandford, 
1988). A further complication is the presence of a second orbital population of particles comprising artificial space debris, 
which includes paint fragments, solid rocket exhaust fragments and human waste (astronaut urine) (Zolensky er al., 1993). 

The '-V2' solar array panel returned to Earth from the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) in 1993, after 3.62 years of LEO 
exposure at approximately 600km altitude, has offered the opportunity to investigate further the constitution of 
micrometeoroids and space debris, (e.g. Drolshagen, 1995). Herein we report on the continuing attempts to distinguish between 
artificial and natural residues deposited in individual solar cells, in terms of chemistry, with the objective that the latter will be 4 sub-divided into residues that have an affinity with IDPs and AMMs. We have previously reported on the identification of a 
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residue of mafic origin and the potential for the retention of impactor material (Graham er al., 1997a) in EIBSSCJ I and Il impact 

craters in individual solar cells (Herbert and McDo~eii ,  1997). The development of the rapid identification technique of 
impact residues in the solar cells (Graham et al., 1997b) has Mer developed the study and enabled the classification of 
natural impact residue to be constrained further. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

A preliminary optical survey of 25 individual solar cells was undertaken using a Leitz Wild ME microscope fitted with a Sony 
DKC 5000 digifal photo cam- to locate the impact features; 29 class I and II impact craters were recorded. The samples were 
subsequently carbon coated and examined on a Jeol JSM 840 scanning electron microscope (SEM) fitted with an Oxford 
hstruments e-XL X-ray energy dispersive spectrometer, o p t e d  at 20keV, 2nA beam current and a working distance of 
32mm (the detailed analytical protocols are described in Graham eroi., 19970). 

Classification Scheme 

The identification and classification of impact residues in terms of chemical composition is based on the scheme used in the 
LDEF studies (Zoiensky et ul., 1993; Bemhard et al., 1993b). Unlike the ductile surfaces of high purity AI and Au (essentially 
simple compositions) targets used on LDEF (Bemhard er al., 1993a), the HST solar cells are a brittle substrate composed of a 
complex elemental composition (Berthoud and Paul, 1995; Graham er oí., 199ïb). This initially caused difficulties in 
classification as those elements which bave previously been used as “key fingerprints” (Si, Ca and Mg) for an indication of 
micrometeoroid residues, are fundamental constituents of the solar cells. Notwithstanding this problem and after detailed 
analysis of a cell, it is possible to distinguish minor compositional variations. A further complication to the classification is that 
most of the residue exhibit textural evidence of melting and possibly even condensation from a gaseous state. Thus they may 
not retain the stoichometric chemical signature of their parent mineral. Nevertheless, it is still possible to compare the energy 
spectrum obtained by electron microscopy of the residues with known meteorite mineralogies and therefore produce almost 
unambiguous classifications. 

Fig. I .  A SEI image of a typical impact crater. The crater terminology can be described as the following: Dp = central pit (melt 
pit); Ds = Shatter zone, this area is highly fragmented; Dco = Conchoidal spallation; Dm =Maximum damage detected at an 
impact site 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The 29 impact craters investigated were in the 100-IOOOp crater diameter size range, Figure 1, based on measurements taken 
from maximum conchoidal damage (Dco) as defined in (Herbert and McDonnell, 1997). The residues were identified as: 3 of 
artificial ongin, 20 of natural origin and 6 were unclassified (spalled melts, where it is assumed the residue was lost during the 
impact process). The residue material identified was present in varying degrees of abundance and textural appearances within 
the central melt pit, the spall zone and the fracture cracks of the impact craters. The craters are essentially located in the top 
layers of the solar cell composite, Figure I ,  which means that the host composition in the melt mixture containing the residue is 
that of the borosilicate glass. Thus the residue textures appear as: vesicular glasses, embedded concentrate glasses, thin ‘wispy’, 
glasses, surface immiscible globules and near-intact particles, these are discussed further in Graham et al., (1998). Due to the 
limited number (29) of samples analysed and the possible bias present in the selection of a specific size range of craters, it is 
not possible to compare the significance of the results obtained here and those &om specific LDEF experiments (Bemhard et 
oí., 1993a) where over 600 impact features were observed. However although quantitative cornpansons are not possible, it is 
possible to compare the HST and LDEF results qualitatively, in terms of the impact chemistry. 
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Both IDPs and AMMs are identified in terms of the major mineralogical components (e.g. Klöck and Stadermann, 1994), thus 
to the natural impact residues must be sub-divided and classified in these terms so that direct comparison with IDPs and 
AMMs chemistry can he made. Thus to be able to make such comparisons, the residues must he classified in terms of mafic 
(olivine and pyroxene) silicates and layered silicates with phyllosilicates (e.g. saponite) 

Elemental signatures of Mg, Si and Fe within a residue are an indication of possible mafic origin, although previous studies 
have highlighted that such an elemental combmation without minor S or Ni, is not an unambiguous si& for meteoritic 
olivine and could be solid rock motor ablation debris (Iaurance and Brownlee, 1986). The Mg-Fe- residues identified in the 
solar cells are components within a polycomposite residue, where the Mg-Fe component is the dominant chemistry, with minor 
associated Fe-Ni metal and Fe-Ni sulfides, Figure 2a. This combination of elemental components is strongly suggestive of 
mafic origin and similar residues were identified in the,high purity MIAU micrometeoroid collectors from LDEF (Brownlee er 
oí., 1993). The residue chemistries, if assumed to be mineralogical remnants, are typical of those of intact in IDPs or AMMs 
(Genge ef al., 1997). The mafic residues identified are observed as embedded and vesicular melt glass within the host melt 
(Graham er al., 1998), therefore it is generally difficult to obtain a diagnostic si@ that would enable the sub-classification of 
whether the residue is olivine or pyroxene dominated. However, one of the embedded glass residues contained (MgtFe) / Si 
ratios directly comparable with forsterite olivine (a specific mañc silicate identified in meteorites), Figure 2b. It is not possible 
to conclude that this is the original composition of the olivine or whether it had undergone chemical fractionation during the 
impact processes. Previously such a detailed classification has only been possible when near-intact particle fragments have 
been identified in hn>ervelocity impacts (HVIs) in space hardware, e.g. the Mg-rich olivine particulates fmm Solar Max 
(Rietmeijer and Blandford, 1988). 

I 

Fig 2b 

Fig.2a. A BEI of the impact crater identifies bright and dark areas in the melt-pit which correspond in the x-ray maps to Fe-Ni 
metal droplets and Fe-Ni sulphide droplet @right areas) and Mg+Fe (dark areas). Fig.2b. shows the comparison of an EDS 
spectrum obtained from the Mg-rich residue component with a spectrum obtained from an olivine p i n  from a meteorite 
sample 

, ‘Lavered silicates’ and Phvllosilicates in Onein 

The identification of a residue that is predominately ‘layered silicate’ rather than mañc silicate in origin is problematic. HVI 
processes such as devolatilisation and metamorphism are likely io remove water, or alter the mineralogy io such a degree that 
the resultant residue would he indistinguishable h m  a mañc residue (i.e. the dominated elemental components will be Mg and 
Fe). However we suggest that notwithstanding such difficulties it might be possible to enable such identification by observing 
the textural morphology of the residue as well as the chemistry (Graham ef al., 1998). In Figure 3., the BEI image identified a 
discreet dark area within the melt. The back-scatter electron intensity was lower than would be expected for a silicate of mafic 
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origin. The darker area corresponded to Mg-rich and Fe-poor x-ray maps; the Si peak was also lower than generally associated 
with mafic residues. A similar observation in an LDEF residue concluded that the impactor was a ‘layered silicate’ in origin 
(Zolensky er al., 1994). 

Fig.3. A residue possibly of indicating a ‘layered’ silicate origin. The BEI image identifies dark wispy patches in the mel!, 
which corresponds to the Mg and Fe x-ray elemental maps. 

Metallic Components 

The Mg+Fe dominated residue also contained minor metallic phases, Fe-Ni sulfides, Fe-sulfides and Fe-Ni metal as surface 
immiscible melt dropletdglobules, Figure 2. Such features were identified in the LDEF craters (Brownlee er al., 1993) and it is 
assumed that these droplets are the product of extremely rapid cooling as there appears to be no volatile loss of sulphur. The 
observation of such droplets in association with Mg+Fe components is not unexpected if the residue is of micrometeoroid 
origin as both mafic and ‘layered‘ silicate-dominated IDPs contain minor metallic phases (Kiöck and Stadermann, 1994), as do 
AMMs (Genge and Grady, 1998). In two craters, the metal phase as was identified as the sole component, where the melt pit 
was covered in nanometer to micron sized Fe-Ni metal globules (maximum diameter was 5 ~ ) .  An artificial impactor could 
have generated the globules, but the Ni concentrations were distinctively within the range of meteoritic material (up 7.5 wt%), 
suggesting that the original impactor may be natural Fe-rich nonchondritic micrometeoroids (Graham et al., 1997~). 

Refmctorv Comwnents 

Two craters contained abundant Ca-rich particles ( 4 0 p  in diameter), Figure 4., whose EDS specirum was remarkably similar 
to that of a carbnate mineral calcite. Although the micro-spot analysis showed a lack of silicon, such a signal is not 
unambiguously indicative of natural origin. It is possible that the Ca rich particles could be remnants of urine, although in that 
case the EDS spectrum should contain other elements (e.g. Na and K). The lack of these volatile elements suggests that the Ca- 
rich particles are not a result of space debris or contamination due to evidence of surface melting on the individuai particles. 
We tentatively suggest that these Ca-rich particles a e  in fact remnants of rare refinctory phases which have been identified in 
IDPs (Zolensky, 1987). This observation is further supported by the identification of Mg- and Ai-rich oxide (pssibly spinel), 
Mg- and Fe-bearing silicate with a low back-scattered electron intensity (pssibly saponite) and a Mg- and Fe- non-silicate 
residue (pssihly carbonate) in association with the Ca-particles. A mineral assemblage similar to this was identified in a 
meteorite for the carbonaceous chondrite p u p .  A group which have previously been suggested as parent body materials for 
IDPs and AMMs (e.g. Klöck and S t a d e m  1994). nie  preservation of near-intact particles may indicate a relatively low 
velocity oblique impact. Previous studies (e.g. Brownlee er d., 1993) suggested particles of asteroidal origin would have the 
orbital parameters to allow this. 

Fig.4. X-ray maps identifying the Ca-rich particles trapped in the spall zone of the impact crater 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The ability to identify and classi@ residues within impacts in the HST solar cells in terms that can be directly compand with 
IDP chemishies (i.e. mafic silicates and layered silicates), suggest that returned space-hardware such as solar cells can act as 
excellent passive collectors for micrometeoroids. 
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